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ABSTRACT. 
Att investigation of the flow of suspensions of solids 
particles in gases at high flow velocities has been carried out. 
A literature survey into gas-solids flow at both low and high 
speeds has revealed that most of the existing work on high speed 
flows is of a theoretical nature and has been stimulated as a 
result of the presence of solids particles in the exhaust gases 
of solid-fuelled rocket engines. 
In this project theoretical approaches are presented for 
both idealised flows where the solids and gas are is equilibrium 
or maintaining constant fractional lag and also for the more 
realistic case of variable gas-solids velocity and temperature 
ratios where solutions require numerical integration by a digital 
puter. The experimental approach has been limited to the com- 
flow of polystyrene solids particles in air through a long 1 in, 
nominal bore pipe at flows ranging from almost incompressible 
to chokad flows. Measurements of air and solids mass flow rates, 
air velocity profiles and solids velocities have been obtained. 
The indications are that provided an estimation of the 
frictional drag due to the gas skin friction and the solids particle 
to particle and particle to duct wall interaction can be obtained, 
the numerical solution gives good results. The constant fractional 
lag theory gives indications of providing a Mach number expression 
capable of predicting the choked flow of gas-solids suspensions. 
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CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION. 
Flows in which solid particles are suspended in a gas 
stream . "gas-solids flows" - arise in practice in a variety of 
ways. Some of these are listed below. 
(a) Pneumatic conveying of granular solids. This method of 
conveying is widely used in chemical plants, flour mills, 
pulverised fuel fired electric power stations etc. 
(b) Solids - contaminated gas streams, smokes etc; 
(o) Abrasive or erosive jets, e. g. shot blasting. 
(d) Pulverised fuel burners for boilers or gas turbines; 
(e) The use of suspended solids in gas streams to increase 
tho apparent specific heat for heat transfer cycles. 
(f) The exhaust gases from solid fuelled rocket motors. 
(g) The seeding of gas streams used in magneto-hydrodynamic 
power generators. 
A considerable amount of work of both a theoretical and 
experimental nature has been done on the properties of gas-solids 
flows at low velocities, and under conditions where compressibility 
effects are very small, but until very recently, little work had 
_2_ 
been done on flows whero compregsihility effects are not 
small. Over the last six years, however, a large amount 
of work has been published in America on the flow of gas- 
solids mixtures, mainly with low solids to gas ratios, through 
nozzles and shock waves, and some of this is discussed in 
the Literature Review. This work has been mainly theoretical, 
and there still appears to have been very little experimental 
work published on this type of flow. The object of this 
project, therefore, is to investigate the mechanics of heavily 
loaded gas-solids flows at high speeds, extending into the 
supersonic range of velocities, in which compressibility effects 
are of major importance. 
The theoretical approach to this project is based on 
that derived for the one-dimensional flow of compressible gases. 
The solids are assumed to be suspended in the gas stream by 
turbulent motion such that at any cross-section of the flow, 
the mixture is uniformly dense, and the flow can be considered 
to have uniform velocity, temperature and density profiles. 
The flow of the mixture is then considered to be expressed by 
equations of continuity of mass flow, conservation of momentum, 
and the energy equation for both constituents, and by the gas 
equation of state for the gas phase only. This approach can 
3- 
then be divided into three sections depending on the assumptions made 
(äj Equilibrium flow - where the solids particles and neighbour- 
ing gas particles are assumed to be in velocity and thermal 
equilibrium throughout the flow. 
(b) Constant fractional lag flow - where the velocity and thermal 
relationship between the solids particles and neighbouring 
gas partiales is assumed to be such that the ratio of solids 
velocity to gas velocity, and solids temperature change from 
stagnation temperature to the gas temperature change from 
stagnation temperature, are c=tzt throughout the flow 
(e) Flows in which the ratio of solids velocity to gas velocity, 
and solids temperature change from stagnation temperature to 
the gas temperature change from stagnation temperature, are 
allowed to vary throughout the flow. 
With the above assumptions, special attention has been 
paid to the concept of "the velocity of sound" in a gas-solids 
mixture. With the resulting definition of Mach number, it has 
been possible to consider in some detail the prediction of the 
"choked" condition for pipe flow, and the possibility of 
achieving a Mach number of unity at the throat of a con- 
vergent-divergent nozzle. For cases (a) and (b) above, it 
is possible to express the variables in the gas-solids mixture 
in terms of the mixture compressible flow indes ji and Mach number, 
-4-. 
such that equations similar to those for the one dimensional 
flow of compressible gases are evolved. For case (c), however, 
because the gas-solids velocity ratio and temperature ratio 
are now varibbles, it has been necessary to use a digital 
computer and also utilise some of the experimental readings 
in order to obtain solutions to the equations. 
The experimental approach to the project has been 
mainly concentrated on establishing rigs from which measurements 
pertinent to gas-solids flow mayrz be taken, and obtaining as 
many measurements as time has permitted. Because studies of 
gas-solids flows is a new field to the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at this University, a considerable amount of develop- 
ment work has been necessary in establishing the experimental 
apparatus. 
Two rigs have been constructed, together with the 
necessary solids entrainment and separation techniques. One 
of these rigs is a 150 ft. long 7/8th. in bore brass walled 
straight pipe, the length and bore size being such as to achieve 
"choked" flow. The very long length was chosen as it was sus- 
pected that ads-solids mixtures require a long entry length, and 
4tlso since it was hoped to obtain measurements over the full 
Mach number range from about 0.1 to i. The second of these 
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rigs is a rectangular duct flow rig of about 5 to 1 aspect ratio 
in the test section. This rig has an 18 ft. test section, 12 ft. 
of which has transparent side walls. A convergent-divergent 
nozzle is located in this rig so that supersonic flows may be 
achieved. These rigs were selected so that one dimensional 
flow was approximated in the pipe flow rig, and two dimensional 
flow in the rectangular duct flow rig. 
Instrumentation has been developed for these rigs 
enabling the following measurements to be made: pressure drop 
profile along the pipe or duct, air flow rate, solids flow 
rate, some measurements of air velocity profile across the 
pipe using a total head tube, solids velocity measurements, and 
some measurements of electrostatic effects from an electrically 
isolated length on the pipe flow rig. Although it has been 
possible to design, construct and develop both rigs during the 
course of the project, time has only permitted actual measure- 
ments to be taken from the pipe flow rig. 
The experiments on the pipe flow rig have all been 
carried out using only one solids material - polystyrene -a 
polydisperse powder of plastic material, in which the individual 
particles are perfect spheres. The powder has a mean particle 
size of 0.012 in. (310 microns) diameter, and about 90% by weight 
ý6r 
of the particles lie in the range 0.0094 to 0.017 in. (240 to 430 
microns). Air has been used as the gas phase of the two-phase 
mixture, and the air flow rates have been varied co that the 
full range of conditions, from flows where compressibility 
effects are small to flows well above the onset of choked flow, 
have been achieved. 
In the following chapters of this Thesis, a background 
to the project is given in the form of a Literature Review, 
followed by a chapter on the theoretical approach. The sub- 
sequent three chapters give details of the design, instrumentation 
and development work necessary to commission the rigs, and the 
following two chapters give details of the experimental procedure 
adopted, the experimental results obtained fron the pipe flow 
rig, and the results from the computer programme. Finally, 
in the last two chapters, these results are discussed and somo 
conclusions drawn. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
LITERATURE REVILV.. 
A survey of technical publications shows that up to 
about 6 years ago there was very little published work on the 
converanoe of solid particles in a gas stream, under conditions 
where compressiblity effects are important. Since then, however, 
a considerable amount of work has been published, mainly in 
America, on the flow of gas-solids mixtures through nozzles at 
very high speeds. This work, which was initiated through the 
use of metallic fuel constituents in modern rocket engines, tends 
to concentrate on the flow of very small particles (usually in the 
range 1 to 20 microns) suspended at low solids to gas concen- 
trations (typically less than 0.7 by weight for a contemporary 
solid fuel rocket), in initially very high temperature gas flows. 
Because of the difficulty in making any experimental measurements 
on the flow inside a rocket engine, most of the papers published 
to date concentrate on the theoretical aspects of gas-solids 
flow through nozzles, and the theoretical deductions are not 
usually collaborated by experimental findings. 
In comparison with the relatively recent interest in high 
speed gas-solids flow, work of both a theoretical and experimental 
nature has been proceeding for many years on the properties of 
low speed gas solids flow4 where compressibility effects are 
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small. This work has often tended towards the derivation of 
empirical or semi-empirical relations to express the pressure 
drop of a gas-solids flow along a pipe-line and also to relate 
the solids velocity to the gas velocity. Other work of a rather 
Lu. ý 7 fundamental nature in which particle wake effects, accel- 
et-_tion effects'and the effects of fluid turbulence on the particle 
drag coefficient has also been undertaken for flows in which the 
gas pressures and velocities are low. In view of this obvious 
division into compressible and incompressible gas-solids flow, 
this review will consider separately pertinent aspects of recent 
contributions to the understanding of flow in these two regimes. 
Z. Z. Incompressible Flow. 
2.1,1. Pressure Drop Measurement. 
The expressions suggested for pressure drop evaluation 
can be divided into those derived from experimental data which 
incorporates the initial solids acceleration length, and those 
which only consider fully accelerated gas-solids flows. In 
view of the added complexity of including acceleration effects, 
the main interest in this review is with fully accelerated flows. 
In 1954 Mithin put forward the empirical expression 
ux 
--- ss Pg WY 
s 
-9_ 
where constants K, x and y are evaluated experimentally for 
different solids materials. The expression was subsequently 
modified by Richardson and McLeman (1960) to the form 
S"us sm 
A5000 
'ýspg 
Ws use 
In these expressions A, pg is the pressure drop for pure air 
flows : w;.. ps the excess pressure drop due to the presence of the 
solids, us the solids velocity, Ws the solids feed rate and use 
the solids free falling velocity. Values of K, x and y were 
obtained from experimental readings over a. 114 ft. long by 1 in, 
bore pipe. A number of other expressions, largely of an em-s 
pirical nature, have also been suggested by other workers, but 
work of a more fundamental nature has also been carried out and 
this is now considered. 
Hinkle in 1953 (and Mehta in 1955) suggested that the 
total pressure drop over a pneumatic conveying pipe-line might 
be expressed as 
u2Wuw äL 4Cf p2 AL 4Cf 8u 8ugp9WEI 
6L 
+- +++ AP 
2g As A u8 2gD. 2gD Wg 
3CD u- u2 
whereL+CfB=2dD pg(-ý-u-=) 
ppp s 
r 
10 
AV 
Wl'. tere the total pressure drop is comprised of component parts con- 
at ing of- that duo to the. fluid acceleration, the particle 
acceleration, the solids static head in a vertical tube, the 
fluid to pipe skin friction loss and the particle to fluid 
ariction loss. Here the expression for the particle to 
fluid friction loss appears to be derived by considering that 
the solids pressure loss can be expressed as a "Fanning" type 
friction equation where the dynamic pressure is given by the 
dispersed solids density x (the solids velocity)+'2. The 
dispersed solids density is the mass of solids per unit volume 
of mixture. This equation due to Hinkle is often quoted in 
books on pneumatic conveying and would appear to be accepted 
as a reliable equation for design work. 
In a paper by Uematsu which appeared in 1964, an 
attempt has been made to express a gas-solids friction coeffici- 
ent for flow in a straight pipe in terms of the pure gas skin 
friction coefficient and the solids to gas loading ratio by 
weight Ws/Wg only. In this derivation he assumes, as other 
workers before him, that the total pressure drop is comprised 
of that due to gas flow only plus a pressure drop due to the 
presence of the solids, and that this solids pressure drop can 
be expressed in terms of a "Fanning" type equation. Whereas 
Hinkle used a dispersed solids density and solids velocity in his 
r 
3.1 
r 
equation for solids pressure drop, ü ematsu considers that 
the solids pressure drop can be expressed in terms of the 
gas density and velocity. 
2 
i. L %p =A pg + 1\ p8 and r. ''=ps = 4Cf8 DL 
p- 
2 
B., then making use of the friction velocity concept and 
assuming that all the frictional drag takes place close to 
the pipe wall 
i. e. U ý-- 
and 
vp 
g 
',: derives an expression giving the friction coefficients 
sr.. terms of the gas velocity and friction velocity 
*2 
g 
4Cf + 4Cfs =8 (ü ) 
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From a large number of experimental results (though with a 
tendency to largish diameter solids particles) Uematsu pro- 
coeds to plot u/v against Ws/4J9 and show this is a straight 
line with slope of -1.72, intercepting the ug/v* axis at a 
value off this corresponding to pure gas flow. The 
expression for the solids friction coefficient is then given by 
W2 
4cf8 = 8/ 1.72 W8 )- kCfg ý709 
9 
r 
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w 
T. c expression has the advantage over Hinkle's that no know- 
ledge of the solids velocity is required in order to obtain 
t, value for 4Cf6. 
In a recent paper, (1965) Peskin and Dwyer have con- 
ol. red the flow of gas-solids mixtures in straight pipes a 
little more fundamentally. By considering a momentum balance 
inside a differential control volume in the pipe, which 
surrounds the air but not the solids particles so that the 
pr. fticles are continually moving in and out of the system, they 
ro-rive at the following expression for incompressible gas flow. 
4c f. pg u2 AL n Z, D p 
(u u8)2 As 
2rß +A 
where n is the number of solid particles inside the differential 
control valumai': the. -zagar partia e drug cpefficieutt Ag the 
projected area of a solids particle and DH the duct equivalent 
diameter =4x Duct Area/Duct Perimeter. Their experiments 
were in fact performed in a3 in. square glass-walled section. 
They then proceed to evaluate us and n experimentally for the 
flow of 80 micron diameter glass spheres and substitute these 
into the above equation to determine CD" The tD value they 
obtain tends to be considerably greater than tb t given by the 
standard drag - Reynolds number curve for flow round a single 
r 
13 
- 
sphere. However, after explaining that due to turbulence 
effects the u9 - us value is somewhat greater than that given 
by the mean velocity difference in the axial directions as 
suggested by S. L. Sao (1956), and that the gas skin friction 
fa. tor should be increased to allow for losses due to particle- 
particle and particle to wall collisions, Peskin and Dwyer 
arrive at the conclusion that the value of CD is not sig- 
nificantly different from that given by the standard drag 
curve. 
The expressions for solids pressure drop of Hinkle, 
and Pwskin and Dwyer although in different form are in fact 
identical. If the expression of Hinkle for particle to 
fluid friction loss (from his total pressure drop equation) 
is equated to the number of particles in an elemental length 
x the drag force per particle, Hinkleis expression for 4 Cfs 
is obtained. Peskin and Dwyer appear to have preferred to 
evaluate the number of particles n experimentally, instead 
of considering n to be expressed by 
n ps A jI f dP3 pp 
- 1Li 
2.1.2. Solids Velocity Measurement. 
Because many of the expressions derived to give the 
pressure drop for a gas-solids flow through a straight pipe 
incorporate a solids velocity term, numerous empirical 
relationships for solids velocity have been put forward and 
some of the more recent of these will be discussed, 
In their paperan pneumatic conveying, Richardson and 
NcLecian give the following expression for solids velocity 
which, they state, is applicable to materials not exhibiting 
electrostatic effects. 
u 
ug " us = uso/ (0.468+ Ps0 P 
This expression, they state, is also only really 
applicable to spherical or rounded solids particles with a 
fairly narrow size distribution and travelling at fairly high 
velocities. The expression indicates that for the range of 
variables considered by Richardson and McLeman, the relative 
velocity between the gas and solids is constant and independent 
of both solids feed rate and air velocity. Other workers in 
this field, Hariu and Molstad, 1949, and Culgan have also 
stated that the equilibrium particle velocity is independent 
of the solids loadings 
"1 
- 3.5 -a 
Richardson and NcLeman1s method of measuring solids 
/ velocity was to interrupt the solids flow for a fraction of a 
second, thereby introducing an air pulse into the system 
and then to time this pulse electronically over a length of 
piy, a--line. Because a pulse introduced in this way is pre.. 
, unably a pressure pulse, there would appear to be some doubt 
as to whether it does in fact travel at the solids velocity 
down the pipe-line, though in their paper Richardson and 
McLeman make no comment on this. 
Iitlin in his project on pneumatic conveying used a 
method of trapping the solids in an isolating section in order 
to measure their velocity. This method consists of closing 
shutters at either end of the isolating section simultaneouecly 
and hence from the mass of solids trapped in the section and 
knowing the solids feed rate, determining the mean solids 
velocity from the following expression, uß = WsL/m, where m 
is the mass of solids collected in length L. According to 
Richardson and McLeman this method suffers the disadvantage 
of not being possible when plant is running continuously. Ifs 
however, the shutters can be made to close exactly si. multaneouslyg 
with no delay due to sticking and also if the flow upstream 
can be diverted to prevent large pressure rises, the method 
should give reliable results. Owing to these latter limitations 
8 
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applicable below a particle diameter of 0.014 in. 
In their recent paper, Peskin and Dwyer have 
developed a fibre-optic method for obtaining the solids 
valocity profile across a test section. Their method 
can be divided into two parts. The first part is the 
measurement of the local mass flux at any point in the flow 
by recording the passage of a single particle or group of 
particles past the probe, the probe being the fibre optic. 
Then from a knowledge of the total mass flow rate through 
the test section the variation in the local mass flow rate 
can be found, since the reading from the probe represents 
the relative number of particles passing the probe at a 
certain position. The second part consists of measuring 
the relative solid particle density distribution across the 
test section. The probe for this measurement, which was 
originally developed by Soo, basically consists of a small 
cylinder, which can traverse the test section and through 
which the gas-solid mixture is allowed to pass. On one side 
of this probe is a light source and on the other a glass rod 
inside a steel tube. When particles flow through the cylinder 
this causes attenuation of the light across the gap with the 
result that the signal output picked up from the glass rod 
r 
18 
.r 
decreases. This attenuation of the light is then used to 
obtain the relative distribution of the solid particle den- 
sity. These two measurements alone, however, are not 
s: _: fficient and the absolute solid particle density must be 
cutained at some point. In order to obtain this, Peskin 
and Dwyer assumed that the solid particle velocities on the 
centre-line of their test section were the some as the air 
velocity. The relationship between local mass flow rate 
MSL, solids particle density pSLI and solids velocity USL, 
is MSL PSL'USL' Then assuming USL equal to the sir 
velocity on the centre-line (determined from a Pitot tube 
traverse), pSL at this point is obtained and hence the 
variation in USL across the test section. The weakness in 
this method would appear to be in the assumption of uSL 22 ug 
on the duct centre-line and also that a relatively large cross- 
sectional area is required for the probes not to cause any 
appreciable disturbance in the flow. 
2.1.3. Gas Velocity Measurement. 
Few measurements appear to have been taken of gas 
velocity profiles in gas-solids mixtures. Many authors, however, 
imply that they are similar to that of pure gas flow by assuming 
that the pressure drop due to the gas is given by the Fanning 
friction equation, with a skin friction coefficient corres- 
, 'ý: , 
'.. z,.. *: L 
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podding to the gas flow Reynolds number and the appropriate 
pipe roughness value. 
Peskin and Dwyer claim to have taken total pressure 
rk=. adings, using a Pitot tube, for the flow of very small glass 
:,: jheres (mean diameter 80 micron) and air in their 3 in,, 
square test section, for solids to air loadings up to 3 to 1 
by weight.. They state that the presence of these solid 
particles did not, in fact, alter the shape of the air vel- 
ocity profile from that for pure air flow; however, they do 
go on to state that under certain conditions the presence of 
solids may alter the profile. In this paper Peskin and Dwyer 
give a classification of gas-solids flows, based on experi- 
mental information, where the flows may be divided into four 
distinct regions. 
Region 1 is the case of particles very close together, 
where the size of the solids particles is approximately the 
same size as the eddies in the turbulent part of the boundary 
layer. In this region the presence of solids particles can 
cause increased viscous damping in the boundary layer and this 
damping can result in the laminar sublayer extending further 
away from the pipe wall with a subsequent decrease in wall shear 
stress for a similar Reynolds number. They state that this 
-20- 
typo of flow has been realised for some types of flocculated 
flows of small particles. 
Region 2 is the case of small particles widely 
spaced (greater than 10 particle diameters) and is probably 
the region into which most pneumatic conveying applications 
can be classified. Because the solids particles are small, 
disturbances caused by them will be viscous in nature, and 
because of the relatively large spacing between particles 
there is no large scale damping as in region 1. The net 
result is that the mean velocity profile is not changed sig- 
nificantly and the shear stress at the wall remains the same. 
Region 3 consists of large, heavy particles relatively 
widely spaced. Because of the particles size and weight, they 
can cause a change in the fluid motion by creating turbulence. 
In this region the laminar sublayer will tend to be reduced with 
a subsequent increase in the wall shear stress. Peskin and 
Dwyer compare this type of flow with that of gas flow in pipes 
with large roughness elements attached to the wall, which also 
cause inertial disturbances in the fluid motion, with a resulting 
decrease in the laminar sublayer. This reduction in the laminar 
sublayer may be beneficial for heat transfer. 
w 
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Region 4 consists of large particles very close 
togother, occupying a large percentage of the flow volume. 
Here the geometry of the flow is changed and is similar to 
that in packed beds. 
The three major variables considered above, namely 
the pressure variation along a pipe and the gas and solids 
velocity variations, would appear to be the most important in 
my investigation into the nature of gas-solids flows. Other 
VLxiables, however, have also been considered by some workers 
in this field. Soo, in a paper in 1962 in which he considered 
the flow of very lightly loaded gas-solid suspensions, states 
that the concentration of particles is not uniform over a 
horizontal pipe cross-section and iss in fact, greater towards 
the centre of the pipe. He also states that the velocity of 
the particles near the centre-line of the pipe will be close 
to that of the gas velocity, but that near the pipe wall the 
particle velocity will be greater than that of the gas. In 
a further paper in 1964, Soo et al designed an electrostatic 
solids mass flow meter. This worked on the principle that 
all particles of the same size become charged to the same 
magnitude and sign on repeated impact with the wall, thus a 
ball ended probe situated in the flow will pick up charge at a 
22 
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rate proportional to the solids mass flow. 
No review of incompressible gas-solids flow would be 
complete without mention of a paper published in six parts by 
Torobin and Gauvin over the period 1959 to 1961. This paper 
took the form of a review, up to 1960, of work on flows where 
the pressures and velocities were low. They first considered 
the motion of single solid particles in gas and liquid flows, 
taking into accottnt particle wake effects, effects due to par- 
ticles accelerating in the flow, the effects of particle 
rotation, roughness and shape, and the effects of fluid tur- 
bulence on the particle drag coefficient. They then proceeded 
to attempt to apply the knowledge of single particle flow to 
that of multi-particle flow in turbulent fluids. They state 
that added complications are caused by the generation of electro- 
static effects, which probably in some cases obscure data by 
introducing force terms, which are not accounted for in the 
theoretical equations being tested. Their conclusion is 
that the difficulties are such that experimental observations 
will have to be relied upon for any useable information. 
2.2. Compressible Flow. 
As stated previously most work to date on the flow of 
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compressible gas-solids suspensions has been initiated because 
of the presence of solids particles in the exhaust gases of 
solid-fuelled rockets. This has meant that the work to date 
has mainly been concerned with the flow through convergent- 
divergent nozzles to achieve supersonic conditions, whilst 
the presence of shock waves in the flow has also been considered 
fairly extensively. Some authors have discussed the flow of 
compressible gas-solids mixtures through ducts, but for the 
most part very little analytical work and, it would appear, 
no experimental work is available on this aspect. 
Most authors, in their analytical approach to this 
subject, formulate the basic fluid dynamic and thermodynamic 
equations relevant to this type of flow, and after some simpli- 
fication proceed to solve these for specified data by prograr, rning 
for a digital computer. Because " the concept of sonic vol.. 
ocity and Mach number lead to great simplification of the pure 
gas dynamic equations, attempts have been made to apply similar 
concepts to gas-solids flows. To date most of the published 
work has been on one dimensional flow and in this review only 
this type of flow is considered. 
The following assumptions havz usually been made by 
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workers when they formulate the basic equations. 
(1) There are no mass or energy losses from the system. 
(2) The solids particles do not interact and they are uni- 
formly distributed over the duct cross-section. 
r 
l"3) There is steady one-dimensional motion. 
(). ) Thermal (Brownian) emotion of the particles does not con- 
tribute to the pressure of the system. 
(5) The solids particles are sufficiently small and have a 
large thermal conductivity relative to that of the gas so 
that they may be assumed to be at uniform temperature. 
(6) Energy exchange between the solids particles and the gas 
occurs only through convection. 
(7) The gas may be considered a perfect gas of constant 
composition. 
(8) The heat capacities of the gas and solids particles are 
constant. 
C9) The gas is inviscid except for the drag it exerts on the 
solids particles and the duct walls; although most authors 
w 
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neglect skin' frict±cin drag. 
(10) The volume occupied by the solids particles in 
negligible. 
(11) Drag forces are the only forces acting to accelerate 
the solids particles. 
(12) The particles are uniform size solid spheres, or can be 
approximated by such. Some workers, however, take into 
account particle size distribution. 
With these assunptions, the basic equations necessary 
to define the flow of a gas-solid suspension through a duct, not 
necessarily of uniform area, are as follows: - 
(a) The gas continuity equation. 
(b) The solids continuity equation. 
(a) The gas equation of state. 
(d) The conservation of momentum equation. 
(e) The solids particle momentum equation. 
(f) The overall energy equation, or conservation of energy 
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equation for adiabatic flow. 
(g) The solids particle equation of heat transfer. 
All these equations are set out in slightly varying 
forms in references Soo (Sept. 1961); Kliegel (1963) and 
Kriebel (1964), whilst Rudinger (Nov. 1964) in a paper on the 
enalysis of non-steady two-phase flow also retains variations 
with time in the equations. 
?. 211. Sonic Velocity. 
As stated previously, because the sonic velocity con- 
cept is so fundamental to the study of pure gas flows, attempts 
have been made to determine the characteristic sonic velocity 
expression for compressible gas-solids flows. 
In his 1963 paper on gas-particle nozzle flows, Kliegol 
derives, by substitution fron the basic equations, the following 
momentum equation: - 
(NI2 . 1) 
du 
+ RT . 
ws 
iu u dub - 
_-=1 C$dTB) dll 
s ýl 99999 
where 11 
g 
is the gas Mach nunber, i. e. the ratio of gas velocity 
to gas sonic velocity. 
v 
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He then considers two cases, the first being that of 
high frequency Hound propagation, when the time in which the 
disturbance occurs is much smaller than the relaxation time of 
the particles. The second case is that of low frequency 
sound propagation, in which the gas and solids particles remain 
essentially in equilibrium through the disturbance. For the 
first case the solids particle velocity and temperature will 
remain unchanged through a discontinuity, and since the flow 
area does not change across a discontinuity, the momentum 
equation across a small discontinuity becomes, since dus = 01 
dT =0anddA=0 s 
(M2-1) 
du 
=0 9 
i. e. an infinitessimal discontinuity travels at the gas sonic 
speed. A further point of interest regarding the above mom- 
entum equation is that, because the second term in this equation 
is always positive in an accelerating flow, the gas Mach number 
must always be <1 at a throat and hence the Mg =1 condition 
occurs downstream of the throat. 
For the low frequency sound propagation case, where 
in the limit of complete gas-solid particle equilibrium T8 = Tg 
dTs = dTgi us = ug and dus = dug1 the momentum equation becomes 
- 2M. 
2 du (Me-1)= 
6 
and that across a small discontinuity 
2 du (Me-1) =0 
ß 
where Me the equilibrium Mach number is given by 
wwC 
u2 (i+ws)(i+1l. w$ , ý5) 
S (l+ý. 2 
" Cs) 
9p 
ä. e. the disturbance travels at the equilibrium speed of sound 
ix R Tg/(1 + WsAig) where n (1 + ,ýC) 
P 
Wc 
w` 
ssc 
9p 
since n<Y the equilibrium speed of sound in a gas-solids 
mixture is less than the non-equilibrium (or frozen) speed of 
sound in the mixture. 
In a mainly review paper in 1962, Hoglund compares the 
nozzle flow behaviour of a gas-solids mixture with that of a 
chemically reacting gas, where the reacting gas flow is charac- 
terised by two "sound velocities. " The "frozen" sound velocity 
is associated with zero reaction rates and the "equilibrium" 
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sound velocity with reaction rates sufficiently high that local 
chemical equilibrium is approached everywhere. In non-reacting 
or "frozen" nozzle flow, the gas velocity at the nozzle throat 
is equal to the frozen sound speed; in equilibrium nozzle flow, 
the gas velocity at the nozzle throat is equal to the smaller 
equilibrium sound speed. Similarly, the gas-solids mixture 
can be characterised by a frozen sound velocity, associated 
with a disturbance propagating in the gas alone, and a mixture 
or equilibrium sound velocity associated with zero slip in the 
<<,:. s-solids mixture, as indicated in Kliegel's paper. 
For the case of no lag, the mixture velocity at the 
throat of a nozzle is equal to the mixture soi d velocity, whereas 
for complete lag, the gas velocity would be expected to be equal 
to the frozen sound velocity. Hoglund then states that the point 
where the gas velocity equals the frozen sound velocity is 
farthest downstream for the no-lag case, moving upstream as the 
lag increases. This rather implies that it should be possible 
to define a further sonic velocity, to take into account the 
velocity and temperature lags of the solids particles, such that 
the gas velocity would be equal to this sonic velocity at the 
throat of the nozzle. In fact Kliegel in his paper on "aas 
Particle Nozzle Flows" does introduce such a concept. 
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2.2.2. Flows through Nozzles and Normal Shock Waves. 
By making use of the equilibrium flow concept, a number 
of workers (e. g. Kliegel, Kriebel) have derived from the basic 
equations a set of relationships similar to the one-dimensional 
perfect gas flow relationships, except that the Mach number 
is now the equilibrium Mach number, and the ratio of the specific 
heats for a gas is replaced by that for a gas-solids mixture. 
Kliegel has also gone one step further in that he has derived 
a set of relationships, again similar to the one-dimensional 
pe. r. fect gas flow equations, but now the Mach number and ratio 
of . specific heats are those corresponding to there being a con- 
stant fractional lag of solids velocity to gas velocity and of 
solids temperature to gas temperature. 
In--spite of the sonic velocity concepts, many workers tend 
to use the frozen flow or gas Mach number as the characteristic 
non-dimensional parameter for gas-solids flows. This is partly 
because of the inability of all but the smallest solids particles 
to respond to the passage of a small pressure discontinuity or sound 
wave even of low frequency, but also because in a real gas-solids 
flow the velocity and temperature lags are constantly changing, 
with the result that any definition of a oompressible flow in" 
dex n is no longer a constant. 
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Because the above theories only cover the cases of 
equilibrium and constant fractional lag gas-solids flow, most 
theoretical solutions to date of some of the simpler flow prob-- 
lems, such as flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle and 
through a normal shock wave, have been evaluated by computer 
So14tion of the basic equations. Kliegel, howeverl compares 
the numerically integrated solutions of the one-dimensional 
gas-solids flow equations with his constant fractional lag 
sol. tutions and appears to obtain good agreement for nozzle flows. 
Any attempt to express terms in non-dimensional fora has usually 
consisted of expressing them in terms of the initial conditions 
(e. g. Soots paper of September, 1961). 
Kriebel, in a rather idealised solution. he otler'b `for. flow 
through a normal shock wave, adopts the following method. He 
assumes that the problem can be reduced to one of considering the 
flow between three stations. At station one, far upstream of 
the shock, the gas and solids particles are in velocity and temper- 
ature equilibrium, which is a condition difficult to imagine in 
practice for a supersonic flow. On entering the shock, he con- 
siders there is a sharp deceleration of the gas, so severe that the 
particles do not decelerate or transfer an appreciable amount of 
heat in the distance involved. This initial disturbance iss there- 
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fore, not appreciably influenced by the particles and all the gas 
properties immediately after this initial disturbances station 
two, can be found from the usual one-dimensional normal shock 
rklations for a clean gas and from conditions at station one. 
At a third station, far downstream of the shock, the particles 
and gas nearly return to velocity and temperature equilibrium. 
Then all the properties at this station can be found from the 
equilibrium flow relations for a gas-solids mixture using the 
initial conditions. Between stations 2 and 3 the solids particles 
oy2 not in equilibrium with the gas, and a computer solution of 
the equations is necessary over this region. It may be noted 
that in this paper Kriebel does in fact make use of the equilibrium 
flow Mach number concept, but in expressing it he derives the 
equilibrium flow sonic velocity in terms of a modified as constant 
rather than a modified specific heat ratio, taking into account 
the presence of solids in the gas. 
2.2.3. Gas-Solids Drag, Heat Transfer and Skin Friction. 
Before even a computer solution of the basic equations 
can be attempted, some assumptions must be made regarding attri« 
buting suitable values to the particle drag coefficient and Nusselt 
number and also, in flows where wall skin friction is significant, 
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to the skin friction coefficient. 
The "standard drag curve" of sphere drag coefficient 
against particle Reynolds nurrber appears to be used by almost 
all investigators to evaluate the force on a solids particle 
being accelerated by the surrounding fluid medium. This drag 
curve has been obtained by many workers from measurements of 
the drag force on a single sphere moving at Constant velocity 
in still, isothermal, incompressible fluid of effectively 
infinite ex%=r . When one compares this with conditions in 
gas-esolids flows where the solids particle is present in a moving, 
often accelerating turbulent fluid stream, possibly of tempera- 
ture different from that of the particle, and in the presence of 
many other particles and near to the containing duct walls, the 
above assumption appears quite sweeping. Because, however, 
there is very little other data available and also since, as 
shown by the review paper of Torbbin and Gauvin, measurements 
of drag coefficient at any but the above conditions appear to 
produce conflicting results, the standard drag curve will continuo 
to be used. A further reason appears to be that as far as can 
be gathered from the limited experimental data available, the use 
of the standard drag curve leads to fairly reasonable results. 
Earlier workers tended to use ttStokesLaw'l, often when it was not 
r 
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applicable, that is at particle Reynolds numbers greater than 
about 0.1, but with the adoption of computer solutions a more 
complicated expression for CD presents no great difficulty. 
Like the drag coefficient, the Pusselt number for a 
sphere has a theoretical solution only for the Stokes flow regime, 
In order, therefore, to determine the heat transfer between gras 
and solids particles, experimentally derived expressions for 
the Nusselt number, in the particle Reynolds number range encountered 
are usually employed. As with the drag coefficient, the Nusselt 
number may be influenced by other important effects, such as 
turbulence intensity, by the proximity of other particles and the 
containing duct walls. Besides these, another unknown could be 
radiative heat transfer for flows where the particles are very much 
hotter than the duct walls. The indications are, however, that 
thermal lag is normally less important than velocity lag. 
, Lssigning numerical values to the skin friction drag 
coefficient is even more difficult for compressible gas-solids 
flows than it is for incompressible flows, due to possible variatýons 
with Mach number. Most measurements to date indicate that, for 
duct flow, the friction coefficient is considerably wore influenced 
by the Gas to wall drag than by the particle to particle and 
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particle to wall interaction, as long as the solids loading is 
not too great. It would be useful, therefore, to first con- 
sid3r the variation of skin friction coefficient with Mach number 
for pure gas flows. Kuethe (1956) indicated, from experimental 
results, that the skin friction coefficient for flow over flat 
plates decreases with increasing Mach number, for the same Rey- 
nolds number. However, the work of Mills and Cole (1956) with 
rough pipes, and Keenan and Naumann (1946) with smooth pipes 
suggest that up to a Mach number of unity the skin friction 
coefficient is reasonably constant, for flow in pipes at constant 
Reynolds number. Keenan and Naumann also indicate that for 
distances from the pipe inlet greater than 50 diameters, the skin 
friction coefficient remains approximately equal to that for in- 
compressible flow up to Mach numbers considerably greater than 
unity, the Reynolds number again being kept constant. 
Most workers to date have assumed a constant solids 
particle size in their solution of particular gas-solids flow 
problems. With the use of the digital computer, however, it is 
possible to arrange for the programme to take into account the 
particle size distribution, though this would considerably com- 
plicate the problem. Some workers, notably Kli el and Kriebel, 
are now devising programmes to take the solids particle size dis- 
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tribution into account. 
Almost all workers have made the assumption that tho 
solids density is so great in comparison with the gas density, 
that the solids volume may be neglected in the basic equations. 
Rudinger in a recent paper (1965) has looked into this assumption 
in rather more detail. He derives a relationship to show that 
the particle contribution to the pressure can be neglected even 
at extremes of density ratio and mass ratio, as long as the 
particle is larger than a few hundredths of a micron. His 
equation relating the solids particle volume fraction to the 
density ratio and loading ratio indicate that the particle volume 
fraction may become significant if the density ratio, or the loading 
ratio, or both become sufficiently large. 
2.2.4. Experimental Work. 
As stated previously, relatively few exporimental measure- 
ments have been made on high speed gas-solids flows. Summaries 
of some of those undertaken recently are given by Kliegal and 
Hoglund. In both of these papers the experiraohts of Brown, 1962, 
and Carlson, 1962, are reported. Brown used a high speed framing 
camera to measure the velocity of solids particles or groups of 
particles emerging from a rocket engine. Since no measurements 
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of the solids particle size is available, it is difficult to 
c: )mpare his results with any theoretical calculations. Kliegel, 
:. very has made some comparison by calculating the velocities 
for three different particle sizes. His calculations are based 
on assuming that the Stoke's flow regime applies and that over 
the flow region considered there is constant fractional velocity 
lag between the gas and solids particles. By making these 
f: saumptions, the solids particle momentum equation is readily 
integrated to give 
d2= 18jL 1-k 
PP ug " k2 
The agreement between experimental and calculated values of solids 
velocity is not particularly good, but considering the assumptions 
made the agreement obtained indicates that the method of calculation 
is on the right lines. Similarly, Carlson's measurements of 
thermal lag showed that the measured lags were in good agreement 
with those calculated. 
In n recent paper (1965) FuLnor and Wirtz have iado 
measurements of individual particle velocities in a simulated 
rocket exhaust. The technique adopted was to take two precisely 
timed photographic exposures of solids particles issuing from a 
nozzle. Knowing the time between exposures and the distance 
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between the streak-type images obtained on the film, they 
d,: -i-. --mined the velocity of the solids particles. They com- 
pcuc. L the ratio of solids velocity to gas velocity with theo- 
retical values derived from one-dimensional gas-solids particle 
flow equations, assuming a constant particle to gas velocity 
ratio. They also appear to have made the assumption that the 
particle Reynolds number was such that the Stokes flow regime 
apj'tked, in which case their equation relating the velocity 
fractional lag to the solids particle diameter would be similar 
to that given above by Kliegel. The trends of their experimental 
and theoretical curves are in good agreement, but the measured 
velocity lag was not as great as that predicted by the theory. 
The above literature review indicates that there is 
still a large amount of work to be undertaken in the field of 
high speed gas-solids flow, in order that a fuller understanding 
of the mechanism of the flow may be obtained. The regimes in 
which little or no work seems to have been undertaken aro those 
for flows in which wall friction and particle to particle inter- 
ference effects cannot be ignored, and where the solids particle 
diameter and the solids to gas loading ratio are no longer small. 
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THFIORETICAL ANALYSIS. 
A theory is presented to cover the one dimensional 
flow of a compressible gas-solids mixture through constant 
area ducts with wall skin friction, and also through ducts where 
the area is no longer constant but where skin friction can bo 
neglected. The expressions are restricted to adiabatic flow, 
ioe,. the energy conveyed per second at any point in the flow 
is constant. The assumptions regarding this flow are the same 
as those made by other workers, and are listed in Section 2.2. 
The exception to this is that in certain parts of this analysis, 
solids volume will be included and only considered negligible 
in order to obtain the simpler solution. 
The basic fluid dynamic and thermodynamic equations 
relevant to the one dimensional flow of a gas-solids mixture are 
listed in Section 2.2, but are here considered in more detail. 
The solids volume is assumed negligible in these equations. 
Gas Continuity Equation: Wg = Apgug 
Dispersed Solids Continuity Equation: W8 = Apsus 
where ps is the solids mass per unit volume of mixture. 
ý 
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00 
Gas Equation of State: p=p 99 
Overall Momentum Equation - Expressing the overall change in 
momentum along the duct: pgug dug + p8 u8Adua + Adp +F=0 
where F is the frictional force taking into account the 
skin friction between gas and pipe wall, and also the loss in 
momentum due to collisions between particles and particles, and 
pn-ticles and duct wall. 
This frictional force is considered as a shear force 
and will be expressed as though it comprised the pure gas 
flow to duct wall skin friction plus a factor to take into 
account the presence of the solids particles. It is expressed 
in terms of a Fanning type friction equation. 
F= ; 'os. de = Cf. 
2 
pgug2. nDdP, 
where D is the pipe diameter or non-circular duct equivalent 
diameter. 
Conservation of Energy Equation. 
This is considered in the form of the total enorgy 
conveyed per second remaining constant and equal to that availablo 
at initial conditions when the flow velocity is so low that the 
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kinetic terms are negligible. For this condition the gas 
and solids temperature are assumed equal. 
u2u2 
w _L. Ws 2+ 
WgC 
P 
Tg + W8CBTS = W9CpTo + W8CSTg 
Solids Particle Momentum Equation. 
This expresses the momentum exchange between a single 
solids particle and the surrounding gas. 
Mass of Particle x rate of change of velocity = 
Particle. esurrounding gas drag force 
M . u$ 
dua 
= CD01 (u - uB)2 xa Pggp 
where the conventional fluid dynamics expression for drag 
force is used, i. e. Drag Force = Drag Coefficient x dynamic head 
x projected area; 
and the value of CD for a sphere is that given by the Standard 
Drag Curve. 
Solids Particle Heat Transfer Equation. 
This expresses the ratio of heat exchange between a 
single solids particle and the surrounding gas. 
Mass of particle x specific heat x rate of change of temperature 
Rate of heat transfer by convection. 
M 42 OM 
dT 
mp. Cr. uB = h. (TS - Tg). a$ 
where a8 is the surface area of a solids particle.. 
Here the thermal conductivity of the solids material is assumed 
to be so much greater than that of the gas, and size of the 
particle sufficiently small for the temperature of the solids 
particle to be uniform. 
T.. above seven equations, three of which are differ- 
ential equations, contain the following eight variables: - 
PS P' t ug' us S Tg, TB I pg and ps, it being assumed that the 
heat transfer coefficient h can be expressed in terms of the 
other variables, and that the friction coefficiont Cf is a known 
constant. A. solution where the variables are expressed in 
terms of a selected variable, such as length P is therefore 
theorotically possible, and solutions to the equations are 
now presented for the idealised cases of equilibrium flow and 
constant fractional lag flow,. and also a numerical method 
requiring a digital computer to give a more realistic solution. 
3.1.. Equilibrium Flow. 
As indicated in Section 2.2 for this idealised flow 
the solids particles are always assumed to be travelling at 
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the some velocity, and to have the same temperaturo as neigh. 
bouring gas particles. With this assumption, two of the 
above equations, the particle momentum equation and the 
particle heat transfer equation are no longer applicable. 
In Appendix 1 the solution to the remaining equations is given 
for equilibrium flow together with that for constant fractional 
lag flow, and in these solutions, the solids volume is not 
neglected. Only an outline of the technique adopted is 
given here. 
As for the one dimensional flow of gases, the method 
of solving the equations is to express the variables, made 
non-dimensional by expressing them as ratios of some reference 
condition, such as for pipe flow the pipe exit condition, in 
terms of a Mach number. This then introduces a further 
equation to express the velocity of sound. The equation 
derived to express the velocity of sound in an equilibrium flow 
is: 
nRT 
Ae ýl+yý l+ 
where y is the ratio solids volume to gas volume 
and x is the ratio of solids mass flow rate to gas mass 
flow rate. 
For equilibrium flow, n is the ratio of the specific 
M 
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heat of the mixture at constant pressure to that at constant 
volume and is given by 
+- 
xp 
where P is the ratio of solids specific heat to constant 
volume gas specific heat. It can be seen for the condition 
y=0 the above velocity of sound expression is sirailiar to 
that of Kliegel given in Section 2.2.1. 
The concept of an equilibrium velocity of sound has 
in fact been considered previously in connection with the 
propagation of sound in a composite media. Urich and Ament 
in a paper published in 1949 suggested that the sonic mean 
velocity in a two phase flow is given by the expression 
E 
ae2 mE= pm yE2 +1- y)El yP1 +1-Y P2 
where E13 E2, F. and pl, p21 pm are the elasticity Moduli and 
densities of the two constituents and the mixture, and y is 
the proportion of constituent 1 by volume. They obtain this 
by expressing pm = yp1 + (1 - y)p2 and 
E= Y- + 
1E=ß 
Em El 2 
Deriving an expression for ae2 = Em/pm with symbols 
in line with those adopted in this project, as Eab V 77 , 
Olp 
6V 
m= 
bVs + bV and 
1+ x=p+1 then by substituting for Pm pp pg 
wo 
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6Vm1 ÖVB. and öVg, and expressing the volumes in terms of the 
densities and ratio of masses x, the following expression is 
obtained 
2 
(1+y)2E8E 
pg YE9 + Eý ae = 1+X 
then assuming that Es >» Eg as is the case for gas-solids 
mixtures and that the relationship PVg wa constant, applios 
to the gas-solids mixture (see Appendix 1) 
then Eg = 
ä- 
-. Vg = rip 
6 
and the above expression becomes: 
.2 
(1 + )2 nR 
ae 1+X P6 
It may 'be noted that if the solids are perfect 'inaulators1 
then the isentropic expression PVgx a constant, applies, 
and the above equation becomes: 
a2_il+ 
)2 ä 
e l+xP9 
Urioh and Ament state that the relationship has been found to 
hold for many typical suspensions and emulsions. While the 
concept may be thought to be sensibly true for particles extremely 
small ooapared with a wave-length, it will obviously fail to hold 
.. ly. ý . 
eventually as the particles become larger. Bromoform-in- 
water and mercury-in-water emulsions they found have sufficiently 
high density difference between particles and fluid to givo 
measurable difference between an experimentally obtained sonic 
velocity and that derived from the above equation for particle 
sizes in the micron range. 
With this velocity of sound assumption, the remaining 
equations are quite easily manipulated into the required form. 
For the condition that the volume of the solids particles is 
negligible, the equations relating the flow variables to those 
at stagnation or total conditions, the adiabatic flow with 
friction in a constant area duct, the flow through a normal 
shock wave, and the Prandtl-Meyer expansion process are all 
similar to those for pure gas flow except that the Mach number 
is now the ratio of velocity to equilibrium sonic velocity, 
and the index n is that given above. 
3.2. Constant Fractional Lag Flow. 
The criteria for constant fractional lag flow are that 
the ratios of solids velocity to gas velocity, and solids 
temperature togas temperature should remain constant through- 
out the flow. Though in this case the temperaturo referred to 
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is the differential temperature from stagnation conditions: 
i. e. us = kug and Tgo - Ts J (Tgo - Tg). Becauso 
of the number of variables involved it is not generally 
possible to obtain direct solutions to either the particle 
momentum equation or the particle heat transfer equation 
to predict the constant fractional lags. The result is 
that these two equations are not really applicable for this 
flow either. 
Tho method of solving the equations and presenting 
the solutions appears in Appendix 1, but some of the more 
important aspects will be considered here. Unlike equilibrium 
flow, the velocity lag in this flow results in the mass ratio 
of solids to gas in unit volume of mixture being no longer 
equal to the ratio of solids to gas mass flow rates WJIg. 
It is, in fact, equal to Ws/kWg, with the result that the 
compressible flow index for the mixture now contains the 
constants k and j and the variable y. 
S+ xjß 
n Z+xj yx- ll +xk 71 +xk -1 
It can be seen for the condition k=j=1 this expression is 
similar to that for equilibrium flow. 
r T%X .. 
Although for equilibrium flow, the flow index n must 
lie between the values 1 and 1.4, the value 1 corresponding to 
x very large and hence isothermal flow and the value 1.4 to 
isentropio flow, these limitations do not apply to constant 
fractional lag flow. For this flow n has no limitation (except 
to be greater than 0). In fact it would appear that in an 
expansion process a value less than 1.4 would indicate that 
the energy transfer is from solids to gas, whilst a value 
greater than 1.4 indicates the energy transfer is from gas to 
solids. This is similar to the case of the expansion of a 
pure gas, which at the same time is made to take in heat and 
for this process the expansion index in the equation P 
could be less than unity (Ref. Rogers and Mayhew). 
The velocity of sound concept adopted for this flow 
is that constant fractional lag of velocity and temporature 
is maintained as a disturbance propagates through the mixture, 
The resulting velocity of sound expression is 
RT 
am= (l+y) +xk 
It is interesting at this stage to consider some of 
the implications of this sonic velocity expression for the case 
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of negligible solids volume. If a flow is such that the 
fractional lags are equal and very large, so that there is 
practically no momentum or heat exchange between gas and 
solids, then as k=j ---: * 0, n --ýº , and the mixture sonic 
velocity is equal to the gas sonic velocity. At the othor 
extreme, for a flow where k=j=l (i. e. equilibrium flow) 
the ratio of am/ag now attains a minimum. Fig. 2 shows curvos 
of ajag against k for various values of x and the extreme 
values of J. These curves were obtained for a powder with 
a specific heat of 0.32 C. H. U. /lb. 
°C. The curves would 
indicate for any pumping process, such as the flow of a gas 
solids mixture through a fan, that the critical condition of 
the gas velocity becoming equal to the sonic velocity might 
well occur at a much lower air velocity than if the fan were 
merely handling pure air. In the design of such a pumping 
devices therefore, this limitation might be of some importance. 
In Appendix 1 it is shown that for the oaso of solids 
volume negligible it is possible to obtain compressible flow 
equations similar to those for pure gas flow. For constant 
fractional lag flow these are all obtained in terms of the 
compressible flow index n and the mixture Mach number, defined 
as u/ m. 
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Equation 15 in Appendix 1 indicates that, as for 
pure gas flow, the expression obtained relating the Mach number 
and the gas velocity to the area, in a duct of varying area, 
if friction is neglected, is such as to predict a mixture 
Mach number of unity at a throat in the : duct Again, similarly 
to pure gas flow neglecting friction, for a mixture Mach 
number less than 1a converging duct results in an accelerating 
flow and a diverging duct in a decelerating flow, whilst for 
Mm > 1, a converging duct gives a decelerating flow and a 
diverging duct an accelerating flow. This equation might be 
compared with the similar equations of Kliegel given in 
Section 2.2.1, expressed in terms of the gas Mach number and 
equilibrium flow Mach number. His equations showed that 
at a throat the gas Mach number was certainly not equal to 
unity, though an equilibrium Mach number could well be. The 
inclusion of solids volume in equation 3.5 appears to have 
the effect of reducing the friction term coefficient compared 
with this expression when solids volume is neglected. This 
reduction in the friction term on considering solids volumo 
has the effect of decreasing the Mach number compared to flow 
with y -3 0, and results from the change in effective flow 
area due to the presence of the solids. 
-. 51 - 
In Fig. 3 are shown curves of po/p and A/A* against rim 
for the flow of gas-solids mixtures with varying n values. 
In Fig. 4 the curves of p/p* and 4C f( 
Q ý' -Q )/D(1 + xk) 
against Im also with varying n values are given for the 
adiabatic flow with friction in a constant area duct for 
gasp-solids mixtures. These curves are applicable to both 
constant fractional lag flow and to equilibrium flow. 
At this stage,, it is useful to try to gain some 
idea of the error involved in the constant fractional lag 
theory when the solids volume is neglected. In order to do 
this, the equations relating the temperature ratio for 
adiabatic flow are considered with numerical values substituted. 
For solids volume included: 
M2Z. (T°-1)n 1+k(1=(T-iiä 
Tom) 
m N(1 + y) 8 (1 + xk) g° 
T8 
Tgo 'Al 
where y- yo ( Tg 
)n-1 
N is the index for solids volume included and n the index for 
solids volume neglected. If the case k=1 is considered, 
N=n and there is no need to define values of j und x. 
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For the case y --- 0, i. e. solide volume negligible: 
Tg 
Mm2 = n-? 1( Tg -1) 
Consider the case yo = 0.2, n=1.14 and Tg0/Tg = 1.6 then for 
solids volume included M. = 2.995 and for solids volume 
neglected and Mm = 2.995, Tg0/Tg = 1.63, i. e. neglecting solide 
volume overestimates the temperature ratio by 42%%. 
For similar conditions but with Mm = 1, then neglecting 
solids volume overestimates the temperature ratio by 4 0.6, 
whilst for m<1 the error becomes even less, though now 
neglecting solids volume underestimates the temperature ratio. 
The n value of about 1.14 appears to give rise to the maximum 
error, as on increasing or decreasing n from this value, the errors 
tend to reduce. 
Substituting the above values of Tgo/Tg into the fro.. 
tionloss flow equation in order to determine values of the 
total pressure to static pressure ratio, gives the following: 
PO 
ý iT )nýrl Pg 
for M. = 2.995, Po/P = 45,9 considering solids volume, and 53.5 
when gegleoting solids volume. There is, therefore, an over. 
estimate in this case of 16.5%. For M ,m= 1$ neglecting solids 
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volume overestimates the pressure ratio by 4. ], %., The reason 
for estimating the error in pressure ratio is because this 
gives the worst case as it contains the highest index value of 
all the relationships for a given n value. 
For flows in a constant area duct, because the tempera- 
turn ratio is now T/T* = T. T0/T0. T* and the square root of 
this is also usually required, the error in neglecting solids 
volume is very much less than that for the previously considered 
case. Prom the practical aspect, a solids to gas volr e 
ratio at initial conditions of y0=0.2 represents a W5/J value 
of 13 at about 13 atmospheres pressure, for polystyrene powder 
of specific gravity 1.06. 
The above shows that for the conditions considered, the 
worst errors incurred in applying constant fractional lag theory 
with neglected solids volume, as compared with considering the 
solids volume, are when the value of n is low, the value of MA 
is high, and the equation PVg is considered to apply. 
3.3. Finite Difference Solution of the Equations. 
The equilibrium flow and constant fractional lag flow 
concepts of considering the gas solids flow problem, although 
they have the advantage of enabling the basic equations to be solved 
w 54 M 
(though for the constant fractional lag case they do not offer 
a means of solving the particle equations of momentum and heat 
transfer), suffer from the simplicity of the basic assumptions. 
For most flow problems there would appear to be good reasons for 
believing that the solids particles are neither in equilibrium 
with the gas nor maintaining constant fractional lag with the 
gas. In fact, for many compressible flow conditions, it would 
appear that the gas and particles may possibly be in equilibrium 
at the onset of the flow, but due to the accelerating nature of 
the flow, the lags continue to increase with increasing distance 
from the starting condition. This is almost certainly the case 
for flow through long constant area ducts and for convergent- 
divergent nozzle flow without shocks. A more realistic 
solution to the problem would, therefore, require that the 
velocity and temperature fractional lags should be considered as 
variables. With this specification, the basic equations are no 
longer readily solved, and it is necessary to resort to a finite 
difference technique. 
For this condition, expressing in terms of a mach number 
no longer leads to any appreciable simplifications so that an 
expression for sonic velocity is no longer vital. The mixture 
Mach number defined in 3.2 is not strictly applicablo to flows 
ýý i: 
ý, 3, ý' 
t= 
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where k and j are varying. If their variation is small, however, 
no appreciable inaccuracy will be incurred in using this expression. 
The difficulties in obtaining solutions would now appear 
to be in finding suitable expressions for the solids particle drag 
coefficient ODD the solids particle Nusselt number, defining an 
effective solids particle diameter, and assuming that the 
frictional drag between gas and duct wall and the particle to 
wall and particle to particle interaction can all be expressed ate 
a Fanning type equation, the method of evaluating this friction 
factor. 
3.3.1. Solids Particle Drag Coefficient. 
As has been stated in Section 2.2.3, most workers tend 
to use the "Standard Drag Curve" or an expression fitting this 
curve to assign values to Cb. The limitations of adopting this 
technique have previously been stated and will not be investigated 
here. It should be mentioned, however, that there appears to be 
a wide divergence of opinion as to what happens to the drag 
coefficient in a rapidly accelerating flow. Part 3 of Torobin 
and Gauvints paper shows that some workers predict that the drag 
coefficient becomes greater than that given by the Standard Drag 
Curves whilst others state it becomes less. There appears to bo 
2 
2 
k 
#. 
Y 
i 
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a tendency# however, for the drag coefficient to appraoch that 
given by the Standard Drag Cur-re when the acceleration paramotor 
üpd/up is small, and this parameter would be expected to be 
small for small particle diameters and largo particle velocities 
which is the case for maximum acceleratia; 1 in pipe flows it 
also appears from the limited experimental results available, 
that the use of the Standard Drag Curve does not lead to great 
inaccuracies, 
For the Reynold's number range up to about 0.1, that 
is purely viscous flow, the drag between a solids sphere and the 
surrounding gas is theoretically given by the Stokes equation, 
which can be expressed as CD = 24/Rep. To cover the grange up to 
Rep = 5, Oseen put forward the theoretical expression 
CD = 24 (1 + 0.188 Re)/Re and this allows for inertial terms 
in the flow field away from the body. Above a Roynoldb number 
of 5, there appears to be no theoretical expression for CD avail.. 
able, so that any expression is really a "fit" to the experi» 
mental curve. Serafini (1954) has suggested that the expression 
CD = 24 (. + 0.3,58 Rep2/3)/Rep gives reliable results for C]) over 
the range 0.5<< Rep < 500, and this expression has the advantage 
of reducing to the Stokes equation for small values of Rep. 
In Fig. 5 is given the Standard Drag Curve togothor with the Yfit" 
of SerafiniIs expression, and this has been extrapolated to Rep a 
ýY i 
w 
57 
.. 
$oo. It can be seen from the curve that above Rep w 800, 
CD can be considered reasonably constant with a value of about 
0.44. 
3.3.2" Solids Particle Nusselt Number. 
As stated in Section 2.2.3, a similar difficulty applies 
in attributing values to the particle Nusselt number, as is the 
case for the particle drag coefficient. Like the drag coefficient, 
the Nusselt number has a theoretical solution over the Sjokes flow 
regime, and that for particle Reynold's numbers greater than about 
0.1 empirical expressions have to be relied upon. The theoretical 
solution for heat transfer from a sphere for the sammetrical Stokes 
flow field can be obtained by equating the rate of heat loss from 
the sphere by conduction to the rate of heat transfer by convection. 
Heat loss by condudtion, by integrating Q= "- kgAdT/dr 
gives as r --* oo'Q= 
4nk9r(T1 - T2) 
By conveotion Q 4uhr2(T3. » T2) 
then the Nusselt number, Mü = hd/kg a 2. 
In their book "Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer", Knudsen 
and Katz give an empirical expression derived from the experimental 
results of many workers, mainly on the flow of water droplots, but 
this expression is recommended by them for the prediction of 
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average Nusselt numbers for the flow of fluids past spheres. 
The expression takes the form: - 
1/3 112 
Nu =2+0,6(Pr) . (Rep) 
and is applicable for 1< Rep < 701000 and 0.6 < Prandtl number 
Pr < 400. 
3.3.3. Solids Particle Mean Diameter. 
For gas-solids flow in which the solids particles are 
present as a wide size distribution, (such a powder is usually 
referred to as polydisperse), some method of defining an 
effective particle diameter is required if a single set of basic 
equations is to be used. Allowing for a variation in solids 
diameter will be considered later and it will then be seen that 
this added complexity makes solution considerably more diffioul. t. 
one method of assigning a diameter to a polydisporse 
powder is to obtain the arithmetic mean diameter from a size 
analysis of the actual powder (e, g: from a sieve analysis). This 
is very simple for a powder consisting of spherical particles,, 
but where the particles are not spherical, it is necessary to 
assume a particle diameter by other means. The assumption of 
an equivalent-volume sphere or even an equivalent-surface area 
sphere are possibilities not requiring too much experimental work 
-59.. 
for their application. They would probably only invo1va 
meaauring the volumes or surface areas of a few of the particles,, 
tmd assuming tho bulk of the particles to be of similar spe. 
The arithmetic mean diameter is given by: 
ap = 
ýnpd/ ''C n 
, where nP the number of particles of size dp is given by 
nd3 
np=fni/-'e pp, 
and p is the mass of particles of size dp. 
A further definition of effective solids diameter, 
possibly more applicable to gas-solids flow, is obtained from the 
equation for the fluid drag force on a body. If in this equation 
the cr ;.; coefficient and gas-solids velocity difference are 
assumed constant both for the polydisperse powder and uniform 
size powder representing its the following is obtained: 
ý nP. ý. ý(ug - 
uB)2 p2 =ý (npCi g(ug 
u8)2. np) 
402 
(np1 ) 
then -= ---- np 
where p is the particle projected area. 
If an equivalent-volume sphere is assiuned, and this 
would be reasonable for rounded particles, the above expression 
r 
becomes 
2n 
d2 
Pp p 
and a definition of 
äp similar to this is often 1mown as the 
Surface Mean Diameter (Reference J. M. Kay). 
A further concept of effective diameter, which will be 
referred to as the aerodynamic effective diameter dmal is possible 
if the frequency of size distribution of the powder conforms to 
a Normal Distribution Curve. With this assumption, it will be 
shown in Appendix 1 that the relationship between aerodynamic 
effective diameter and arithmetic mean diameter is 
d2=0,2 + dm2 
For none of the above effective diameters will the rnaa 
of the assembly of equivalent diameters be necessarily the same 
as that for the actual powder, though in all cases the number 
of particles is the same. This would appear reasonable for 
gas-solids flow as gravity effects are usually ignored in hors. 
%ontal conveying. 
3,3.4, Gae Solids Friction Factor. 
The method of assigning values to the friction factor 
4Cß is not well defined. As shown in Section 2.1.1. somo workers 
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in the incompressible flow region (e. g. Rinkls cued Peskin & Di yor> 
neglect the particle to particle and particle to wall interaction, 
and assume the gas-solids flow friction factor to be the same as 
the skin friction factor for pure gas flow at the same Reynold 'S 
number and pipe wall roughness. This would appear to be too 
great a simplification, and was probably responsible in Peskin & 
Dwyer=s work for at least part of their lack of agroement between 
theoretical work and experimental. In this project, therefore, 
the value of 40 f will 
be obtained from the experimental results. 
With the above assumptions the basic equations can now be 
put in the form: 
Gas Continuity Equation Wg a Apg ug 
Dispersed Solids Continuity Equation Ws = Apa us 
Gas Equation of State P= Pg R Tg 
overall Momentum Equation - by substituting us = kug, dub a kdugl 
Ws == x WG and for F in the previous equation 
4Cf pu2 
(1 + xk) Pý gdug 
+ dp + -"ý- 2 d, 0 
Overall Energy Equation - by substitutions similar to those abovo 
and isolating Tg 
T T+xr=. go xCs. 
Tis (1+xk2) -- 6 go PPP 
- 6Z - 
Solids Particle Momentum Equation 
du 
m 
e. C. £. 
us 
(1 . 1)2 
PP 
Solids Particle Heat Transfer Equation 
dT8 6 Nu kR(T8 -T9) 
dp2 ppC$ u$ 
The solution of the above equations for given initial 
conditions and by making use of the experimentally derived pressuro 
drop curves for pipe'flow is now considered, first by "hand" 
solution and then by computer solution. 
3.3.5" Hand Solution. 
The method adopted here is to solve the three differential 
equations by expressing them as the first two terms only of a Taylor 
expansion series, and hence, by also making use of the four ordinary 
equations, obtain solutions at small intervals of distance over the 
whole flow. It is realised that this is a very crude and time. 
consuming method, but as long as the variables are not changing too 
rapidly, such as in the case of pipe flow, it does give a possible 
solution. 
The Taylor expansion may be expressed as: 
2 
yn+l 22 yn +h yn +2 yri + higher powers 
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applying the first two terms of this tos say, the solids particle 
momentum equation gives 
du 
us2 = usl +h (Tf)1 
where h is the incremental distance. 
It is immediately apparent that in order to proceed with 
this method, initial values of us, T9 and T. are required as well 
as values of dp/d t, to solve the overall momentum equation. 
The most reasonable assumption is to consider that for flow 
through a long pipe, far upstream the solids velocity and gas 
velocity, and solids temperature and gas temperature could be 
considered almost equal. The values of dp/d Q and the initial 
pressure far upstream are obtained from the experimental pressure 
drop curve. 
3.3.6. Computer Solution. 
As with the hand solution methods the three differential 
equations are solved numerically, though in this case the Runge- 
Kutta fourth order method of solving an ordinary first order 
differential equation is used, (Reference W. E. Milne). This 
method has the advantage over other numerical methods in that the 
derivatives are not required, and also that the step from yn to 
yn+l is made without the use of values of y preceeding yn and so 
no special methods are required to start the computation. The 
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expression used for solving a differential equation has the form: 
yn+l=Yn+ (k + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)/6 
where k1=h. f(xn, Y), k2=h. f(x +l2hßy +) 
k, 3sz h. f(xi+l-2'h, yn+ 
), k4=h. f(n+hý yn+k3) 
The computer programme is written so that it first "fits" 
a polynomial equation to the pressure drop readings, such that 
values of p and dp/de may be readily obtained for any position 
in the flow. The three differential equations are then solved 
by using the values of p and dp/dt from the polynomial 
equation= the four ordinary equations together with the specified 
expressions for CD, Nu and 4Cf. In solving the differential 
equations! the incremental distance h is varied from relatively 
long steps at the upstream end of the pipe to much shorter steps 
as the flow acceleration increases. A check on the accuracy of 
the results is obtained by constructing a finite difference table 
and ensuring that the fourth order difference terms are small,, 
(Reference K. S. Kunz). 
The sequence of computer operations is as follows: 
(a) A polynomial equation is fitted to the experimental readings as 
stated above, with the pressure and distance expressed in non- 
dimensional form. 
-6g-- 
(b) The value of u9 at, the start of the pipe line is determined 
W nTz 
from: ug Ap9 ° AP 
by substituting for pg from the gas equation of state 
p= p9RTg, putting Tg = Tgol the experimentally determined 
total temperature and obtaining p from the polynomial 
equation. 
(c) The value to be attributed to the friction factor 4Cf is 
now determined from the equation 
2 
_pu 
di - 
4Cf" 
2D 
(d) The value of us is obtained by putting us 22 0.999uß. 
(e) The gas temperature is now determined accurately from the 
overall energy equation 
2 
Tg = (x 
Cs 
+ 1)Tg0 -x 02, Ts - (1 + xk2) WC ýP 
Pp 
To do this for the initial position it is necessary to assumo 
a value 
T =T s9 
is dete: 
at this 
for Ts, and the 
at this point. 
mined from Tgo, 
position Tg wil 
most reasonable assumption is 
Although the initial velocity in (b) 
no great inaccuracy is incurred, as 
L only differ slightly from Tgo. 
(f) The gas density is determined from the gas continuity 
w 
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equation pg =ü /ill the variables at the start of 
the pipe line having been determined, the three differential 
equations can now be solved. 
(g) The gas velocity at the end of the first incremental stop 
is given by the overall momentum equation 
du 4c X 
..... 
E = (P d. - 
f ua 1 
dL pgug dL 2D 1+ xk 
using the 4Cf value from the above and values of p and dp/dL 
from the polynomial equation, where P and A are the 
reference pressure and length used for non-dimensional. ising, 
(h) The equivalent solids velocity is given by the solids momentum 
equation 
dus 0.75 1k2 
cL dppp "CDusPgý k 
where CD = 
=e (1 + 0.1,58 Rep2/3) for Rep < 800 & CD = 0.438 
P 
for Rep > 800 and Rep = pgdp(ug - u$)/u, 
(j) The solids temperature at the end of the step is given by 
the solids heat transfer equation 
dL = 
6Ckd 
p" 
Na (T -Tg) 
Bpps 
where Nu =2+0.53 Rep2/21 by assuming Pr = 0.68 over the 
.. 6? 
expected temperature range. 
After the determination of u91 us & TB at the end of 
the incremental step, the procedure from (e) is repeated for the 
new conditions, and this is continued until the end of the pipe 
line is reached. The output from the programme then consists 
of values of the variables ug, us, Tg, TB and pg at all the 
incremental positions along the pipe line. 
This programme was later revised to also determino the 
values of k! J, n, the mixture velocity of sound and mixture Mach 
number. The value of j is given by: 
T - T o s 
- 
0 g 
Then from this value of j, and from k (= us/ug) the vnluo of n is 
Cö- 1)(1 + xk2) determined from n9+ xjA)/( + xßß 1+ x+ 
for the case y-0. Using this value of n, the mixture velocity 
of sound ist am = RT a. + xk) and the mixture Mach number 
Mm=u/a. 
3.4. Method of Solution for the Inclusion of Solids Particle Size 
Distribution. 
The size distribution of a powder can usually be obtained 
experimentally (such as by sieve analysis) in the form of proportions 
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by weight of known *eizes (or more likely small size distributions 
which can be assumed to be represented by one size. ) This can 
be readily put in the form of the number of particles at each 
size, if an equivalent-volume sphere is assumed. It is then 
possible to write the basic equations such that this size dia. - 
tribution is taken into account. Each particle size has at 
any position in the flow its associated Reynold' number, drag 
coefficients k value and temperature. The overall momentum 
equation,, overall energy equation, solids momentum equation 
and solids heat transfer equation can then be written for each 
particle size and expressed as follows: 
du 4C pu2 
i1 + el + x2k2 + ..,. )pgug +9+f. -gh-g- ý= 0 dZ D2 
Tg = Tg +ý Tgo(xl + x2 + ..... )- -(xTal + x2Ts2 + 049006) Ob op 
2 u 
-l+ x1kl + x2k2 + ..... 
)2JC 
P 
dusl 0.75 C Dl uslP (k )2ý -d 
us2 ä'?. 
u (l--1cý )2, ©tc, d plpp 9 7- p2Pp s2p _2 
dT 
sl 
6k 6k N 
"2 
(Tsl "T), d- ""2 (T, 32 -- 
T )I eta. dY 
spp pi usl Sp 2us2 
r 
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w 
Then by initially assuming at the start of the pipe line that 
usl = u. = 0,999 ug(say), Tsl = Ts2 = T., and a size distribution 
for the powder giving values to dp 1, dp 2 ".. * and X11 X21 "" et". 
it is possible to proceed with a computer programme similar to 
that described in Section 3.3.6. In this case, however, when 
the point is reached where the solids velocities and temperatures 
are evaluated, successive numerical integrations would be performed 
to determine usl, us2, ". ".. and Tsl, Ts2 .... * etc., before the 
procedure from (e) in Section 3.3.6 is repeated with the new con- 
ditions. 
3.5" Suggested Computer-Solution for the Duct Flow Rig. 
In Section 3.1,3.2 and Appendix 1 it is shown that for 
equilibrium flow and constant fractional lag flow, solutions for 
gas-solids flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle and through 
a normal shock wave can be obtained in terms of the equilibrium 
or mixture Mach number. When k and j are allowed to vary throußii- 
out the flow, the difficulties in obtaining solutions are similar 
to those experienced for the flow in pipes. In this Section, a 
method of obtaining numerical solutions from given initial conditions 
and the experimentally determined pressure drop profile is suggested. 
The basic equations are similar to those for pipe flow, except that 
through the nozzle, because the cross-sectional area is no longer 
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constant2 this must be allowed for in the continuity and overall 
momentum equations. The flow through the duct flow rig can be 
broken down into three parts: 
(a) The flow in the parallel-walled duct up to the acnverßent-. 
divergent nozzle. This flow is similar to the pipe flow and the 
same equations and computer programme can be used if initial. 
conditions and the pressure drop curve are given,, except 
that in this case an equivalent duct diameter is required. 
From the computer solution for this flow1 numerical values of 
u9, use Tg1 T8 and pg can be obtained at entry to the nozzlo. 
(b) The flow in the convergent-divergent nozzle. If it can bo 
assumed that shock-free flow occurs through the nozzle, then the 
equations defining this flow are all of those for duct flow 
plus an additional equation expressing the nozzle croso-. 
sectional area in terms of distance along the nozzle. In 
this case, however, the overall momentum equation might be 
simplified by neglecting friction, as the length of flow 
involved is small. If this is so, the overall momentum 
equation can be integrated to give: 
(1 + xk)u + 
A*p 
tz a constant g 9 
so that there are now only two first order differential 
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equations to be solved. 
(c) The flow through the normal shock wave. It should be possible 
from the experimental pressure drop curve obtained to determine 
the position of a normal shock wave, such that conditions up to 
the onset of the shock can be obtained similarly to those in 
(a). The suggested method for solving the flow through tho 
shock is similar to that put forward by Kriebel (1964). In 
the initial gas shock (i. e. the distance over which the gas 
decelerates sharply) the distance involved would be sufficiently 
small and the solids particle inertia so high that it could be 
assumed there is no change in solids velocity or temperature 
over this distance. Because of this inability of the solids 
to respond to rapid changes, it would seem reasonable to assume 
that the solids take no part in this initial shock, and that the 
gas conditions at the termination of the gas shock are given 
by the normal shock equations for gas flow. In Reference 
Houghton and Brock, tables are given such that values of gas 
temperature, gas velocity and gas density can be evaluated 
from the gas Mach number on the upstream side of the shock. 
Verification of this assumption might be obtained by comparing 
the experimental pressure drop profile with the pressure drop 
across the shock predicted from the normal shock gas flow 
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equation given in the above Reference. The experimental diffi- 
culties in measuring the pressure drop, however, aro quite large, 
due to the difficulty in predicting the position of the shock. 
At the termination of this gas shock, the numerical 
values of all the variables are now known. The flow in the 
relaxation region (following the initial gas shock) where the 
solids particles undergo momentum and heat transfer changes, 
such that their velocity and temperature approach that of the 
gas, can be obtained from a computer solution for the equations 
used for the flow in (a). 
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CHAPTER 4. 
DESCRIPTION OF RIG. 
4.1 Pipe Flow Rig 
The rig was initially designed for pipe flow exper- 
iments, but the construction was such that at a later stage in 
the project modifications could be made to the experimental 
section to incorporate a rectangular duct with transparent 
walls. With this in mind, the entrainment and separation 
equipment for introducing the solids into and separating 
them out of the gas flow, were designed to suit pipe flow 
and duct flow experiments. 
Due to the large amounts of gas required to 
achieve compressible flow conditions it is only possible 
to use air as the flow medium. The air supply is from 
two Ingersoll-Rand two stage reciprocating compressors 
with delivery ratings of 262.5 and 50 cu. ft. free air/ 
min. Both deliver at a maximum pressure of 200 p. s. i. 
into an air receiver of capacity 250 cu. ft. Air for 
the rig is then led to a small air receiver, capacity 
approximately 1.5 cu. ft., fine and course air flow 
control being effected by valves, see Fig. 6. The shall 
air receiver is available for taking air flow stagnation 
temperature and pressure measurements, with thermometer 
and Bounden prossure gauge, prior to introducing the solids, 
but it is also of sufficient length to accept a hoator 
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for the possible investigation of temperature 
effects if time had permitted. This receiver 
which was designed to B. S. 3601 is capable of with- 
standing worldng pressures and temperatures' of up to 
300 p. s. i. and 500 0 F. One of the end plates has a 
drain plug to facilitate the removal of any condonsa- 
tion. 
4.1.1. Solids Entrainment 
Downstream of the receiver is the solids feeder, 
which in its rotary form was estimated to have a maximum 
feeding capacity of 2 cu. ft. of bulk solids per mi üto, 
though, as is seen later, in the final feeder design 
this was rather exceeded. As is described in Chapter 6 
on the rig development, some time was spent in developing 
the rotary feeder before it was finally decided to 
abandon it in favour of pressure assisted gravity flow 
foods which although it did not havo the metering 
qualities of the rotary feeder, was found to bo much 
more reliable. 
The feeding system finally adopted consists of 
a cylindrical solids hopper 18 ins. diamoter by 4 ft 10 ins. 
long, with a solids capacity of about 66 cu-ft. designod 
to B. S. 1500: to withstand internal pressures of 200 p. s. i. 
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with a rectangular slot 6 ins. long by 2Z . no. wide 
in its base plate. Mounted immediately below the 
hopper is the solids flow control valve, which is of 
the "tuttorfly" type, with a mild steel vane of 
sufficient strcw. gth to withstand maximum hopper to 
atmospheric pressure differential across it, and 
with nylon inserts on the end rubbing faces. The 
valve spindle bearings are of oil impregnated phosphor 
bronze, with so small a gas leakage path to atmosphere 
that no gas seal is required where the valve actuating 
handle emerges from the body. The internal dimensions 
of this valve are similar to those of the slot in the 
hopper base plate. On opening the solids flow valvo, 
the solids flow into a cylindrical chamber (originally 
the rotary feeder casing) where ontrainment with the 
air supply occurs, and the air-solids mixture is lod 
? rcm the feeding system through a 7/8 in. bore nylon 
pipe. Control of the solids flow rate is offoctod by 
the set of the solids flow valve and also by tho rate 
at which air is allowed to blood into the top of tho 
hopper through a1 in. bore diaphrt gm valve A Fig. 6. 
By this means it is possibb to obtain a wide range of 
solids flow rates. When dolivering polystyrene powder, 
flow rates in the range 0.03 to 1.1 lb/soe were obtained, 
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though this upper figure by no moans reprosonto the 
maximum. 
The main advantage of the pressurised fooding 
system appears to be that duo to the fairly high air 
velocity at the solids entrainment point (about 100 ft/sec) 
there is a substantial pressure drop across the solids 
in the hopper, as the air above the solids level is at 
stagnation pressure. This pressure drop is then 
sufficient to ensure that air is always percolating 
through the solids bed and this air helps to keep the 
particles "fluidised" as they flow down through the 
solids control valve, so that "bridging" or "sticking" 
at the outlet does not occur (Rof. Zenz & Othmor - Fluidisation 
and Fluid Particle Systems). 
In order to reduce the amplitude of the pressure 
pulsations, which were always present in the rig pipe- 
line whilst feeding the polystyrene powder and which wore 
especially severe when delivering at high solids-air ratios, 
a vertical damping chamber is located immediately down- 
stream of the feeding system. It was considered that 
to achievo the maximum effect the damping chamber should 
have as large a diameter as possible, consistent with 
conveying the solids particles with no tendency to sottlo. 
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As minimum conveying velocities are usually lower for 
vertical than for horizontal convoying (Ref. E. E. U. A. 
Handbook No. 15) the damping chamber is mounted vertically. 
The chamber finally adopted is of 3 in. bore by 6 ft. 
long, the length being governed by the headroom avail- 
able, and is designed to give a. minimum moan air velocity 
of about 10 ft/sec at the anticipated air flow rates. 
Connection from the feeding system to the damping chamber 
and from the damping chamber to the experimental section 
is through 7/8 in. bore nylon tubing of 1/8 in. wail 
thickness. This tubing was adopted because it is readily 
bent into large radius bends of about 2 ft. diameter 
offering low pressure drops and also since its bore is 
almost identical with that of the experimental section 
brass pipe-line. 
4.1.2. Experimental Section 
A 7/8 in. bore pipe size was selected for the 
experimental section'as being readily available in a 
smooth bore material and of a size consistent with the 
available air supply, such that compressible flow 
conditions might be readily achieved. 
The experimental section of the pipe flow rig 
is made up of seven 18 ft., ow12 ft. and one 9 ft., 
lengths of 7/8 in. bore by 16 S. W. C. wall thickness-brass 
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pipe to B. S. 885,1963. The 18 ft. maximum lonßth 
was selected as the pipe was readily available in 
these lengths and also not too long as to be difficult 
to handle in the rig assembly area. The pipe bore is 
hydraulically smooth to obviate the added complication 
of pipe wall roughness factors. At two points along 
the pipe-line glass walled observation suctions 10 in. 
long are incorporated, as also is a 12 in. long tube 
housing a pitot-static system. The bores of these 
three sections are similar to that of the main piping, 
and their positions along the pipe-line can be varied. 
Special care was taken to make all pipe joints good 
spigot fits in order to ensure the least possible 
discontinuity in wall surface. Yorkshire Imperial 
Metals fittings, high duty type 1 in, number 10 P. E., 
which are in fact a high pressure fitting with "0" 
ring seal and silver soldered connection, wero modified 
to take the 7/8 in. bore brass piping and give the spigot 
fitting, see Fig. 8. In the case of the glass walled 
observation sections the fittings wore modified to 
accept 0.867 in# bore by 0.08 in. nominal wall thickness 
Veridia precision bore tubing, the joint to the fittings 
and the copper tube strengthener being made using Twin-packed 
Araldite adhesive, see F`ig. t. Veridia precision bore 
tubing is made by Chance Brothers Ltd., from a hard 
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resistance glass of low expansion coefficient. Tho 
tube housing the pitot-static section is of the pipo- 
line material with similar end fittings. By making two 
of the pipe joint couplings of polytotrafluorothylono, 
see Fig. 8 , the 9 ft. long pipe section was rendered 
an insulated section from which measurements of 
electrostatic effects, due to the solids in the air 
flow, are recorded. The pipe line is attached by brass 
wall brackets, "Yorkshire' fittings type 108 to take 
11' bore piping, to a6 in. wide wooden boarding, 
which is in turn carried on wooden supports placed at 
10 ft. intervals, the boarding being also used to carry 
static pressure measurement tubing to a manometer board. 
Apart from the insulated section, the pipe-line is earthed, 
with earthing straps, to avoid the build-up of largo 
electrostatic voltages. 
4.1.3. Solids Separation 
The pipe-line is terminated with a diffusor 
increasing the pipe bore to 18 sq. in. (rectangular section), 
which is in turn connected to the inlet of a cyclone, designed 
to collect the majority of the solid particles. The 
diffuser, which is of 16 S. W. G. mild stool galvanisod 
after fabrication, has a maximum angle of divergonco of 10 
degrees and a gradual change of section from 7/8 in. 
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circular to rectangular. At the upstream and it 
incorporates a spigot fitting to match that of the pipe- 
line, whilst a flanged joint with rubb9r gasket sealing 
is provided between diffuser and cyclone. The cyclone dosign wan 
based on that recommended in The Chemical EngineorQ 
Handbook-editor J. H. Perry. It is constructed from 16 
S. W. Q. mild steel, galvanised after fabrication, and its 
10 in, diameter by 35 in. overall length dimensions wore 
arrived at taking into account the estimated smallest size 
particle capable of being collected, the allowablo 
pressure drop, and limitations in length due to the head- 
room available. See appendix ' for cyclono design 
criterea. 
The solids separated from the air stream by the 
cyclone are collected in a cylindrical drum bolted to the 
base of the cyclone. This drum is 2 ft. 3 in. diamotor 
by 15 in. high of 16 S. W. O. mild steel with ? in. thick base, 
gklvanised after fabrication. It is estimated to have a 
capacity of about 5 cu. ft.. The drum is fitted with four 
castors to facilitato its removal back to the solids hopper 
on the completion of a "run". Space limitation and 
the estimated angles of repose of the solids to be 
collected governed the collector drum design. A rubber 
gasket provides the seal between drum and cyclone to ensure 
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no air leakage. 
The air flow, with any uncollected solide, is led 
from the top of the cyclone through a5 in* bore by 10 ft. 
long flexible smooth bore hose into a fabric bag filter 
located in a relatively large air roceivor . The flexiblo 
hose, which is made by The Compoflex Co. Ltd., and has thoir 
code number 609, incorporates e 12 in. long perspex observation 
section to give some idea of the quantity of solids evading 
capture in the cyclone. Attachment of the flexible hose 
to the cyclone, to the filter housing end plate and also 
to the perspex section is by moans of "Jubilee Clips". 
The fabHo filter which is ,5 ft. long by 2 ft. 
diameter and baj shaped, is made of singed terylene and 
has the makers specification number A. M. T. 8. The makers, 
Porritt, Brother and Austin Ltd., claim it is capable of an 
efficiency of 99.9% for particle size less than 1 micron at 
flow rates of between 10 and 12 cu. ft. /minute/sq. ft. and 
at these flow rates the pressure drop across the filter will 
be 5 to 6 in. water gauge. The filter housing, 2 ft. 3 in* 
diameter by 11 ft. long, is mainly constructed of 16 S. W. G. 
mild steel galvanised after fabrication, and besides 
housing the filter it also provides a moans of obtaining 
final stagnation temperature and pressure meausuroments. 
Rubber gaskets provide seals between the filter housing 
and its end plates to ensure minimum air leakage. Thc. 
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rig is terminated with a 13 ft. long 4 in. nominal born 
mild steel exhaust pipe in which is housed an air flow 
measurement nozzle, located 2 ft. from the end, after 
which the air exhausts to atmosphere. 
4.1.4. Solids Ro-leading 
The system for re-loading the hopper after a 
"run" is simply to unbolt the collector drum from the 
cyclone and wheel it with its contents to a position 
adjacent to the feeding hopper. From the top of the 
hopper a 11 in. pipe leads to a rubber diaphragm valve, 
capable of withstanding full hopper pressure, on tho 
other side of this valve a flexible tube leads to a 
"Spenstead" extractor fan, which is capablo of a capacity 
of 200 c. f. m. against a5 in. water gauge pressure drop, but 
in this application is probably working against a much greater 
pressure drop. Immediately below the top and plate of the 
hopper is a fabric filter, of the same material as used 
for the bag filter, backed by a metal supporting gauze. 
Suction from the fan is thus made to act across this 
filter. Then through another lj in, pipe entering the 
hopper immediately below the fluter and, via diaphragm 
valve and flexible tubing, dipping into the solids in the 
collecting drum, the solids may be sucked into the hopper 
when the solids valve and air blood valve are closed. 
as 
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The flexible tubing is 43 in. born t'Flexi-L-mt'" 
polyvinyichloride suction hose, and the end dipping 
into the solids in the collector drum has a special 
mouthpiece. If the plain end of thetubo was put into 
the solids it would immediately block, as air flow is 
required to maintain conveyance. The mouthpiece adopted 
in this case was one consisting of two co-axial tubes, 
made of polythene from convebicnce, the inner tube of 
1i in, and the outer of 2 in. bore, the tubes are attached 
to the flexible tubing by means of a "Jubilee Clip". As 
shown in Fig. (P , the outer tube has 4 holes at a 
position about 6 in. from the end and its end extends 
3 in. beyond that of the inner tube. By this means a 
continual flow of air is maintained up the centre tubo 
and the system may be left to suck up powder for 
considerable periods without attention. A counter-weight 
over a pulley is used to balance the weight of the 
flexible tube. To-assist this feeding process, the 
solids are introduced into the hopper at an anglo 
tangential to the hopper wall, to gain some cyclone 
separation effect. After a load of solids has entered 
the hopper, the diaphragm valves are closed to re-seal the 
hopper. The rig is then ready for an experimental run. 
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4.2. Rectangular Duct Flow Rig 
4.2.1. Experimental Section ý rr. rrýr ý rýr. r. r, r 
The duct flow rig is designed such that it 
replaces a portion of the pipe flow rig and henco still 
utilises the solids entrainment and separation features. 
A 1cbeUed parts diagram of this rig is shown in Fig 9 
The rig is designod to obtain supersonic flows by ex- 
pansion of the gas-solids mixture through a convergent - 
divergent nozzle. The basic design is similar to that 
applied to high speed air wind tunnels, in that because 
transparent-walled sections are required for flow 
visualisation and photographic purposes, all the nozzle 
divergence is made to occur along two walls. The nozzle 
in the rig was designed using the constant fractional lag 
gas-solids flow theory described in Seat-ion 3.2. and app. 
andix 1,, which may be applied to derive similar expressions 
to those obtained for the Prandth-Meyer expansion process 
for the supersonic flow of gas round a corner. The 
expressions obtained specifying the angle through which a 
supersonic stream must be turned to give a prescribed 
Mach number and the angle of the resulting Mach wave 
are similar to those for gas dynamics, except that a 
mixture Mach number and the corsprossible flow index n of 
the mixture are now the governing dimensionless parameters. 
Or- .. 
A full description of the Mach wavelet method of designing 
a two dimensional supersonic nozzle for gas flow is given 
in the book Elements of Compressible Flow by F. Cheers and 
the procedure adopted for gas-solids flow has been exactly 
the same. The assumptions made in the application of the 
constant fractional lag theory are as follows : - 
1. The sonic piano at the nozzle throat is assumed to 
be perpendicular to the longitudinal aids of the nozzle, 
the sonic condition being that of the mixture Mach number 
equal to one. 
2. In the application of the constant fractional lag 
theory it is necessary to make some assumption regarding the 
particle to gas velocity and temperature lags. In this 
initial design the value of the compressible flow it r 
dex n was selected as yw1.075. This corresponds to a 
solids-air ratio of about 3.36 to 1 with gas-solids particle 
velocity and temperature fractional lags of 0.5. & 0.4. The 
design is such, however, that the nozzle profiles can 
be readily replaced by otherscorrespondiz to tifferent 
fraction a3. lag assumptions 
3. The area ratio required to obtain a given Mach number 
increases with decreasing valves of y. Use of this 
has thorefore boon made in that by selocting a rather low 
value of n there is a built-in allowance for boundary 
layer build-up in the diverging portion of the nozzle. 
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No attempt, however, has been made to ostimato the 
magnitudo of this boundary layer. 
On the basis of the constant fractional lag 
theory, the nozzle is designed to accelerate an air-solids 
flow to a mixture Mach number of l at the throat and 2.1 
at the nozzle exit, with a pressure ratio of approximately 
9.1 inlet to exit. The aspect ratio of the nozzle exit 
is 5 to 1, which is similar to that of a high speed wind 
tunnel in this Department. The throat area of the 
nozzle was selected as 0.31+2 sq. in., this being of a 
sufficiently small area to produce a Mach number of unity 
for air flow at the pressures envisaged. It being argued 
that if constant fractional lag theory applies, the throat 
area required to produce a mixture Mach number of 1 can 
be larger than that required to produce Mach l for air 
flow. This being the case then for similar throat areas, 
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a lower mass .t eett rate is required to produce a mixture 
Mach number of 1. If, therefore, the nozzle is capable 
of accelerating an air flow to the supersonic condition, 
it should, on this basis, be readily capable of producing 
supersonic flow in an air- solids mixture, though the 
supersonic flow produced may not necessarily be shock free 
even in the nozzle section. The nozzle profile upstream 
of the throat has a straight wall such that the nozzle 
can be reversed and this part used as the diverging 
.. 
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section, if it is suspected that a more gradual 
divergence gives a bettor flow, as is suggested by 
Hogland (1962) for large fractions of largo diameter 
particles. 
In order to be able to photograph the supersonic 
flow of the air-solids mixture, the side walls of the 
duct are of clear polished perspex. In order to keep 
the weight of the structure down and also because in the 
manufacture machining costs and not material costs wore 
expected to be the predominant factor, the upper and lower 
walls and the side' retaining plates are made from a 
high strength aluminium alloy (grade H. E. 30 s. w. p. 
). 
Design calculations for the duct are given in Appendix 5 
but some of the criterea will be stated hero. As a 
result of specifying the throat area of the nozzle, the 
area ratio to produce Mach 2.1 and the aspect ratio of 
the duct at nozzle exit, the width and height dimensions 
of the flow area at nozzle exit are 0.4 and 2.0 in. In 
order to obtain greater flexibility the nozzle upstream 
and downstream areas and aspect ratios were made the 
same. Two 6 ft. long transparent walled sections were 
decided upon with the nctzle housed at the upstream end 
of one of these. With the two sections it is possible to 
have either a5 ft, or 11 ft@ length of duct downstream 
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of the nozzle exit. If a; ft, length is selected 
the other section may be used to P:: o'"ide an observation 
section upstream of the nozzle. A further 6 ft. length 
of metal walled ducting is provided in order to give at 
least 108 equivalent diameters of duct upstream of the 
nozzle. The 6 ft. lengths of ducting were selected as 
being readily capable of manufacture on machinery available 
in a small workshop, such as was the case. . 
At either 
ends of the three 6 ft. lengths ofduct are diffusers. 
The upstream diffuser is designed to connect with a 
section of the 7/8 in, bore brass pipe-line. This 
diffuser has a maximum included angle of 3.6 degrees and 
increases the flow area from 0.6 to 0,8 sq, in. The 
downstream diffuser lends the flow from tho duct into the 
particle 'eparation cyclone. This diffuser has a max- 
imum included angle of 6.6 degrees and increases the flow 
area from 0.8 to 12.9 sq. in. 
als is stated inApp©ndix 5 the transparent' 
walled section of the duct is designed to withstand a safe 
working pressure of 150 p. s. i., whilst the metal duct 
and upstream diffuser are capable of withstanding 200 p. s. i. 
BY maldng the transparent walled duct lengths of bolted 
construction as shown in Fig 9t the nozzle profile or sren 
the duct aspect ratio may be altered if the replacement 
parts are available. 
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i CHAPTER 
DESCRIPTION ! ND DEVE107: 1INT OF INST. '3U UNTl, TION. 
In order to gain as full a picture as possible of the 
mechanism of gas-solids flow, at least measurements of air 
velocity profile, solids velocity profile, air and solids mass 
flow rates, as well as pressure drops should be obtained. 
Ideally, of course, measurements of solids density profiles, 
solids mass velocity profiles, air turbulence levels, and 
temperatures because the flow is compressible, together with 
measurements of electrostatic effects would help to complete 
the picture. In this project, however, as the velocity pro- 
files, the flow rates and the pressure drops are assumed to be 
of major importance, the main concentration is centred on 
measuring these, whilst some measurements of electrostatic 
effects are also taken. The description of the instrumentation 
will, therefore, be given under headings of pressure drop, solids 
flow, air flow, air velocity profile and solids velocity pro- 
file, whilst the measurement of electrostatic effects, tempera- 
ture and relative humidity will be considered in a final para- 
graph. 
5.1. Instrumentation for the Pipe Flow Rig. 
501.1. Pressure Drop Measurement. 
Three methods of pressure drop measuremtnt were considered: 
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Bourdon Tube dial gauges to measure gauge pressure, pressure 
transducers to measure absolute pressures, and a differential 
pressure U-tube manometer system to measure gauge pressures. 
In the case of Bourdon Tube dial gauges and the differential 
U-tube system, the readings would be photographed on some 
centrally placed board, requiring long lengths of small bore 
tubing to carry the pressure signal to the board, whilst if 
pressure transducers were used these may be mounted actually 
at the pressure tapping point and the electrical signal from 
them would be brought through sheathed cabling to a centrally 
placed recording system. Because a large number of pressure 
readings were to be taken in u "run", obtaining sufficient 
pressure transducers would have proved expensive. Bourdon 
Tube dial gauges are also expensive for the accuracy which 
would be required in these experiments.. A differential 
pressure U-tube manometer system was, therefore, selected as 
being capable of giving sufficient accuracy, and could be built 
in such a way that it could be photographed throughout a run 
and the readings later recorded on projection of the films. 
The number of static pressure tapping points along the 
pipe-line would normally be governed by an estimation of the 
maximuM anticipated pressure drop.. For air flow with choking 
conditions at the pipe exit, the pressure drop required over 
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the whole pipe length would be about 120 p. s. io if a mean 
Mach number of unity were achieved at pipe exit and for 15 
p. s. i. exit pressure. In order not to have any limit on 
flow conditions due to the manometer system not being able 
to. record the full pressure drop being used, the differential 
U-tube manometer board should be capable of recording the 
total pressure drop which would ever be available over the 
rig experimental section. As stated in Chapter 4, the air 
compressors core capable of maintaing the large air receiver 
at 200 p. s. i. g. For the flow rate associated with choking 
conditions, the pressure drop between large air receiver and 
experimental section should never exceed 10 p. s. ii for pure 
air flow. The manometer board should, therefore, be capable 
of recording a pressure drop of about 190 p. s. i. Because 
for the pipe flow experiments the pressure drop will not be 
linear, ideally the static pressure tapping points should be 
closer together as the pipe exit is approached. As it was 
thought that there might be some need to move individual pipe 
lengths from one position to another, it was decided to main- 
tain a constant pitch of pressure tapping position along the 
pipo line, except for the last 12 ft., which would have tappings 
closer together, though still at constant pitch. In order to 
record a maximum pressure drop of about 190 p. s. i., it was 
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decided that 21 U-tubes would be necessary to make up the board, 
and this would give ample margin for recording the non-linear 
pressure drop. 
The criteria in the design of the U-tubes were that 
they should be capable of withstanding full rig pressures and 
also that the bores of the tubes should be sufficiently large 
for the manometric liquid meniscus levels to be readable from 
a projected photograph. There is also an advantage in using 
larger bore tubes in that the U-tube response time to a change 
in pressure is inversely proportional to the square of the tube 
diameter, In this design, however, the response time of the 
long connecting leads from static tapping point to manometer 
board was much greater than that of the manometer. The U- 
tubes were made from 7.6. mm. bore precision bore glass tubing 
with limbs about 4 ft. long, the limb length being such that 
with 21 U-tubes mounted on the manometer board the picture 
just filled a 35 rnm. film frame. 
A certain amount of development work was involved in 
obtaining the connection between pressure tapping connecting 
leads and the glass U-tubes and this is considered in detail 
in Section 6.3 .A compression fitting, comprising a brass 
"Enots" j in. tube to tube connector type Z36 together with 
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3 rubber "0" rings 7/16 in. i. d. x 5/8 in. o. d. to B. S. 0. S. 99 
was eventually tried. This method of jointing proved capable 
of withstanding the full rig pressure of 200 p. s. i. and has 
caused no trouble since. 
The selection of the tubing to connect the rig atatic- 
pressure tappings with the U-tubes in the manometer board was 
governed by what pressure response time was acceptable over the 
longer lengths. It is known from previous work (ref. T. Garrett's 
Ph. D. Thesis) that some experimenters have had to put lengths 
of hypodermic tubing in their pressure tapping leads to act as 
"pulsation dampers" and reduce the magnitude of pulsations 
reaching the manometers. With this in mind, it was thought 
that by selecting a tubing of fairly small bore, the necessity 
for "pulsation dampers" would be avoided. "Snots" 3/16 in* 
nylon tubing and fittings were selected, therefore, the 
tubing having a bore of 0.11 in. which was estimated to give 
a maximum pressure response time of 3.4 sece using the methods 
of calculation put forward in Appendix b. The "IEnots" 
tubing and fittings are also of a convenient size for fitting 
into the rig, and will withstand pressures very much gre4ter 
than 200 p. s. i. 
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5.1.2. Solids Flow Rate Measurement. 
In the early days of the project when an atmospheric 
hopper of rtively light weight was being used as a solids 
supply vessel, this was cantilevered from the wall with strain 
gauges mounted on the cantilever arm, and hence a continuous 
reoording of solids flow rate obtained. This method relied 
on the solids level in the hopper dropping evenly to give 
accurate results, and in fact this was found to be reasonably 
true. 
When it became necessary to use a pressurised häpper 
as solids supply vessel, it was no longer sufficiently accurate 
to mount strain gauges on the stand of the hopper, asp due to 
the large dead weight of the hopper, the strains set up by the 
solids weight were too small to be measured very accurately, and 
hence a reading of solids flow rate would be inaccurate. 
Due to the variation in solids flow rate through the 
supply hopper orifice and "butterfly" valve with decreasing 
solids bed depth (see ref. Zenz and Othmer), it is essential 
that at the time of reading the pressure levels on the manometer 
board (i. e. at the instant of photographing the board) the 
solids flow rate should be recorded. This means that any method 
of weighing the collected solids over a given time and obtaining 
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a mean solids flow rate would not be sufficiently accurate. 
Since the cyclone had been designed to capture all particles 
down to 0.0005 in. or. 12.5 microns diameter (see Appendix ) 
it would appear that if a load cell could be incorporated into 
the cyclone collector drum, and because the bulk of the solid 
particles are collected in this drum, if a signal from the load 
cell could be continuously recorded, this would represent, when 
plotted against time, the solids flow rate. The cyclone will 
not, of course, capture all the solids particles entering it; 
a certain amount will be carried over into the fabric filter, 
but if this filter is weighed periodically, then a correction 
factor can be applied to all previous. solids flow rate readings. 
This correction factor will be based on the assumption that the 
cyclone efficiency remains the same at all solids to air ratios; 
however, due to the anticipated low magnitude of this correction 
factor, this should not be an unreasonable assumption. If for 
finer powders it was found thetthe carry over became appreciable, 
then steps could be taken to weigh the filter more often and ensure 
that the solids to air flow rate ratios for "runs" between weigh- 
i. ngs did not vary greatly. 
The load cell for the collector drum consists of res- 
istance strain gauges mounted on four equi-spaced short canti- 
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lever arms projecting from the base of the drum and taking the 
full weight of the drum, cyclone and diffuser when in position 
(see F`ig. 6 ). The arms are of mild steel and the strains 
set up at the position of attachment are estimated to be in 
the range 2.8 - 6.5 x 10+41 for solids powders of bulk density 
about 40 lb. /cu. ft. The ends of the arms incorporate loading 
screws which are wound down onto metal pads resting on the 
floor, until the castors on the collector drum are all raised 
about V8 in. above floor level. By using ball. ended loading 
screws and keeping the pads well greased, the friction force 
resisting movement of the screws is kept low. The strain 
gauges, which are attached to the cantilever arms by using 
Eastman 9101 adhesive, are "Ph: Mips PR 981311 type with matched 
resistances of 300 ohms. Two of the strain gauges are mounted 
to experience compressive strains and the other two tensile 
strains, the four of them being connected as a Wheatstone 
Bridge circuit. By mounting four strain gauges as described, 
any uneven collecting of solids in the drum should not result 
in an error in solids flow rate reading. This was, in fact, 
verified by placing a 50 lb. weight at various eccentric posi- 
tions in the empty drum and noting the signal from the energised 
bridge circuit. This was never found to differ by more than 3% 
from the signal obtained for the weight placed centrally in the 
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drum. During the running of the rig, the solids were in fact 
never observed to have collected in an eccentric manner, when 
the collector drum was examined after removal from the cyclone, 
Two 4p volt electric batteries connected in series are used toi 
give a9 volt dc. supply to the bridge circuit, The output 
signal from the load cell is conveyed via a 150 ft, length of 
twin-core screened cable to an "S. E. L. " 24 channel ultra-violet 
galvanometer recorder type S. E. 2000, where the signal is made 
to deflect an'3. E. L. " type A35 galvanometer of 0.00074 m. a. /emt 
sensitivity. By this method, a continual record of solids 
loading with time is obtained in the form of a trace on sensi- 
tised paper. Owing to the difficulty in obtaining a constant 
calibration for the system, the collector drum was weighed after 
each run and the calibration coefficient, for converting the 
bridge out of balance signal into a solids flow rate, was 
evaluated from the weight of solids collected and the total 
change in magnitude of the signal. 
5.1.3. Air Flow Rate Measurement. 
The only methods of air flow rate moasuroment considered 
were those rocomrnended in the British Standard on flow measure- 
went B. S. 1042. From this a nozzle was selected in preference 
to an orifice plate, a venturi being considered unnecessarily 
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expensive, on the basis that if at any time the bag filter 
developed a hole, the sharp edge on an orifice could become 
quickly erroded if an abrasive powder was being used at the 
time, with a resulting effect on flow measurement accuracy. 
The nozzle also offers better pressure recovery than the 
orifice, so that the build up of pressure in the thin walled 
sections of the rig (filter housing and collector drum) would 
be slightly less for a nozzle than for an orifice with the 
same area ratio and air flow rate. 
In Appendix 4- is given the method of selection of 
the nozzle size. The value of " m: Y' (the ratio of nozzle throat 
area to exhaust pipe area) was selected in order to give a 
reasonably measurable pressure drop, on an inclined manometer 
at low flow rates. Too high a value was avoided, as metering 
with large values of the area ratio "m" is much more sensitive 
to installation faults than with small values. Upstream of 
the nozzle there is a straight length of piping 33 diameters 
long before the sudden contraction from filter housing to 
exhaust pipe. B, S. 1042 quotes 23 diameters as being the 
minimum that should be used, Although the cyclone will impart 
a helical motion to the air flow, which if present in air at 
the nozzle would effect the metering accuracy, it is considered 
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that this motion will be fully damped out in the large volume 
of the filter housing. 
The pressure signal from the nozzle is relayed to 
the manometer board through 120 ft. long 3/16 in. o. d. 
t'Enots" nylon tubing, similar to that for the static pressure 
tappings. This system has a maximum estimated pressure res- 
ponse time of 3.2 seconds, when connected to a 5/16 in. bore 
by about 4 ft, long U-tube containing liquid of 0.785 specific 
gravity, the calculation is outlined in Appendix 
£. For 
air flow rates up to about 0.15 lb/sec., however, in order to 
obtain sufficient accuracy, the pressure difference across 
the nozzle is measured on a Negretti and Zambra 0-1.5 in* 
of water inclined manometer, containing liquid of 0.785 specific 
gravity. For this system the maximum pressure response time 
is estimated at 29 seconds, and experiments confirmed. that the 
instrument delay in reading a pressure drop of 0.1 in* water 
could be as high as 30 seconds for an instantaneous pressure 
change. Any air flow changes, however, will always be gradual 
so that the manometer lag should not be as great as it appears. 
It was also noticed that this response time seemed to be rather 
less for the pressure differential increasing and hence readings 
were always taken with the pressure slowly increasing. 
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One of the manometer board U-tubes containing water 
as manometrio fluid is used to measure the pressure up-stream 
of the nozzle by means of a "tee" connection into the tapping 
lead. This reading together with the atmospheric pressure 
reading enables the correct nozzle calibration to be evaluated 
for each run. 
5.1.4. Air Velocity Measurement. 
The only method considered for air velocity measure- 
went was the use of a pitot-static system to measure stagnation 
pressure variation across the pipe and static pressure at the 
pipe wall. It being realised, of course, that a proportion 
of solids velocity head might well be included in these read- 
ings. 
The'pitot-tube was "L"-shaped with the short leg j in. 
long. There is a photograph of the traverse mechanism in 
Fig. If . The traverse is motorised so that the readings may 
be taken more quickly than would be the case with a manual trav- 
erse. A micrometer head provides the traverse mechanism and the 
drive to this is from an "Enicron" miniature gear box and skeleton 
shaded pole motor, giving a final drive of about 13 r. p. m. 
with max. torque 12 lb. in. A clutch mechanism, to disengage 
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the micrometer drive at the end of a traverse, consists of a 
short length of "Enots" 3/16 in. o, d. nylon tubing and 
adaptors connecting to the Z in. o. d. drive shaft from the 
gear box. Besides a clutch, this also provides a flexible 
drive to accommodate any misalignment of drive shaft and 
micrometer head. On the other side of the gear box is 
attached a "make and break" device which, with the approp- 
riate electrical circuit and recording set-upi provides a 
record representing the traverse across the pipe-line radius. 
By housing the pitot-static system in a 12 in. length of the 
xipe-line, traverses can be obtained at any of 9 different 
positions along the pipe-line.. 
The pressure signals from pitot-tube and static 
tapping are fed onto either side of a differential pressure 
transducer ""Solsrtroa'' type NT4-313(x) 0-25 p. s. i. This 
range of pressure measurement was selected so that the trans- 
ducer could also be used for supersonic 'velocity measurements 
in the duct flow rig, where for air flow at Mach 2 the ratio 
of pressures would be 5.65 and this might be measured with 
this transducer if the associated static pressure was suffici- 
ently low. Connections from the tapping points to trans- 
ducer are through 1 mm. bore plastic tubing. The power 
supply for the transducer is from a "Solartron" typo AS 971+ 
2, = . 
strain gauge power pack. This gives a5 vci. e. aupp]y and 
also a means of balancing the transducer bridge circuit to 
reduce the output signal to zero when there is no pressure 
differential across the transducer diaphragm. The trans- 
ducer signal and signal from "make and break" device are 
then conveyed via a 150 ft, length of 4 core screened cabling 
to the U-V galvanometer recorder. The transducer signal 
is amplified using a "Solartron" d. c. decade amplifier 
type AA 900, with a gain of about 500, if from a low velocity 
region, before being connected to one of the U-V galvanometers. 
Because of the noise pickup from the amplifier, however, when- 
ever possible the signal was connected directly to a sensitive 
galvanometer. Calibration of the signal from the transducer 
was achieved by connecting a 1.4 mm. precision bore capillary 
U-tube in series with the pitot and static connections, and 
separate calibrations were made for the various amplifier 
gains and galvanometer combinations used. All calibrations 
were made with the 150 ft. long electrical connections from 
transducer to recorder to avoid any variation in lead resistance. 
The "make and break" circuit is powered by a ll volt 
battery which, by means of a 1000 ohm rheostat, gives a signal 
of about . 3v and 1.5 m. a. This signal is only recorded, by a 
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galvanometer on the U-V recorder, whenever the pitot 
traverse picroteter head rotates through half a revolution, 
WhCc1 corresponds to a traverse of . 0125 in. By this 
means,, a pulsed signal is obtained alongside the differential 
pressure signal on the U-V recorder und by starting the 
traverse from the pipe wall, the necessary co-relation is 
obtained. 
A considerable variety of pitot-tubes have been 
tried in an effort to obtain one which did not block too 
quickly, but only partial success has been obtained. The 
first pitot tube tried had a tip about j in. long, with 
bore of . 0075 in. and . 016 in. o. d. This was tried in the 
premise that having a mouth considerably smaller than the 
diameter of most of the particles, this might take a consid- 
erable time to block. This did not prove to be case, how- 
ever, either because of the fines present in the powder or 
because of particle break-up on impingement with the pitot 
tube, and the tube blocked very quickly in a relatively dense 
solids-air flow. Similar pitot tubes of 25 S. W. G. (. 010 in. 
bore x . 020 in. o. d. ), 20 S. W. G. (. 022 in. bore x . 035 in* o. d) 
18 S. W. G, (. 0315 in. bore x . 049 in., o. d. ) and . 05 in. bore 
x . Q57 in, o. d. were also tried with slightly better success 
but even these blocked up before a full traverse could be 
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obtained, when the solids-air flow was dense. A tube with 
flattened end, to enable the traverse to be taken closer to 
the pipe wall, had the end broken by the impaction of the 
particles. To determine whether the 90 degree bend in these 
pitot tubes was the point of initial blockage, a straight 
tube was tried, which had a "spider" support at its down- 
stream end. This, however, also blocked rapidly over its 
first j in. length. 
Because of the difficulties involved in taking con- 
ventional pitot-tube readings, a tube facing downstream of 
the flow was tried. Initially a traverse was made with a 
. 05 in, o. d. straight 
tube set across a pipe diameter with a 
0.024 in, diameter hole 4 in. from the and and facing down- 
stream. The readings from this bore no resemblance to those 
expected, probably due to the tube end effect disturbance and 
to the flow of air escaping between pitot tube and the hole in 
the pipe wall, which it was found impossible to seal and still 
be able to traverse. A second attempt was made with a reversed 
tube, this time a long length of *034 in. o. d. tubing was 
used with the upstream end soldered to the pipe wall 10 in. 
above the downstream open end. With this tube, although the 
pressure differential did increase as the tube was traversed 
from the wall, this increase from pipe wall to centre-line was 
aog., 
so slight that calibration of the tube to obtain acourato 
results was impossible. The reason why the variation in 
pressure differential across the pipe was so small, as 
indicated by this tube, is probably that the effect of the 
tube upstream of the open end causes the boundary layer to 
be disturbed, and a more uniform velocity profile generated 
in this region. 
As a result of this development work, it was considered 
that the beet results were obtained with either the 20 or 18 
S. W. G. pitot tubes, but even these had severe limitations. 
To determine whether readings obtained from the pitot 
tubes were reliable, an estimation of the tube Limitations was 
made. In the book Modern Developments in Fluid Dynamics - 
S. Goldstein, a minimwn pitot tube Reynold's number is quoted, 
above which a tube will indicate true total head readings. 
This Reynold's number is, based on the pitot hole diameter, 
and if greater than 125, the tube should give reliable results. 
At the minimum air flow for this project (about. 08 lb/sec. ), a 
pitot Reynold's number of 125 corresponds to a hole diameter 
of . 002 in., which indicates that all the above tubes are 
satisfactory in this respect. An estimate of the pitot tube 
response time as given by the expression in Appendix 
6 
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indicates that for the . 022 in. bore pitot the response time 
is of the order of . 005 secs. This, whAn compared with the 
traverse rate of . 006 in/sec., suggests that there is ample 
time for pressure response. 
A third limitation to this method would appear to be 
how large a pitot tube can be tolerated before appreciable 
flow disturbance occurs. In their book, Chemical Engineering 
Volure1, Coulson and Richardson indicate that for a ratio of 
pipe diameter to pitot-tube diameter. greater than 50, dis- 
turbances to the flow can be ignored. For the . 
875 in. pipe 
bore, however, it is not possible to use small enough pitot- 
tubes to comply with this requirement. 
5.1.5. Solids Velocity Measurement. 
The only feasible methods of measuring solids particle 
velocity in this project appear to be either photographic or 
to make use of a radioactive labelling method, as any mechanical 
method, such as trapping the particles in an isolating section 
would be out of the question at the particle speed anticipated. 
The radioactive labelling technique appears to suffer from the 
following disadvantages: 
1. Only thn mean solids particlo velocity could be measured 
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at any one section, and this method could give no indication 
of the solids velocity profile across the section. 
2. The constituents of the solids particles to be used in 
this project would almost certainly not be activated sufficiently 
by any form of irradiation to provide a suitable gamma ray 
emitter. This would mean that the solids particles to be 
labelled would have to be loaded with a material of high 
neutron cress ""section (usually the heavy metals), and almost 
certainly this would change their behaviour in the air-stream. 
3. Other complications, such as the difficulty in recovering 
the treated particles and the expense involved in acquiring the 
necessary precise detecting equipment because of the high solids 
particle velocities envisaged, make this method inapplicable 
to this project. 
The first photographic method considered was to i11wrin' 
ate a flow of the suspension by means of two synchronised flash 
discharge light sources. By this method, any single particle 
in the flow would be represented by two exposures on the same 
film negative. Then, because the time between exposures would 
be known and the distance travelled by a particle in this time 
could be measured from the film taken, the particle velocity 
would be obtained. Flash discharge units of this type are 
in^ 
available, but the limitations here would appear to be that the 
amount of light available from these flash discharges in the 
time small enough to "stop" a particle from a photographic 
standpoint, is not really sufficient for reflected light photo- 
graphy. Shadow or silhouette techniques, whilst probably 
feasible, would mean that the solids loading could only be low. 
The'difficultj in identifying individual particles would also 
probably mean that only low solids loadings could be considered. 
During the course of the project, a high speed cine- 
camera F'astax Type W. F. 17,0-8,000 pictures per second, was 
acquired by the Department of Mechanical Engineering at this 
University, and as a result, a method of using this camera to 
determine particle velocities was investigated. It was 
suggested by the suppliers of the camera that a technique used 
in ballistic photography might well be suitable if the size of 
the particles was not too small. This technique consists of 
obtaining a continuous photograph of the flowing particles on a 
very fast moving cine-film. Because the film is exposed in 
this manner and not frame by frame, the processed negative 
depicts a series of streaks stretching diagonally across the 
film, and each of these represents the path of a single or 
bunnh of particles moving along the length of the photographed 
section. Then, knowing the speed of the film for a particular 
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streak from timing marks on the film and the length of the field 
of view, the time to travel this length is represented by the 
'length of film in which a streak moves across the film. For 
this method to give reliable results, the particles must, of 
course, be moving parallel with the axis of the tube. It is 
considered, however, that most of the particles will be either 
moving parallel with or at a slight angle to this axis, especi- 
ally so at high air velocities, so that by taking sufficient 
streak length measurements, a reliable indication of solids 
particle velocity should be obtained. 
With the Fastar camera, the film can be exposed in 
the necessary continuous way by us9. ng the camera oscilloscope 
channel. Various methods of lighting the flow wore used, but 
it was found that the best results were obtained with back 
lighting, and the field of view was restricted to a strip 6 ins. 
long by j in. wide. The observation glasses described in 
iection 4. L2.. were found to be quite suitable if the field of 
view was mounted along the centre-line of the glass. 
The instrumentation described so far is relied upon to 
obtain the major experimental readings; however, other in- 
struments used to obtain readings which are taken occasionally 
The orýare ancillary to the above will be mentioned here. 
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temperature of the air flowing through the rig is measured, 
using mercury in glass thermometers, at the small air receiver 
immediately upstream of the solids flow feeder and also in the 
filter housing, that is, just prior to the air flow measurement 
nozzle. These measurements are used to give some idea of how 
near1 the process is adiabatic; to provide the air temperature 
necessary for the air flow measurement nozzle calibration, and 
to provide the necessary flow stagnation temperature. The air 
humidity is measured with a sling wet and dry hygrometer which 
is held in the air stream as it exhausts from the rig, and the 
calibration for these readings is obtained from the 1965 Insti- 
tute of Heating and Ventilating Engineers Guide psychometric 
chart. Electrostatic measurements are restricted to measure- 
ments of current to earth from the 9 ft. insulated pipe length, 
using a Pye Scalamp galvanometer and measurements of pipe-line 
voltage relative to earth using a Py© 40 kV Electrostatic Volt- 
meter. During a run, the atmospheric pressure is read from a 
Fortin barometer. 
5.2. Instrumentation for the Duct Flow Rig. 
5.2.1. Pressure Drop Measurement. 
As explained in section 5.1.1., the pressure recording 
system was designed to be easily adapted to the duct flow rig. 
.. 13x, M 
Twenty-five static pressure tapping positions are provided in 
the duct flow test section. Over the transparent walled 
section these are spaced at 12 in* intervals with 10 record- 
ing pressure over the convergent-divergent nozzle length. The 
remaining 3 tappings are located in the metal-walled section 
serving as an entry length. The manometer board is only 
capable of taking readings from 21 tappings, but this should 
be sufficient to give all the detail required for a pressure 
drop profile. For constant fractional lag gas-solids flow, 
the pressure drop required to achieve a Mach number of 2.1 at 
nozzle exit is 9.1 from stagnation to exit condition with 
frictionless flow. So that even if the absolute pressure at 
the nozzle exit is as great as atmospheric, and the pressure 
drop is greater than that predicted by the constant fractional 
lag theory, there is still ample capacity on the manometer 
board for measuring this. 
5.2.2. Air Velocity Measurement. 
Because of the depth of the upper and. lower beams of 
the test section of this rig, it would be very difficult to 
mount a pitot tube in the flow, such that it could be easily 
removed and cleaned. It should be possible, however, to 
mount the pitot tube in the entry length. 
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5.2.3" Solids Velocity Measurement. 
The technique for solids velocity measurement should 
be almost identical to that for the pipe flow rig. In this 
case, however, due to the fairly high aspect ratio of the rig, 
such that an almost uniform velocity profile should be obtained 
in this plane, there should not be the same difficulty in 
deciding how far into the depth of field the streak photograph 
obtained relates. It should also be possible to obtain a 
fuller indication of the solids velocity profile by mounting 
a field of view, of similar size to that used in the pipe flow, 
at various heights along the duct wall. 
For the remaining measurements on this rig such as 
solids and air flow rates, stagnation temperatures, and any 
humidity recordings, the technique is identical with that for the 
pipe flow rig. 
wr 
CATER 6. 
RIG DEVELOPMENT. 
6.1. The Solids Entrainment System. 
The main item for development on the rig was expected 
to be the feeding system. As most pneumatic conveying systems 
seem to use a "star" feeder, it was decided that this form of 
feeding system would be tried first, but be designed in such a 
way that it could be readily modified if required. 
In its original form, the feeding system consisted of 
a rotary feeder with driving motor slung beneath, suspended from 
the base of a conical shaped feed hopper, which was in turn 
cantilevered from the wall. In between the feeder and hopper 
was a rectangular "gate valve, ' of similar dimensions to that of 
the solids flow port into the feeder. (i. e. 6 in. x2 in. ) 
By using this technique and mounting strain gauges on the canti- 
lever arm, a continudus recording of the solids feed rate could 
be obtained by feeding the signal from the strain gauge system 
into a ultra-violet galvanometer recorder. See Fig. 7, 
This solids feeder had a cylindrical rotor with radially 
mounted vanes sufficiently strong to withstand 200 p. s. ie air 
pressure, and with absolute minimum side clearance to reduce 
air leakage, The dimensions of the rotor were 6 in., diameter 
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with 11 x1 inch deep pockets 61 inches long. Initially the 
vanes were of medium carbon steel, spring loaded using small 
single leaf springs to maintain metal to metal contact with 
the rotor casing. The rotor casing, which was of centrifugally 
cast iron, had a raked inlet throat with "knife-edge" to mini-- 
mize shearing of particles as the vanes passed the entry point 
and the pockets between the vanes filled with solids material. 
It was soon realised, however, that the solids particles were 
dropping between the vanes and the rotor causing jamming, which. 
in some cases occurred with the vanes clear of the rotor casing, 
leaving a substantial air gap. Nylon vanes were then substituted 
for the steel ones, the nylon vanes being a "press fit" in the 1/8 in. 
wide slots in the rotor. The nylon was machined after fitting 
in order to give the minimum clearance between rotor casing and 
vanes, and also between vanes and phosphor bronze end plates, 
this clearance being of the order of 0.002 in. The flexibility 
of the nylon helped to ensure that jamming of the particles 
between vanes and casing did not occur, whilst its low friction 
coefficient helped to reduce the load on the driving motor. 
It was also soon realised that in spite of taking great 
care in the feeder manufacture to ensure that the clearances 
between the vanes, the casing and the end plates were an absolute 
minimum, a large amount of air leakage occurred up through the 
w 
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feeder, especially at high air supply pressures. The effect 
of this was to impede the gravity flow of solids to the feeder, 
with a subsequent falling off in solids flow rate as the air 
pressure was increased. This difficulty was overcome by 
replacing the pretious hopper with the present pressurised 
hopper described in Chapter 4. This then explains why the 
hole in the hopper base plate was made rectangular instead of 
circular, as is usual for gravity feeding through an orifice. 
The feeding system at this stage consisted of the 
pressurised hopper with air pipe supplying pressurised air to 
the hopper above the solids level, the modified rotary feeder 
slung from the hopper base plate with "butterfly" type solids 
control valve (described in Chapter 4) between it and the hopper, 
and the feeder driving motor slung beneath the feeder. The 
"gate valve" had also been replaced by this stage, as it was 
found to stick rather badly as a result of the small clearance 
between the "gate" and the body of the valve. Also, this type 
of valve would have been no use in a pressurised system due to 
its relatively large air leakage path. The driving motor was 
ajh. p. 110 volt D. C. shunt wound electric motor geared down 
to 100 r. p. m. through an integral gear box. Drive to the 
feeder was through Fenner 3 in. pitch single roller chain and 
number 41 type change sprockets incorporating Taper-lock bushes 
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for ease of fitting and removal. By this moans, feeder rotor 
speeds in the range ýO to 110 r. p. m, could be obtained, whilst 
fine speed control was available through a 12 ohm variable 
resistance wired in series with the motor armature. For a 
time this system appeared to work satisfactorily for low 
solids feed rates, not exceeding about 0.15 lb/sec., however, 
above these the motor would stall and blow a7 amp protecting 
fuse. At this stage, a doe. ammeter was wired into the motor 
armature circuit to determine the power required to drive the 
feeder. When delivering the polystyrene solids at a feed 
rate of about 0,16 lb/sec. - with an air flow rate of 0.08 
lb/sece 
and at a line pressure of about 30 p. s. i"g., it was discovered 
that the power to drive the feeder was of the order of 6 times 
that required when no solids were being delivered, but with the 
same air flow rate., To cope with this sort of power require- 
ment would probably need a2h. p. motor (compared with the 
4 
h. p. at present) and modifications to the rotor shaft and bear'. 
ings of the feeder to ensure they would withstand the increased 
loading. In view of this, it was decided to experiment with 
gravity flow from the pressurised hopper into the pipe-line by 
removing the rotor from the feeder. Flow control would be 
obtained by the solids control valve and the diaphragm valve 
supplying air into the top of the hopper as described in Chapter 
4. 
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It should be emphasised that although the "star" 
feeder as described above did not prove successful, there has 
recently been developed a rotary feeder rather similar to it. 
This feeder uses a rotor of cast nylon impregnated with 
molybdenum disulphide, manufactured by "Polypenco Engineering 
Industrial Plastics" and described in their December, 1965, 
newsletter. In the light of this, the Author considers 
that the "star" feeder as designed by him could be made to 
work successfully with a power unit supplying 2hp. In a paper 
on pneumatic conveying of granular plastics by J. Fisher (1962), 
unfortunately not seen by the Author until relatively recently, 
it is quoted that tests performed with plastic materials using 
a star feeder with 8 pockets and rotating at 40 r. p. m. showed 
that 0.05 - 0.25 hp/in. of star feeder vane length would be 
required to overcome the resistance of materials to shear. 
By comparison, this indicates that for the feeder used by the 
Author, power requirements might be up to 1.6 h. p., which is 
in fair agreement with the 2 h. pe figure quoted previously. 
The reason for not persevering with this development was that 
the pressure assisted gravity flow feed system experimented 
with after the star feeder troubles, proved to be quite suitable 
for delivering the polystyrene solids, although there appears 
to be a greater tendency for the flow rate to vary with run 
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time, i. e. with solids bed height. 
An interesting observation at this stage was that the 
pressure fluctuations in the pipe-line when feeding the poly'. 
styrene solids were of about the same magnitude for both types 
of feeding systems. It was at one time thought : hat the 
"star" feeder was producing these pulsations; however, it is 
now thought that they are probably due to the intermittent 
nature of the gravity flow of solids in the hoppor. Other 
experimenters appear to have experienced similar pressure 
fluctuations when delivering polystyrene solide, e. g. Mitlin 
stated that pneumatic conveying of polystyrene particles 
gave very high fluctuating pressure drops. 
6.2. Damping of Pressure Fluctuations. 
Because, as stated above, pressuro fluctuations are 
produced during the feeding of solids into the air flow, and 
these cause the liquid levels in manometers to oscillate, a 
damping chamber was positioned downstream of the feeding 
system in order to reduce the amplitude of the pressure 
fluctuations. The first damping chamber to be tried was 
one of 1j inch bore by 6 ft. long. This was positioned 
vertically and connected to the feeding system through a7f;. 
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length of 7/8 in. bore nylon tubing, and to the pipe-line 
through an 11 ft,, length of similar nylon tubing. The 
entry to the damping chamber was a sudden sharp-edged expansion 
to promote mixing of solids and air, whilst the exit from the 
chamber was via a 10 degree included angle conical section 
to give a low pressure drop. The effect of fitting this 
damping chamber was to slightly reduce the amplitude of 
fluctuations compared with no damping chamber. 
It wäs still considered, however, that a greater effect 
could be gained by fitting an even larger bore vertical chamber. 
To this end a3 inch bore by 6 ft. long chamber was constructed 
with sudden expansion inlet and tapering outlet as for the 
previous one, except that in this case, in order to ease the 
machining requirements, the tapering section was made with an 
included angle of about 20 degrees. This was found to signifi- 
cantly reduce the pressure fluctuation amplitude compared to 
that measured with the previous chamber for similar air and 
solids flow rates. 
The reason for adopting a vertical damping chamber was 
that from experiments of other workers (Ref. E. E. U. A. Handbook 
No. 15) it has been shown that "settling out" of particles 
occurs at a considerably higher velocity for horizontal conveying 
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than it does for vertical conveying. This means that a much 
larger bore chamber could be used if mounted vertically before 
the particles of solids would begin to settle. The above 
reference quotes the following figures as the minimum allow- 
able air velocity, before settling out occurs, for a powder 
similar to the 0.012 in. mean diameter particle size polystyrene 
powder used - 10 ft/sec* for vertical and 30 ft/sec. for hori- 
zontal conveying. As a result, the bore of the vertical tube 
was made 3 in, giving an estimated minimum air velocity of 
10 ft/sec. To achieve a similar vessel capacity, a horizontal 
tube would have required a bore of 24 in. and a length of 18 
ft. Although at the low air flow rates the damping chamber 
was found to have a beneficial effect in reducing the amplitude 
of pressure oscillations, on going to higher air flow rates, 
its beneficial effect was no longer apparent. It is felt 
that this was mainly because at the high air flow rates it 
was no longer possible to deliver at high mass flow ratios. 
Because it gave rise to a relatively high pressure drop, 
the damping chamber was , therefore I removed for tho higher 'air 
flow rate experiments. 
6.3. Glass U-Tube to Nylon Pipe Connections. 
A certain amount of development work was also necessary 
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before the pipe-line static pressure measurement system was 
proved reliable. A detailed description of this system has 
been given in Section 5.11, and only the necessary development 
work is mentioned here. It was known that the most difficult 
joints to make leak tight in the system would be those between 
the 3/16 in. nylon tubing leads from the pipe-line tapping 
points, and the glass U-tubes recording differential 
pressures. 
Initially it was decided to use a joint comprising, 
a connector machined from t in. diameter perspex rod, as joints 
of this material had previously proved successful in the 
department. The connector was made 1 in. long with a4 in, 
deep recess at one end to take the end of the glass U-tube, 
whilst the other end was tapped 1/8 in. B. S. P. thread to take 
a 3/16 in. Enots adaptor. The joint. ng of the glass to p&I$- 
pex was made using "Araldite Twin-Pack" adhesive as suggested 
by the manufacturers Ciba (ARL) Ltd., Duxfurd. To test the 
design, a short length of the glass tubing had connectors put 
on both ends and was subjected to an hydraulic pressure test 
in a "dead weight tester". Pressure for this test was gradually 
increased from 0- 400 p. s. i. g. in increments of 20 p. s. i. and 
the lrsad of 400 p. s. i. g, was maintained for 30 minutes. During 
this time no leaks were observed, whilst the test pressure had 
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been maintained at more than double the pressure any part of 
the rig would ever be subjectee to. As a result of this test, 
these fittings were assumed to be suitable, and all the U-tubes 
were fitted with similar connectors. After assembly of the 
U-tubes into the differential pressure manometer board and their 
connection to . the rig via the 3/16 in. tubing, the whole 
system was pressurised to 170 p. s. i. g. and no locks were 
apparent at any of the "Äraldite" joints, when tested with a 
soap and water solution. 
Subsequently, the rig was run numerous times without 
any leaks becoming apparent, until about six months after the 
above test, when it was noticed that about nine of the "Araldite" 
joints between glass and perspex connectors had developed. slight 
leaks. These were resealed using the Twin-Pack Araldite, 
and appeared satisfactory when pressure tested. After 
further runs, however, it was observed that some of the 
joints were again leaking, including some of the ones that had 
been remade. In view of this, it was decided to replace all 
perspex connectors with a compression joint in which both a 
seal and the necessary strength to prevent the joint parting 
are achieved by the compression of a rubber ""0"" ring onto 
the glass tubing. Details of these connectors are given 
in Section 5.1.1. A possible explanation offered to account 
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for the development of leaks in the "Araldite" joints is that 
they are due to fatigue in the "Araldite" bond between glass 
and perspex. It is known that the elasticity modulus of 
glass is about 20 times that of perspex, so that on pressurising, 
the differential strains set ups could, after a number of 
loadings, be sufficient to crack the "Araldite" bond which 
appears to be rather brittle. All the cracks, however, 
did not appear to be in the "Araldite"; some were between 
glass and "Araldite", implying that the bond to perspex was 
better than that to the glass. 
6.4, Pressure Testing the Pipe Flow Rig. 
During this period of development work, the rig was 
pressure tested so that parts subjected to high pressures 
during the running of the rig could be established as safe. 
The method of leak testing adopted was to subject all parts 
of the rig upstream of the diffuser into the cyclone to a 
high pressure test, whilst the thin wall components were 
tested by inserting a blanking plate downstrona of the nozzle 
and subjecting the whole rig to a low pressure test. A 
number of severe leaks and blow-outs came to light during 
these tests, but in the final pressure test, all parts of the. 
rig upstream of the diffuser into the cyclone, were subjected 
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to a pressure of 165 p. s. i. g. for a period of 75 minutes with 
no appreciable leaks, whilst the integrity of parts downstream 
of the diffuser was established at a pressure of 40 in. 
water. Special care was taken to ensure that there were 
no leaks in the pressure tapping lines by testing with soap 
and water solution, as these could result in misleading 
pressure readings. 
6.5. Sealing the Duct Flow Rig. 
The major sealing difficulty on this rig was found 
to be between the transparent side wall sections and the 
upper and lower beams. The initial design of the rig was 
with glass side walls 5/8 in. thick, and these were clamped 
up against a "Tufnol" spacer on the upper and lower beams 
by means of metal side plates, with bolts located at 2 in, 
pitch along upper and lower edges, see Fig. 9. The joint 
between glass and "Tufnol" was to be sealed with p. t. f. e. 
tape. The method of sealing the glass to the flanges at 
each test length end was to be by means of "Twin-Pack Araldite" 
with the surplus filed off the flange face to permit the ""0"" 
ring seal. Because the "Tufnol" spacer was not absolutely 
flat, the teat sections were so long, and glass is particularly 
inflexible, it was found that the glass wall always cracked 
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before a seal could be obtained. Another aspect ooming 
to light during this development work was that for this 
purpose p. t. f. e. tape, even the 1/8 in. circular cross- 
section type, was not particularly suitable as a sealing 
compound, 
Because of the above difficulties, it was decided 
that the most likely means of obtaining a successful seal 
lay with a more flexible material than glass, and also to 
concentrate on obtaining the actual seal by smearing sealing 
compound over both glass to "Tufnol" and glass to metal 
faces. These modifications could have two effects: 
(a) The adoption of a more flexible transparent material 
perspex was selected - meant that its surface was not 
as hard as that of glass and therefore more likely to 
be marked by impinging solids particles. No reduction 
in the rig safety factor was incurred, however, as pers.. 
pex has a higher working stress than glass. 
(b) Because in the initial design the intention was to achieve 
a seal, between glass and "Tufno] , it was only necessary 
to have three struts on each of the side plates 
connecting upper and lower metal beams via the dowel 
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pins. With the modified method of sealing, however, the rig 
internal pressure might act on the full width of upper and 
lower beams instead of an about one third of this width as 
initially intended. As a result, in order to provide the 
rig with sufficient strength for the test pressure, it was 
necessary to have a further four 1 in. wide struts welded 
onto each side plate and provide dowel pine so that when under 
pressure, the load tending to deflect the upper and lower 
beams was transferred to these struts. 
Tests with various sealing compounds, including p. t. f. e. 
tape, Bostik 5 sealing strip, Epple-22 (a German product), and 
cold cure Silastomer types 9160 and 9161, showed that the 
Silastomer type 9161, a compound that sets like rubber and is 
made by Midland Silicones Ltd., gave the best results. 
As a result of the above modifications it was possible 
to achieve a sufficiently good seal to subject all parts of 
this rig, upstream of the diffuser leading into the cyclone, 
to an hydraulic test pressure of 300 lb/sq. in* and this could 
be maintained with only slight leakage. 
w 
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CHAPTER . 
EXPERIr NT!. L PROCEVURE. 
The experimental procedure described in this Chapter 
is restricted to that applicable to the pipe flow rig, as time 
did not permit any experiments on the duct flow rig. 
At the onset of the project it was decided that all 
experimental readings would be performed at conditions corres. 
ponding to four different air flow rates. These air flow 
rates were selected to cover the range from a flow which 
could be practically considered incompressible, through an 
intermediary flow to one at the onset of the choked condition, 
and then a further flow well dove the initial choking. The 
flow rates selected to give these conditions are approximately 
0.082,0.15,0.23 and 0.31 lb/sec. 
At each of the selected air flow rates, the solids 
loading has been varied to cover the range of solids to air 
mass flow rates of from 0-5 as far as possible. This range 
was selected as it may be considered to be approximately that 
corresponding to the limits of conventional pneumatic conveying 
with which comparisons are made where applicable. A loading 
ratio of 5 was not achieved at the high air flows, because of 
limitations due to severe vibration of the nylon pipe-line and 
.r : 
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the flow becoming intermittentf with the solids t©ndAn6 W 
travel as "slugs" rather than a truly suspended mixture. 
The solids flow control valve was never in fact fully 
opened, so that although the maximum solids flow rate 
achieved was 1.1 lb/sec., this does not represent the limit 
of this method of feeding. 
Details of the experimental procedure are now 
considered under various headings corresponding to the measure- 
ments being made, and some of the limitations encountered 
and estimates of the accuracy obtained will be given. 
7,1. Solids Material and Particle Size Analysis. 
The experimental side of the project has been carried 
out using only one solids material. 
This was because it 
was considered of more value to cover the range of variables 
fairly completely with one material than to only partly cover 
the range with a number of different materials. Polystyrene powder 
was selected as the solids material for the following reasons: 
(a) The powder is available with a reasonably narrow size 
band compared with that of many other commercially 
available powders. 
(b) The particles are perfectly spherical with the resulting 
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simplification that the drag coefficient for a sphere 
is probably applicable, and particle diameters are 
easily determined. 
(c) The particles are solid and homogeneous. 
(d) The physical properties of polystyrene are well known. 
(e) The powder is readily available commercially in large 
quantities, since*it is used as a moulding plastic for 
electrical components, household wares etc. 
(f) The powder is not partioular]y expensive. This was important 
as fairly large quantities of powder are required in order 
to obtain a reasonable "run time" when delivering the 
solids at high flow rates. 
(g) The particles, although not hard, are fairly tough with 
the result that they do not break down so readily on 
impaction as would a hard brittle material such as glass. 
As a result of the above properties, polystyrene is a 
good material to use for a gas-solids flow project, although 
it does have one disadvantage in that it tends to exhibit large 
electrostatic effects. Since some investigation of electro- 
statio effects was undertaken in this project, however, this 
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was not oonsidered a disadvantage. 
The size analysis adopted was that of the dry sieve 
method, and this was carried out in general accordance with 
B. S. 1796 : 1952. The following range of B. S. mesh number 
sieves were found to cover the size range for the polystyrene 
powder: 36, k4,52,60,72, and 85. About 10 grammes of the 
solids powder was sieved on a nest of the above sieves using 
a mechanical sieve shaker for a period of about 20 minutes, 
which was sufficient time to ensure that sieving was complete. 
7.2. Pressure Drop Measurement. 
When solids are introduced into an air flow, the pressure 
drop is altered, and this results in a change in the air mass 
flow rate compared with that for pure air flow with the same 
control valve setting. As a, result, it is extremely difficult 
to ensure that the pressure drop measurements taken for varying 
solids loading ratios are all made with the same value of air 
flow. Instead, therefore, of trying to ensure absolutely com- 
parable air flows for every solids loading (which would have 
meant discharging a vast quantity of solids vefore the selected 
air flow rate was attained by manipulating the control valve) 
the air flow rate was allowed to vary and a normalising process 
applied to enable comparisons to be made. The normalising 
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process, for example, for flows of about 0.15 lb/sea. air flow 
consists of applying to each pressure reading a correction 
factor, izeing the ratio of the pressure for pure air flow of 
exactly 0.15 lb/sec. at that position, to the pressure for the 
air flow of that particular run. It should be stated, however, 
that because the pressure drop for pure air flow is almost 
constant after the choking condition is reached (the pressure 
drop is in fact reduced slightly with increasing air flow rate 
abofo the choked condition due to an increase in Reynold's 
number, and hence a slight decrease in smooth pipe skin friction 
factor) this normalising process only really applies to the 
0.082 and 0.15 lb/sec. air flow rates. 
As is stated in Section 5.1.1. at high solids flow rates 
the levels of manometric liquide, measuring static pressure 
drop along the pipe, tended to oscillate at a low frequency. 
Since the camera setting used for recording the pressure drop 
was quite capable of "stopping" this movement, an inaccuracy 
in pressure profile could be obtained as a result of a pressure 
wave travelling along the pipe and causing oscillation of the 
manometric liquid. To try to-reduce this inaccuracy, photo- 
graphs of the manometer board were only taken when the levels 
in the U"tubes were reasonably steady. 
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The method of recording the pressure drop readings 
was to take a film of the manometer board when conditions were 
steady, A 35 mm. camera was used, and the film found to give 
good results was Kodak Plus X with a film speed of 125 A. S. A. 
A camera setting of f 5.6 and a shutter speed of 1/50th of a 
second, with the manometer board illuminatod-by four 250 watt 
flood lights gave good exposures. The film was projected 
in a negative form for the pressure drop readings to be recorded. 
A typical film of the manometer board during a run is shown 
in Fig, i3. 
It is conventional to express the pressure along a 
pipe conveying a compressible fluid in non-dimensional 
form 
as a ratio of the pipe exit pressure. This is because for 
one dimensional adiabatic flow with wall friction of a pure 
gas, this pressure ratio is readily expressed in 
terms of the 
gas Mach numbers at the position considered and the pipe exit, 
and the ratio of the specific heats. The flow of a pure gas 
in a pipe is such that for a large proportion of the length 
of the pipe, the gas acceleration is fairly low; however, as 
the pipe exit is approached, this acceleration becomes more 
rapid, with the result that the pressure gradient towards pipe 
ezit. is becoming progressively steeper. In a pipe exhausting 
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to the ätmosphereý the pipe, exit is. well defined. However, when 
the, pipe connects to a shallow angled diffuser, as is the case 
in'°_this rig, the pipe exit position is no longer immediately 
obvioizs, 'and can only be obtained by a static pressure measurement 
traverse of the region suspected as pipe exit, at the gas flow 
-rates anticipated. Because the pressure gradient at pipe exit 
is'so''steep, any small error in estimating the exit position can 
result in. a large error in measurement of pipe exit pressure, 
and-. this in turn would lead to incorrect evaluation of the pipe , '. 
. line non-dimensional pressure. 
Because part way through the-., 
.; experiments 
it was suspected that the pressure tapping representing 
pipe exit was, in fact, a little upsteam of this position, the 
. method adopted for presenting the pressure readings was to'non-dimensionalise 
with respect to this pressure measured close 
to.: exit and regard it as a reference pressure. At the end of 
, 
the pipe line gas-solids flow experiments, it was. found possible '. 
to mount a'series of pressure tapping positions at J. in., pitch 
in. the vicinity of the pipe exit, and hence from the pressuro sb. 
curve obtained, predict the position of pipe exit. However, 
because of the almost impossibility in exactly repeating a gas.. 
solids flow experiments due to difficulties 'in controlling the 
'>> gas flow rate and solids flow rate, no correction to give the 
, `exact, 
exitýpressure was applied'to the previous readings. This'- 
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did not apply to the pure air flow readings which could be 
retaken without great difficulty. 
Because of the oscillation of the manometric liquid 
levels in the U-tubes measuring static pressure, it is difficult 
to assess the accuracy of this method of static. pressure measure- 
mdnt. However, if this oscillation is ignored, it can be 
stated that from the photographs of the manometer board it was 
possible to read the liquid levels in the U-tube limbs to an 
accuracy of 
=1 
mm. If it is assumed that these errors are 
distributed randomly over the 42 limbs of the U-tubes comprising 
the full manometer board when taking a pressure drop profile, 
the total'expected error can be evaluated statistically. For 
a normal distribution of errors, statistical theory shows 
that there is one chance in 20 that the total error will exceed 
2(n/3)ie, and only one chance in 370 that the error will exceed 
3(nJ3)3e, where e is the magnitude of individual errors and n 
the number involved. Applying this to the minim pressure 
recorded of about 160 cm. mercury, shows there is a1 in 370 
chance of the total error exceeding 0.751116'. (Reference B. 
Noble. ) 
7.3. Solids Flow Rate Measurement. 
As described in Section 5.1.2@ the solids flow rate 
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measurement is obtained from a trace on the U-V recorder 
representing the weight of the drum against time of running. 
In order to ensure that the solids flow rate is measured at 
the same time that the photograph of the manometer board is 
taken, an event marker on the recorder is depressed at the 
instant of taking the photograph. This means that the 
air flow rate, solids flow rate and pressure drop profile 
are all recorded at the same instant. 
For a reliable calibration to be obtained from the 
weight of solids collected and the total change in magnitude 
of the signal recorded, the following factors were considered: 
1. 
2. 
The battery voltage supply should not vary over the time 
of the run, as the signal to the U-V recorder is directly 
proportional to this. On checking this1 it was found 
that over a period of 30 minutes, which represents the 
longest time for a run, the battery voltage could drop by 
The frictional force between the ball-ended loading screws 
and support pads on the solids collector drum should be 
kept to a minimum, or the coefficient of friction should 
be kept constant. The bending moment producing strain 
at the position of the strain gauges is directly propor], 
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to the reaction force between loading screws and pads, 
as long as the coefficient of friction remains constant. 
Because this could not be ensured, the pads were kept 
well greased so that any frictional force was kept small, 
and hence the bending moment from this source and its 
variation as the solids load increased were also small. 
3. The response time of the system should be good. It is 
felt that both. the electrical response time via the 150 
ft. long leads, and also the mechanical response rep- 
resenting the time taken for the load cell to react to 
the solids collection should both be extremely good. 
The largest error in the measurement of solids flow 
rate undoubtedly results from inaccuracies in the measurement 
of the slope of the collector drum weight against time trace 
from the recorder. To reduce this inaccuracy, the most 
sensitive galvanometer available with the rocorder was used, 
though amplification was avoided as this tended to produce a 
large amount of "noise" in the trage. In spite of this, it 
is estimated that at the lowest solids flow rates recorded 
(i. e. when the solids flow rate was of the order of 0.001 lb/ 
sec. ) the inaccuracy in measurement could be as much as 25%. 
At the high solids flow rates, however, this would be reduced 
13?  
to the order of 4%. 
The spring balance, $ used to weigh the collector drum 
after a run, was accurate to within 
1 
. 25,6 over the range of 
loads used, so that no great inaccuracy occurred here. 
7.4. Air Flow Rute Measurement. 
During commissioning of the rig, pressure tests were 
performed to establish the safety of parts which would be 
subjected to high pressures, and also to gain some idea of 
the magnitude of any leaks upstream of the airflow measurement 
nozzle, Iwhich could affect the air flow rate measurement. 
It was established from the drop in pressure during these tests, 
and from the size of the gap surrounding the eitot tube exit 
through the pipe wall, that the maximum leakage occurring never 
exceeded l% of a possible air flow rate, and this could only 
occur at the maximum air flow rates used. 
The air flow rate measurement nozzle was designed as 
recommended in B. S. 1042 t 1943, and the dimensions are within 
the tolerances quoted. Any appreciable error in obtaining the 
air flow rate would, therefore, result from inaccuracies in 
the measurement of pressure drop across the nozzle. As is 
stated in Section 5.1.3. the pressure response time of the 
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inclined manometer measuring this pressure for the low air flow 
rates should not be excessive, provided that the air flow rate 
is steady or slightly rising, but not falling. Precautions 
were, therefore, taken to ensure that this reading was taken 
with the air flow rate rising slightly as it was never found 
possible to keep the air flow rate absolutely steady. 
Although measurements of atmospheric pressure and the 
temperature of the air in the filter housing were always recorded 
for each run, corrections to the calibration for standard 
temperature and pressure were only applied if they amounted to 
an error exceeding 22g. The manometer containing liquid of 
specific gravity 0.85 could be read to an accuracy of 
!1 
mm. 
whilst the inclined manometer used for the low air flow rates 
could be read to about 
± 0.005 in. of wator, both these rep- 
resenting an accuracy of within 1% for air flow rate. ' The 
overall maximum error in reading air flow rate iss therefore, 
estimated to be about 3F, ß. 
7.5. Air Velocity Profile Measurement. 
From the description in section 5.1.4o it is apparent 
that great difficulty has been encountered in trying to obtain 
stagnation pressure traverses for air solids flows. The rapid 
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blocking of the pitot tube with solids particles has meant 
that very few traverses have been obtained at high solids to 
air loading ratios, and even those that were successful could 
only be obtained from the low velocity regions of the pipe 
line. 
A further difficulty in taking stagnation pressure 
traverses either in pure air flow or in airu'solids flow, has 
been the disturbance to the flow caused by the relatively large 
pitot tube. The size of tube adopted was found to be necessary, 
as smaller tubes tended to be deflected by the drag from the 
flow, and as is stated in Section 5.1.49 this size is consider- 
ably greater than that recommended for traversing a 0.875 in. 
bore pipe line. A further source of inaccuracy was the 
"noise" pick-up by the galvanometer in the U«V recorder,, which 
tended to make the trace representing pitot tube to static 
pressure difference rather wide, especially when it was nec-. 
essary to use the D. C. amplifier in the circuit. 
In taking traverses in pure air flow, because there is 
no means of knowing how great the disturbance to flow iss and 
how great the inaccuracies occurring from the galvanometer 
trace and subsequent calibration, the criterion adopted for 
accepting a stagnation pressure traverse has been that the air 
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mass flow rate evaluated from the traverse readings should 
not differ by more than 4% from the air flow rate as 
indicated by the flow measurement nozzle. This rather 
arbitrary figure of has been selected as it would appear 
to be in line with the accuracy of most other measurements 
in this project. Most of the readings have agreement 
which is much better than 4% and in fact differ by only 
1 or2%. 
For evaluating the air mass flow rate from the pitot 
traverse for air solids flow, the method adopted has been to 
consider that the solids particles do not influence the 
readings, that is, they do not contribute to the measured 
velocity head. Making this assumption, the Mach number 
profile across the pipe can be evaluated, assuming the 
relevant specific heat ratio and velocity of sound are those 
for the air only, as discussed in Section .3. The method 
of calculation is given in detail in Section 8. 'b 0 The 
agreement between the evaluated air mass flow rate and that 
indicated by the air flow measurement nozzle is not, however, 
nearly as good as that for pure air flow. For over half 
the evaluations agreement is within 5%, whilst all except one 
of the other values lie between 5 and 10%, with the odd value 
of L -a. 
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The method of obtaining static pressure during a pitot 
tube traverse has generally been to connect a bank of U-tubes 
from the manometer board to the static tapping, and read the 
levels during the pitot traverse. In a few cases, however, 
the static pressure has been obtained by inference from the 
pipe line pressure drop measurement profiles. It was also 
necessary to take a number of air flow readings during the 
traverse to obtain a mean, as the air flow rate fluctuated 
slightly. 
7.6. Solids Velocity Measurement. 
It was decided that solids velocity measurements 
need only be made at three positions along the pipe line 
rig, to give-"a full indication of the solids velocity variation 
along the pipe. The three positions selected correspond to: 
(1) A position at the end of the pipe line air solids flow 
entry length. The entry length here is considered as 
the length of pipe line necessary for the solids particlos 
to be accelerated to a velocity close to that of the gas 
velocity. This obviously varies with the solids loading, 
but for flows where compressibility effects can be neg-» 
lected, that is the gas velocity is constant, this 
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length should not exceed 20 feet. The first position 
was, therefore, selected 20 ft* downstream of the pipe 
entrance. 
(2) A position where the gas flow begins to accelerate 
rapidly. This position is not well defined, but for 
gas flow through a pipe it is found that the gas 
acceleration is not constant, but starts to increase 
rapidly at a relatively short distance from the pipe 
exit. A position 181 ft. from the pipe exit was 
selected to comply with the available individual 
pipe lengths, and it may be considered that upstream 
of this position compressibility effects are not of 
major importance. 
{3) The third position was chosen to be as close as possible 
to the pipe exit, in order to obtain measurements of 
the maximum velocity attained by the solids particles. 
The centre of the observation glass in this position 
was 7 in. from the pipe exit. 
At each of these positions, solids velocity measure. 
ments were made at all of the four selected air flow rates, 
and for each air flow rate the solids flow rate was varied 
to correspond to the light, medium, and heavy solids to 
r143- 
air loading ratios t weight. Kodak Tri X Negative film 
was used for all the readings, this having a film speed of 
320 A. S. A. By making use of the programming unit supplied 
with the camera, it was possible to obtain four velocity 
measurements from one 100 ft. length of film. As stated 
previously, back lighting was found to give the best results, 
and this was supplied by four 750 watt bulbs; the programming 
unit arranges that the lights only come on at a selected time 
when the film is running through the camera. Diffuse 
lighting was obtained by inserting a double sheet of drawing 
office tracing paper between-the lights and the observation 
glass, whilst the 8 in, long by ý ino wide slob in the obser- 
vation glass cover enabled the lighting to illuminate the full 
field of flow. 
The technique adopted for analysinG the processed 
films was to project portions of the film, such that the com- 
plete width of film including the sprocket holes was in view, 
and then to measure the slope of the streaks relative to one 
edge of the film, and also to measure the distance between 
timing marks. These measurements were made on a Hilger Uni'. 
versal Measuring Projector, which has a magnification of x10. 
This instrument has a rotatable viewing table, calibrated in 
degrees and minutes, und a micrometer screw enables the film 
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to be traversed through a distance of 1 in. After lining up 
the datum line on the viewing table with the line on the film 
corresponding to one of the edges of the field of view, the 
table was rotated until this same datum line was inclined at 
the same angle as the streaks on the film. To do this, the 
film was traversed to and fro using the 1 in. micrometer 
traverse, until the datum line was parallel with the mean 
slope of the streaks. There was a slight variation in streak 
slope, which corresponds to solids particles with different 
velocities, but this was surprisingly small, and no difficulty 
was encountered in obtaining the mean streak slope angle. This 
procedure was then repeated at nine other positions along the 
film length, and the mean of the resulting ben readings rep- 
resented a mean solids velocity. 
The major drawback to this method of solids velocity 
measurement would appear to be in estimating the depth of field 
into the flow over which the camera can record the path of a 
solids particle. The depth of field was, in fact, always 
governed by the opacity of the flow of the solids in the air 
stream, and not by any limitation in camera focusing. This 
depth of field would be expected to vary with the density of 
the solids flow, and in order to obtain some indication of this$ 
a probe was mounted on the pipe line axis projecting about 1 in. 
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into the fibld of view. This probe was a 0.049 in, o. d. stain- 
less steel rod, as this diameter was necessary to keep it 
rigid, and was obviously more capable of resolution by the 
camera lens than a 0.012 in* diameter solids particle. How.. 
ever, it was thought it might give some idea of the depth of 
field. Because the density of solids in terms of volume of 
solids per unit volume of air is always greatest at the entry 
to the pipe line, measurements with the probe present were 
only taken at the farthest upstream position selected. A 
check was always made prior to running the film to determine 
whether the probe was visible in the air solids flow selected. 
For all flow rates the probe was visible, though for some of 
the high loadings it was barely so. Also the presence of the 
probe could always be noticed as a light patch on the projected 
film. Because of the size of the probe relative to that of 
a particle, these observations only show that there was a sig"- 
nificant depth of field, but give no real indication of the 
actual depth. 
The technique necessary in taking the temperature 
measurements, electrostatic measurements and relative huml4ty 
need only be mentioned briefly. The measurement of air 
temperatures in the small air receiver and the filter housing 
were taken once during a run, where a run is considered to 
T16- 
be the period during which the solids flow rate is kept 
reasonably constant, i. es it corresponds to one setting of 
the solids flow valved Readings of current to earth from 
the insulated section were taken for the range of air flows 
and at various solidi loadings, whilst a few readings of 
voltage on the nylon pXpe line, just downstream of the solids 
feeding point, were obtained by wrapping a copper wire with 
turns at about 1 in. pitch round the pipe. The megsurements 
of relative humidity were taken to cover the full rncge of 
air flow rates and solids loadings. 
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CHAPTE1 8. 
E)'ERIMENTAL AND DERIVED RESULTS. 
In this chapter the experimental results obtained 
during the course of the project are presented. Included 
also are derived resu7. Ws which are considered relevant st this 
stage together with the method of derivation where necessary, 
and also the results for the computer solution of the basic 
equations applicable , ). air-solids pipe flow. Discussion of 
the results, however, is left until Chapter 9. As adopted 
previously, the chapter is'sub-divided ýzith separate headings 
corresponding to the measurements obtained. 
8.1. Solids Particle Size Analysis. 
The sieve analysis described in Section 7.1 was carried 
out on three samples of the polystyrene powder. These samples 
were selected as follows: 
(a) Sample A, of new, unused powder. 
(b) Sample B, taken'from the rig at a time when the experiments 
on the pipe flow rig were about half complete. 
It should be realised that the same 150 lbo of polystyrene 
powder originally fed into the rig was retained throughout 
all the pipe flow experiments. 
I .. ý" -+8 
(c) Sample C, taken when the pipe iiew expor-iment8 were 
nearing completion. 
bugs ºse. Fig. 14 shows curves of percentage undtTU# tby 
weight) plotted against particle size, as indicated by the 
sieve analysis for samples A. B and C. This method of 
plotting on log-li .r graph paper gives an indication of 
particle size d: ispcr-sion. A steep slope on the almost linear 
part of the graph indicating that most of the particles are 
of almost uniform size. 
In Fig. 15 the number of solids particles is plotted 
against particle diameter. For this plot, the particles 
collected on a sieve were assumed to have a diameter given 
by the mean of the nominal apertures on the collecting sieve 
and the sieve above. This is not the method adopted by other 
workers) (e. g. Iitlin considered the solids particle diameter 
to be given by the nominal aperture of the last sieve through 
which the particle had fallen), but for this work it is felt to 
be more reliable as an absolute and not a compartive diameter 
is required for the theoretical approach. Arithmetic mean 
diameters have been derived from the results of the above 
sieve analyses and these also are given in Fig. 15 for each 
sample. Surface mean diameters (see Section 3.33) were also 
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evaluated, but for all three samples the resulting diameter 
was almost exactly identical with the mean arithmetic 
diameter. As shown in Fig. 15, although Sample A has a 
markedly unsymmetrical distribution, the used particles 
samples B and C have fairly symmetrical distributions. The 
standard deviations have, therefore, been determined and are 
given in Fig. 15. Aerodynamic effective diameters (see 
Section 3.33 and Appendix 2) have been evaluated for the threo 
samples and these have values within 3% of the arithmetic 
mean diameter. 
The technique adopted for attributing mean sizes to 
the particles collected on the. top sieve and the tray at the 
-base of the nest of sieves needs some explanation. In 
the 
case of the top sieve, the particles collected were assumed 
to have a diameter given by the mean of the aperture of this 
sieve and the next largest sieve in the B. S. range. The, 
diameter for those particles collected in the tray was defined 
as the mean of the sieve aperture through which the particles 
had last fallen and the next smallest sieve in the B. S. range. 
Although this method of determining the diameters is rather 
questionable, because the quantities of particles. eollected 
of these diameters was small, they have only a small influence 
on the arithmetic mean diameter. 
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In Fig. 16 are shore pbotvgraph of the polystyrene 
powder particles taken from samples A, B and C. These photo- 
graphs wore taken on a Vickers Projection Microscope, Made 
by Cooke, Troughton and Simms, using Ilford photographic 
plates of 10 A. S. A. film speed, with magnifications as indicated. 
As can be seen from both the high and low magnifications, when 
new,, the particles are perfectly spherical. The photographs 
of Samples B and C give an indication of how the particles 
break-up after continual use, and should not be considered 
to represent the number of particles breaking-up, as this 
was probably much less than the 50% or so indicated in Samplo 
C. It can be seen that even after break-up the particles are 
of rounded shape and not at all angular. 
8.20 Pressure Drop Measurements. 
8.2.1. Pipe Line Pressure Drop. 
Before presenting the air-solids flow prossuro drop, 
readings, the agreement of the pure air flow pressure drops 
with those predicted theoretically will be considored. Aa 
stated in Section 7.2, the pipe line pressure is usually nonce 
dimensionalised by dividing it by the pipe exit pressuro, and 
this has been done for the static pressure readings obtainod. 
The plotted points in Figs. 17 und 18 show this pressure rrtio 
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plotted against pipe length from exit for the four differont 
air flow rates. In order to make a comparison with a thoo. 
retically predicted curve, some assumption regarding a pipe 
wall skin friction factor is necessary. Normally, for 
reasonably dust free air flow in a smooth bore pipe such as 
this, the pipe flow friction factor would be taken from a 
friction factor against Reynolds number curve, available in 
most fluid mechanics text books, or the Blasius equation 
1+Cf = 0.316 (Re)ý 025 used if the Reynolds number lies in the 
range 3', 000 to 100,000. However, after a few runs delivexi g 
solids the pipe wall becomes coated with fine particles, so that 
it was no longer thought reasonable to assume the wall smooth. 
The method adoptedt therefore, for deriving the skin friction 
factor was to assume that over the first 10 ft. length of pipe 
the flow could be assumed incompressible. In which case the 
Fanning friction equation could be applied and the skin friction 
factor was derived knowing the pressure drop, mean air velocity, 
temperature and density over this length and also the mass flow 
rate. Further assumptions in applying this friction factor 
to the full pipe flow are that the Reynolds number is considered 
constant along the pipe, whereas it would in fact increase 
slighly as the air viscosity decreases with the decreasing 
air static temperature towards the pipe exit. No variation 
-152«. 
of skin friction factor with Mach number is considered, which 
cooording to Keenan and Naumann (191+6) also is reasonable. 
With the foregoing assumptions, theoretical curves of p/pe "" 
(Oe"Q, ) are obtained by making use of tables available 
for the compressible flow of dry gases, such as thoseby Houghton 
and Brock. In the case of the air flow rates below the 
'rchoked" flow condition, the pipe exit Mach number must first 
be determined, This can be obtsined by substituting for the 
static temperature and the air density in the Mach number 
equation= making use of the continuity of mass flow, gas equation 
of state, adiabatic temperature and gas velocity of sound 
equations. The exit Mach number is then a function of mass 
flow rate, pipe diameter, exit static pressure, total tempera-. 
ture and ratio of specific heats, and these measurements are all 
available from the experiments i. e. 
W2RT 1 
Mel + Met .() ---z 0 
o4 
I 
The pipe is then extrapolated to give a choked flow and the 
pressure ratios and pipe lengths considered relative to the 
pipe exit position. The full curves in Figs. 17 and 18 rep- 
resent the theoretically derived pressure ratios for the four 
air flow rates used. In the cases of the high airflow rates 
curves have also been drawn using the skin friction factor given 
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by n 4Cf - Reynolds number curve for smooth pipes. For 
the curves corresponding to 0.082 and 0.15 lb/sec. Air flow 
rates, the exit Mach number derived from the above equation 
is also given in Fig. 17. 
The pressure drop curves for the air-solids flow 
are presented in a similar form to those for pure air flow. 
In this case, however, as previously explained in Section 
7.11 the non-dimensionalising pressure is not the pipe exit 
pressure, but it is a pressure close to pipe exit and is 
regarded as a reference pressure. A static pressure trav- 
erse indicated it was 0.75 in. from the actual pipe exit 
for an air flow rate of 0.15 lb/sec. Figs. 19,20,2]. and 
22 corresponding to the four air flow rates selected, show 
the effect of increasing solids to air loading ratio on the 
pressure drop, and curves for pure air flow are also included 
for comparison. As stated in Section 7.1, because of the 
difficulty in maintaining a constant air flow for all the 
various solids flow rates, a normalising procedure was adopted 
for the air flow rates of 0.082 and 0.15 lb/sec. to ensure 
that of the pressure measured at any position, that proportion 
representing air flow pressure was the same for all the different 
solids loadings. 
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A further use has been made of these pressure drop 
curves in order to obtain some idea of what values of air 
flow rate and the ratio of solids to air mass loading W SAC; 
constitute an optimum for conveyance along a straight pipe 
line. The method adopted for obtaining a comparison for 
the different air flow rates used was to plot the ratio of 
horse power consumed to solids flow rate in conveying a die- 
tance of 141 ft. against the ratio W8/WgI Fig. 23. 
Because, when conveying solids at high speeds in air flow, 
a diffuser would almost certainly be used to convert as much 
as possible of the dynamic head available at pipe exit back 
to pressure head, and hence reduce the total pressure drop, 
the pressure drop measurement used in deriving the horse power 
is that occurring from the 141 ft. position to the diffuser 
exit. The expression for horse power consumed is then:.. 
(p (Q, = 141 ft) - p( diff. exit)) xAx ug/550. 
where the air velocity ug is that at the 141 ft. position and 
is derived from the continuity of mass flow and gas equation 
of state expressions. 
8.2.2. Cyclone Pressure Drop* 
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pressure drop between the inlet and exhaust of the cyclone, 
it is possible from the measurement of pressure at the 
diffuser exit and the atmospheric pressure measurement to 
deduce the pressure drop between cyclone inlet and the exit to the 
air exhaust from the rig. It should be realised that this 
measurement includes flow through the cyclone, the bag filter, 
the air flow measurement nozzle and various lengths of piping. 
It has been observed, however, that this pressure drop does 
not remain constant with varying solids to air loading ratio. 
Fig. 24 shows plots of this pressure drop against WB/t/g for 
three of the four different air flow rates. Although the 
experimental readings for these curves show tremendous scatter, 
which is considered to be entirely due to the lack of accuracy 
in pressure drop measurement, they do indicate a trend towards 
decreasing pressure drop as the solids loading is increased, 
especially at the high air flow rates. Because the flow 
downstream of the cyclone is almost pure air flow (very few' 
solids particles are carried over into the bag filter) it would 
seem reasonable to assume that this variation in pressure 
drop with loading ratio is due entirely to a variation in 
pressure drop across the cyclone. 
8.3. Air Velocity Profile Measurements. 
As was previously stated in Section 7.5, the attempt 
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" to obtain pitot-tube traverses across a pipe radius have only 
been partially successful due to blocking of the eitot-tube 
by the solids particles. 
Before considering the traverses made in air-solids 
flow, the results obtained at various positions along the 
pipe line and at various air flow rates for traverses in 
pure air flow will be presented. Because the variables most 
likely to influence the air velocity profile are pipe Reynolds 
number and the flow Mach number, the curves are presented with 
these as the variables and no indication of air flow rate 
or pipe line position is given. The velocity is made non. ' 
dimensional by dividing by the centre-line velocity, and the 
radius by expressing as the distance from the wall y divided 
by pipe radius R as this is the usual practice. The curves 
are drawn on log-log graph paper so that if the velocity 
profile follows that of a power law, the index of this law 
may be evaluated. Fig. 25 shows the variation of velocity 
profile with Mach number and Reynolds number and it can be 
seen that the plots approximate to straight lines, so the 
value of n in the index of the power law is also given: 
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The method of obtaining u/ü and the mean Mach number 
from the pitot traverse are now outlined. From the U-V 
recorder trace representing the total pressure to static 
pressure differential across the pipe line, the relevant cali. 
bration curve for the pressure transducer and associated gal. 
vanometer in the U-V recorder and the absolute static 
pressure at the pipe line position considered, the total 
pressure variation across the pipe is determined. The gas 
Mach number variation is then evaluated from the one-dimensional 
isentropic flow pressure relationship. 
ö 
_2 
-1 PO 
= (1 +21 Ni) ... (1) 
The total temperature to static temperature ratio is given by: 
T 
=i+ 21rc2 
and the air velocity to centre-line velocity by: - 
T 
U M1 
=-T ro 
üM 
To "T Imo. (Z) 
As stated in Section 7.5, because of the uncertainties 
involved, the mass flow predicted from the velocity profile 
was compared with the measured mass flow rate before the 
`7 
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profile was considered acceptable. By considering the flow 
through an elemental ring in the pipe cross-section and then 
integrating this across a pipe radius, after substituting 
fropl the gas velocity of sound equation, -the gas equation of 
state and the isentropic temperature relationship it can be 
shown that the gas mass flow rate is given by; - 
R 
2 
W=2 
(/1+ 
W2= 
M2 . He, dr ... (3) 
o 
0 
The integration was performed by plotting the curve of 
1+(ý- 1) M2. Nkr against r and measuring the area under 
this curve with a planimeter. Then only when the resulting 
mass flow rate was within L3% of the measured flow rate, waa 
the velocity considered acceptable. 
The method of interpreting the readings available 
i- 
1 
from the air-solids flow pitot traverses is not, of courseI 
well defined like that for pure gas flow. The criterion 
adopted here was to regard the total pressure measured by 
the pitot-tube as representing the total pressure of the air 
alone and containing no contribution duo to solids velocity. 
With this assumption it is possible to use the traces from 
the traverse, along with the static pressure reading to 
159-. 
evaluate the gas Mach number and velocity variations and also 
to make the comparison between the air mass flow rate prodicted 
from the traverse with that measured, by using equations 1,2 and 
3 above. Fig. 26 shows curves of velocity ratio plotted against 
dimensionless distance from the wall as obtained from the 
successful traverses. As stated in Section 7.5, for the 
majority of the readings the air mass flow rate evaluated from 
equation 3 was within 5% of the measured flow rate. 
There are a number of methods of obtaining a moan 
value from the varying values of variables across a pipe 
diameter depending on which variable or function of the flow 
the equalisation is based. The methods adopted in this 
project, of deriving the mean Mach number and mean velocity 
across the pipe diameter are based on the equalisation of the 
mass flow rate. By comparing the mass flow rate of an "ideal 
fluid" with uniform velocity profile with that of the actual 
fluid with its non-uniform profile it can be shown that the 
mean gas Mach number is given by: 
R 
+--1N2. M2 1+ 21M2. Mrdr 
0 
whilst the mean velocity is obtained by substituting for the 
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FIG 26 AIR VELOCITY PROFILES FOR AIR-SOLIDS FLOW 
a , 16o- 
mean static temperature from the one-dimensional adiabatic 
flow equation into the gas velocity of sound and Mach number 
expressions then 
ü=MJX RT0/ (1 + 412 =1 M2 
These expressions are also applied for the evaluation 
of Mg and üg for the air-solids flow. In evaluating 
üg it 
is assumed that the value of Tgo is similar to that at pipe 
entry. This assumption is not strictly correct as due to the 
heat transfer from solids to air, the value of T90 for the air 
alone would be expected to be greater than that for the mixture.. 
8.4. Solids Velocity Measurement. 
The technique described in Section 7.6 appears to have 
been highly successful, and a total of 38 different solids velocity 
measurements have been obtained. These correspond to the four air 
flow rates selected, with at least three difforent solids loading 
ratios at each air flow, and these have been repeated at each of the 
three selected stations as described in Section 7.6. The variation 
of solids velocity with the solids to air loading ratio W$/W9 is 
shown in Figs. 27 und 28. Due to the difficulty in controlling 
the air flow rate, some of the readings are not strictly comparable, 
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and an indication of where this is the case is given by the 
figures representing the air mass flow rates printed beneath 
the plotted points. 
The method of obtaining the solids velocity measure. 
ments requires that the velocity is assumed constant over 
the length of pipe in which the solids particles are photo- 
graphed. Whilst this is reasonably true for velocities over 
a6 in. length of pipe at positions 130 ft. and 18.5 ft. from 
pipe exit, at the position 0.58 ft. from exit the solids 
particles would be expected to be subject to a reasonable 
acceleration. Streak photographs of. solids particles 
accelerating over this 6 in. length should, therefore, result 
in curved streaks on the photographic negative. This was 
not observed, however, on any of the films, possibly because 
sufficient magnification could not be obtained to show it up, 
but also because the acceleration was never sufficient to cause 
appreciable streak curvature. 
8.5, Electrostatic Measurements. 
Investigation of electrostatic effects has mainly taken 
the form of measurements of the current to earth from the 
insulated pipe section, as mentioned in Chapters 5 and 7, for 
various air flow rates and loading ratios and with this section at 
... 
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different positions along the pipe line. This current to 
earth would be expected to be proportional to the charge 
acquired by each solids particle on colliding with the pipe 
wall, as it traverses this section. The current was found 
to be a function of the air flow rate, the solids to air 
loading ratio and the distance of the insulated section from 
the solids feeding point. By varying the proportion of 
nylon to brass piping upstream of the insulated section 
(Section 4.1.2), the current to earth was changed considerably 
for the same air flow rate and solids to air loading ratio. 
The maximum voltage measured has been of the order 
of 35,000 v. on the 11 ft. long nylon section leading from 
the top of the damping chamber to the start of the experimental 
section, and this length includes three 90 degree bends, 
whilst the maximum measurement of current to. earth from this 
section was of the order of 0.01 m. a. The measurements wore 
obtained by wrapping the section with 20 S. W. G. (0.036 in, 
diameter) copper wire, with turns at about 1 in. pitch. 
Higher voltages than that quoted above would probably have 
been possible if an instrument capable of recording them had 
been available and with more care over insulation. Even at 
this order of voltage, however, long axial discharges wore 
L-- 
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seen to occur inside the tubing these discharges were sometimes 
18 in. long and usually occurred along the pipe to the feeder 
or to the damping chamber. No discharges were observed in 
the length of tube wrapped with copper wire. 
On the insulated brass section the voltage has boon 
too low to measure with the electrostatic voltmeter, whilst 
current to earth has generally been much less than that on 
the nylon section. 
$. 6. Computer Solutions for Pipe Flow. 
0 
An outline of the method of programming a digital 
computer for solving the basic equations applicable to gas. 
solids flow through a long pipe has been considered in Section 
3.3.6 and it is only necessary here to give details of the 
data used and to present the solutions. The programmes were 
written in Algol for the English Electric OF 9 Computer avail. - 
able at Leeds University. 
The properties of the solids particles, the air flow 
and of the rig which are constant, or which can be given mean 
values over the range of temperatures and pressures considered 
in this project are as follows: - 
-- 164 -" 
Solids -» polystyrene powder. 
Specific heat C$, 0.32 C. H. U. /lb°C. 
Density pp, 66 lb/cu. ft. 
Diameter dp - the arithmetic mean of sample B 
(Section 8.1. ) was used 0.0112 in. 
Air 
Rim 
"" Specific heat at constant pressure p, 0.24 C. H. U. /. Lb°C. 
Specific heat at constant volume, Cvs 0.1714 C. H. U. / 
lb°C. 
Thermal conductivity kg, 4.17 x 10-6 C. H. II. /sec. ft. °C., 
Viscosity 11,12 x lÖ-6 lb/ft. & c. 
Gas constant R, 
Pipe bore D, 
96.5 ft. lb/lb°C. 
0.875 in. 
General - Heat equivalent J, 1400 ft. lb/C. H. U. 
Gravitational constant g, 32.2 ft/sect. 
As stated in Section 3.3.4, it is necessary to mako 
some assumption regarding attributing values to the friction. 
factor 4Cf, b obtain the computer solution. Three methods of 
determining the value of 4Cf for each flow have been invests-. 
gated. 
1. The first of these methods was to use the computer to 
165 , 
determine 4Cf by assuming that there was no change in 
velocity over the first step in the integration of the 
overall momentum equation. This method tended to be 
rather inaccurate in that although fitting a polynominal 
curve to the experimental pressure drop results given 
a good '? fit" as far as absolute values of pressure and 
length of pipe are concerned, the slope of the curve is 
not necessarily the same as that obtained by drawing a 
curve by hand through the experimental points and it is 
the rate of change of pressure with length that is 
required. 
Z. This method was similar to the first, but this time the 
pressure drop over the first 9 ft. length of pipe after 
the entry length (i. e. between the first two static 
pressure tappings) was assumed to occur with no change in 
velocity. From this pressure drop measurement, the value 
of the air flow rate, the mean absolute pressure over 
this length and the mean air temperature (which was in 
fact assumed to be the stagnation temperature at inlet 
to the rig) the value of t+Cf is given by the Fanning 
equation, which can be put in the following forms. 
4 aý 
p(A )2 
f 
"r "" 
g W9 
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Because this second method of determining 4Cf was con- 
sidered to be giving rather too high a value to be 
applicable to the whole flow,, the basic equations were 
also solved using a third method. In this case the 
value used was that given for pure air flow in a smooth 
bore pipe at the pipe flow Reynolds number, given by 
Re = Wg. D/A. Ii. As the Reynolds number range was above 
that over which the Blasius equation applies, the values 
of 4Cf were obtained from the skin friction factor against 
Reynolds number curves given by Mooc (191+4) . 
From the pressure drop curves given in Figs. 19-22, 
thirteen different flows were selected, from which computer 
solutions were to be obtained. These correspond to low, 
medium and high solids loadings at each of the nominal air flow 
rates of 0.082,0.15 and 0.31 lb/sec., whilst four solids 
flow rates were selected from the results for the nominal 
air flow rate of 0.23 lb/sec. These solids loadings wore 
selected as being those closest to the loadings used in obtain. 
ing the solids velocity measurements given in Section 8.4 and 
rigs, 27 and 28, so that comparisons could be made. The 
stagnation temperature used in the computer solution was that 
given by the mean of the temperature measured in the small, air 
ow lg7- 
receiver and that in the bag- -filter housing (Pig. 6). In 
all the experimental results plotted the difference between 
these two readings was less than 4°C. 
Because the slope of the pressure drop curve 
changes rapidly as the pipe exit is approached, as can be 
seen in Figs. 19 - 22, in fitting an equation to the experi. - 
mental pressure drop results, for use in the computer programm©, 
the following athod was used. The ratio of static pressure 
to the static reference pressure P was expressed as: 
P=1+Po.. eZ 
where Po is the pressure ratio at pipe entrance and z is the 
polynomial equation. 
z= b0- -+ 
b1L + b2L2 + . '....... + bnLn =n 
ýbLn 
n 
then 
äL 
m bZ + 2b2L + ....,,... + nbnLn-l . nbnLn-l 
1 
and the slope of the curve, which is required for the overall 
momentum equation is: 
n 
A dz 
. r.. " 
d-.... 
sa .. ý. C .. 
dL L eZ. 
äL 
exp. ( bnLn) x nbnL nwl 
0 
where bl, b2 etc. -are polynomial coefficients and L i8 the 
nondimensional pipe length, which was considered the length of 
pipe from the first static pressure tapping divided by the 
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total length of pipe measured from the first pressure tapping. 
A check on the accuracy of the results from the 
computer solution was obtained by constructing finite diff-- 
erence tables, as mentioned in Section 3.3.6, from the air 
velocity results. The air velocity was selected, as being 
one of the variables showing most variation over the whole 
flow. By making z an 8th order polynomial equation and by 
using integration step lengths of 0.05L up to 0.6L, 0.02L 
up to 0,9L, 0.01L up to 0.98L and 0,002L up to 1.00L an 
accuracy in computation was obtained,, which was rather better 
than the general accuracy of the experimental determinations. 
Figs. 29-41 show the results of the computer solution 
plotted as air velocity, solids velocity, air temperature, 
solids temperature and stagnation temperature against length 
of pipe from exit. The curves are all drawn for the extremes 
of skin friction factor given by methods 2 and 3 above. Also 
plotted are the measured values of solids velocity and air 
velocity for similar flow conditions. The experimentally 
measured solids velocities given are those from Soction 8.4, 
whilst the mean air velocities are given in Section 8.3. 
Figs. - 
42 
1 
43,44 and 45 show the computer solutions 
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obtained from the pressure drop curves for pure air flow at 
flow rates of 0.082,0.150,0.232 and 0.296 lb/sec. These 
solutions were obtained by assuming the air to be conveying 
a very small amount of solids (0.00001 lb/sec) so that the 
same computer programme as for the air-solids flow could be 
used. In the case of the two high air flow rates, sensible 
solutions could only be obtained by using rather low values 
of the-skin friction factor. In the case of W9 = 0.296 lb/sea. 
a 40f value of 0.0128 had to be used in order to obtain a 
solutions and this is rather lower than the 0.0133 value 
given by the friction factor - Reynolds number curve for a 
smooth pipe or the value of 0.0136 given by evaluating 40f 
over the first 9 ft. length of pipe assuming no velocity change. 
For W9 = 0.232 lb/sec, it was necessary to use 4Cf = 0.0142 
which is the value given by the friction factor - Reynolds 
number curve instead of the value 090145 given by evaluating 
4cf over the first 9 ft, length of pipe. In the cases of Wg 
0.150 and 0.082 lb/sec., the values given by evaluation over 
the first 9 ft. length of pipe were used, namely 4Ci 11 0.016 and 
0.017 respectively, and these compare with the values of 0.0152 and 
0.0171 given by the skin friction factor - Reynolds number curve. 
in Figs. 46 . 58, the non-dimensional quantities Mn, 
n, k and j, as defined in Section 343+6 and Appendix 1, have been 
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plotted. These were evaluated from the air and solids velocity 
and temperature results available-from the computer programme. 
They were plotted in order to determine whether the mixture 
Mach number approaches unify at pipe exit, and also to invosti» 
gate the value, of the compressible flott index a throughout the flow. 
As with the plots of velocities and temperatures the curves 
of Mm, nzk and j are given for the two extr. eraes of friction 
factor. 
Curves of gas Mach number against L are plotted in Fig, 
59. These were obtained from the velocity and temperature 
results for pure air flow, available from the computer solution. 
Experimentally determined mean Mach numbers from Section 8.3 are 
also given on these curves to facilitate comparisons. 
In all the curves obtained from the computer solution 
there was a certain amount of scatter in the plots in the 
regions of low Mach number. This was particularly so for the 
values of j and k, so that in Figs. 46-58 the curves are only 
drawn where this scatter was not severe. The scatter was caused 
by the size of the step in the numerical integration. It is 
also apparent from some of these curves that the values of j 
and k at the upstream end of the pipe are somewhat less than 
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In Section 3.3.5, a "mod" solution of the basic 
equations was outlined, this was in fact performed for one 
of the sets of conditions, before the computer programme 
was written. Since the results from this solution were very 
similar to those from the computer, though there was more 
scatter due to the crudeness of the method, no plots are 
given. 
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CHAPTER 9. 
DISCUSSION. 
In this chapter a discussion is given of the 
experimental techniques used, the experimental results 
obtained by both direct measurement and from the computer 
solution of the basic equations, and an analysis of these 
results in the light of the theoretical approach put forward 
in Chapter 3. Where possible, comparison will be made with 
the results of other workers as outlined in the Literature 
Review Chapter 2. It will be convenient to continue the 
presentation under sub-headings corresponding to the points 
under discussion. 
9.1. Pipe Line Pressure Drop. 
The experimentally and theoretically determined pressure 
drop curves in rigs. 17 and 18 indicate that even for pure air 
flow in the pipe line rig the uncertainties in the determination 
of the variables are such that in only one case, i. e. for an 
air flow of 0.15 lb/sec. is good agreement obtained between 
the experimentally determined pressure drop curve and the 
theoretical curve using a 4Cf value obtained from the first 9 
ft. portion of the experimental curve, and one dimensional 
-1(3- 
adiabatic compressible flow theory. For tho other flow 
rates the lack of agreement is probably due to one or all 
of the following: - 
(a) An incorrect estimation of friction factor. 
(b) In the cases of flow rates of 0.232 and 0.296 lb/seo, the 
incorrect positioning of the pipe exit. The method of 
non-dimensionalising with reference to the pipe exit 
suffers from the disadvantage that because the preriauro 
gradient in an axial direction is so steep at pipe exit 
for compressible gas flow, any small inaccuracy in 
positioning pipe exit can lead to a significant error 
in pe and hence in p/pe. 
(c) The incorrect assessment of pipe exit Mach number; this 
also probably largely applies to the high air flow 
rates and is really dependant on (b) above as the 
derivation of exit Mach number requires a value of pipe 
exit static pressure. 
A value of 4Cf of 0.018 instead of the value 0.017 
obtained over the first 9 ft. length of flow would give good 
agreement in the case of an air flow rate of 0.082 lb/sec. 
For the high air flow rates, substitution of pipe exit condition 
me 174 
into the equation to determine exit Mach number as quoted in 
Section 3.2.1. indicates that for both air flow rates the exit 
mean Mach number is in fact 1.012; this, if correct, only 
partially accounts for the lack of agreement between measured 
pressure drop curve and that obtained theoretically. 
Because of the difficulty in evaluating an exit 
mixture Mach number and the values of k and jI it is difficult 
to make Comparisons between pressure drop curves evaluated 
from constant fractional lag theory and the measured pressure 
drop curves for air-solids flow. An attempt has been made, 
however, to compare the measured pressure drop curves with 
those obtained by substituting mean values of k, j, n and 4C, 
from the computer solution into the constant fractional lag 
equations. This was only performed for flows where the exit 
mixture Mach number was assumed to be unity. The indications 
are that much larger lags than those given in the computer 
solution, or much larger values of the friction factor are 
required to obtain any agreement. Because in all the refer. 
ences to gas-solids pipe flow with experimental results soon 
by the Author of this Thesis, the flow was assumed incompressible, 
and the relationship between pressure and pipe length for a 
given set of flow conditions was hence linear, it has not boon 
possible to give any comparison between tho pressure drop curves 
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and those predicted by the empirical expressions of other 
workers. 
9.2. Efficioncy of Solids Convoyanco. 
From the curves of horse power consumed per unit 
solids flow rate against the solids to air loading ratio in 
Fig. 23, it is immediately apparent that below a loading ratio 
of about 3, conveying at any air flow rate is inefficient, whilst 
it would also appear that some efficiency is sacrificod by 
going to higher air flow rates. A further indication, os- 
pecia]. y from the curve Wg = 0.082 lb/sec., is that inoroaning 
the loading ratio above 5 results in only a small incroaso 
in efficiency, whilst physical limitations, such as erosion 
of the pipe (especially at bonds) and vibration of the pipe 
line might become unduly severe in an actual pleat. 
9.3. Comparison of Friction Factors with thoso of Othor Workors. 
It is of somo interest to comparo tho valuoc of friction 
factor 4Cf for air-solids flow evaluated over the initial 9 
ft* section of the pipe with the values predicted by other 
workers for similar flow conditions, though not nocoacari. ly 
using polystyrene particles as solids material. In Fig. 60 
are shown curves of 4Cf against W$/WC evaluated for the four 
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different air flow rates from the expression put forward by 
Uematsu, Hinkle and also ui equivalent friction factor derived 
from the expression of Richardson & McLemsn (Section 2.1.1. ). 
The curves of Hinkle's and Richardson & McLeman's expressions 
were evaluated using their expressions for solids velocity 
to obtain use and in the case of Hinkle's expression, the 
particle drag coefficient from the standard drag curve at the 
relevant particle Reynold's number. The plotted values are 
those obtained from a large number of the pipe flow experiments, 
and it is apparent that there is appreciable scatter in these 
values. It is felt that this mainly results from inaccuracies 
involved in obtaining the slope of the pressure drop curve, where 
a slight inaccuracy in pressure drop reading can result in a 
significant change in the value of dp/d. t . Apart from the 
results at the air flow rate of 0.082 lb/sec., the expression 
of Richardson and McLeman appears to give the beat agreement 
with the plotted points. This is rather to be expected as 
their experiments were performed in a 114 ft. long 1 in. bore 
brass pipe, whilst the experiments of Hinkle were performed in 
2 and 3 in, glass pipes. In his paper, Uematsu does not 
specify his pipe diameter. 
9.4. Cyclone Pressure Drop. 
The plots in Fig. 24 show fairly conclusively that an 
. 17( 
increase in solids loading leads to a decrease in cyclone 
pressure drop. A similar effect has been noticed previously 
by other workers, and Briggs (1946) put forward the 
following equation: 
1-p=0.0], 3 c 
0 
for the flow of a polydisperse dust. of mean particle diameter 
16 microns and specific gravity 2.8, in air flow through a 
cyclone 22 cm. diameter. Where &p is the cyclone pressure 
drop associated with dust concentration c (gino per cu. m. ) and 
A po is the pressure drop for clean air. Other workers 
have observed that this effect increases with increased 
particle size. 
Because the pressure drop values in Fig. 24 include a 
contribution due to flow through the other components of'the 
separation system besides the cyclone, no attempt is made to 
derive an expression similar to the above. 
9.5" Air Velocity Profiles. 
The air velocity profiles for pure air flow in Fig. 25 
are in general agreement with those obtained for pipe flow by 
other workers. Knudsen and Katz (1958) show values of n 
the power law index yin the range na6 for Re =4x 103 to 
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n= 10 at Revs 3.24 x 106. No indication from provioua work, 
however, is given of the variation with Mach number. The 
curves in Fig. 25 indicate that the value cf n as well as 
increasing with increasing Reynold's number, also tends to 
increase with increasing Mach number. Tho significance of 
this would appear to be that increasing Mach number results 
in a flatter velocity profile with a large velocity gradient 
in the laminar sublayer region leading to increased skin 
friction factors. This is not, in fact, borne out by othor 
workers, who indicate that the skin friction factor remains 
constant (Keenan and Naumann) or decreases slightly with 
increasing Mach number up to Mach one. 
Straight lines have been drawn in Fig. 26 from the 
air velocity measurements in air-solids flow, though the plots 
did not approximate to straight line graphs quite so well as 
the pure air flow plots did. However, where straight lines 
can be reasonably drawn, the resulting value of n in the powor 
law ind')x shows the following tendencies: - 
(a) For constant air mass flow rate and air Mach number, n 
tends to increase with increasing solids to air loading 
ratio. 
(b) For constant air mass flow rate and reasonably constant 
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loading ratio, the plots indicate that, as for air flow, 
the value of n tends to increase with increasing air 
Mach number. 
Due to difficulty in obtaining these plots, and the 
subsequent lack of accuracy, these are only tentative obser-» 
vations. 
Peskin and Dwyer state that for their experiments in 
a square section duct of 3 in. wall, the addition of solids 
to the air flow, producing W8A g ratios of about 
3 to 19 had 
no effect on the air velocity profiles. This is fairly 
well substantiated by the plot for W. /Vg = 2.1 at Wg 0.081 
lb/sec. in Fig. 26. The other plots at Wg = 0.081 lb/sea., however, 
indicate that at low ratios of Wg/Wg, the air velocity profile 
is no longer similar to that for pure air flow, and if curves 
were drawn with linear-axes, the profiles would be seen tobe" 
oonsiderably less steep than those for pure air flow. This 
would then indicate that the actual skin friction drag is con-- 
siderably less for low loading ratios of air solids flow than 
it is for pure air flow. Although the pipe line pressure drop 
profile is not generally less than that for pure air flow, 
because of the drag force between particles and air and also 
because of the particle to particle and particle to wall inter- 
go 
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aotion1 it might conceivably be possible to obtain pressure 
drops for low Ws/Wg ratio gas-solids flows which were less 
than those for pure gas flow. This is, in fact, what is 
thought to be the case for the two low loading ratios at 
Ws 0.23 and 0.31 lb/sec, in Figs. 21 and 22. For these 
flows, pressure drop curves were obtained which were lower 
than those for pure air flow, indicating that the reduction 
in pressure drop from air to wall skin friction due to a less 
steep velocity profile, was greater than the pressure drop 
arising from particle to air frictional drag and particle to 
particle and particle to wall interaction. This is also 
substantiated by a comparison of the air velocity profiles 
for low WSA ratios with the velocity profiles at low Mach 
numbers for pure air flow from Figs. 25 and 26. 
In Section 2.1.3. of the Literature Review, a classi-. 
fication of gas-solids flows by Peskin and Dwyer is quoted. It 
would appear, therefore, that at low solids loading ratios, the 
flow of 0.012 in, diameter polystyrene particles in air can be 
classified in their Region 11 where the presence of the solids 
particles can cause increased viscous damping in the boundary 
layer, with the result that the laminar sublcyer extends further 
away from the pipe wall, with a subsequent decrease in wall 
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shear stress compared with that for pure gas flow, Genoral]y1 
however, the flow of these particles in air would be in their 
Region 2, where the mean velocity profile is not changed 
significantly by the presence of the solids particles. 
It was always the case that the evaluated air mass 
flow rate from the pitot traverse was less than that measured 
by the air flow measurement nozzle, and was appreciably less 
at the high loading ratios. At first sight, this would indicate 
that the total head measured by the pitot tube'contained no 
appreciable contribution due to the kinetic energy of the 
solids. It should be realised, however, that as soon as solids 
were introduced into the air flow, the pitot tube started to 
block, with the result that the pitottube system response time 
increased, probably giving a total pressure profile slightly 
lower than the true curve. From equation 2 in Appendix 6 it 
can be seen that a restriction in pitot tube bore reducing the 
diameter t, 113 of the original could increase the response time 
from 0,005 sec. to 0.4 sec. As the only traverses obtained 
at a really high loading ratio W. Aag = 2.1 were obtained manually, 
such that the response time expression would not apply, it is 
considered that the response time in the other traverses was not 
sufficiently impaired to give appreciably erroneous results. 
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A further mitigating factor is that the traverses were always 
started from the pipe wall, so that the blockage would not be 
expected to become significant until the traverse was out of 
the high pressure gradient region, and away from this region a 
larger response time can be tolerated, 
9.6. Solids Volocity. 
The only limitation to the method of solids velocity 
measurement appears to be the lack of a means of determining 
how fat into the field of view the streak photographs of the 
solids particles relate. Comparison of the results with those 
predicted by the computer programme give no indication of this, 
because of the uncertainties in specifying a friction factor. 
Because the values of solids velocity were in each case obtained 
from the mean of a large number of streaks, it, is probable that 
the values represent a mean. This mean values however, may not 
necessarily be the mean velocity of all the particles across a 
pipe diameter, as the depth of view would be expected to vary 
with solids loading. 
In a paper on velocity and concentration distributions 
in incompressible gas-solids pipe flow though with W. A. ratios 
less than 0.15, Soo (1962) states that the solids velocity can be 
expressed in the form of a power law, analogous to the power laws for 
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pure gas flow, of the form: 
Us (Us -Usw)(y/R) + Usw 
where and Usw are the solids velocities on the pipe centre. -line 
and at the wall respectively. He states that for his conditions 
the value of n is not very much greater than unity, and this 
would indicate a considerably less steep profile than that 
for the gas flow. The measurements made in this project do not 
substantiate such a solids velocity profile as none of the steak 
photographs showed streaks corresponding to very much lower 
solids velocities than the mean, as is inferred by Soots expression. 
The plots of solids velocity against loading ratio in 
Figs. 27 and 28 generally tend to indicate that for similar air 
flow rates, the velocity of the solids decreases with increasing 
loading ratios. The expressions of Hinkle, and Richardson & 
McLeman given in Section 2.1.2. and Fig. 1 indicate, on the 
other hand, that the solids velocity is not influenced by the 
solids loading. 
A further point of disagreement between the results 
from this project and the expressions for solids velocity given 
by Hinkle and Richardson & McLeman is that their prediction of 
~ 
iVk 
Vg «- us is greater than that measured in this project where 
the results are comparable. In this respect, however, for the 
size of particle and velocities being considered, the expression 
of Richardson & McLeman gives velocity differences somewhat 
closer than those predicted by Hinkle's expression. If, in 
fact, the free falling velocity of 5.3 ft/sece quoted by 
Richardson & McLeman as being the free falling velocity for 
this size of polystyrene particle is used in their expression 
rather than the value given by the Stokes flow equation, their 
resulting value of ug so vs is probably only slightly greater 
than the values indicated in Figs. 29 - 41. 
9.7. Computer Solution of the Basic Equations. 
The most striking observation from the computer solution 
of the basic equations is the tremendous differences in results 
obtained with variation in friction factor. 4Cf. The results 
in Figs. 29 ß-4l are plotted for what are considered to be the 
two extremes-of friction factor, and obviously better agreement 
would be obtained if a value somewhare between these two extremes 
were Chosen. The real issue here is that unlike pure gas flow 
in a pipe where the friction factor remains reasonably constant, 
it would appear to be no longer permissible to assume 40ß constant 
in compressible gas-solids pipe flow,, The value of the factor 
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should vary from that evaluated assuming no change in veloo ty 
over a short section in the low velocity region of flow, to a value 
approaching the value of kCf for pure gas flow in the regions of 
high velocity. Examination of Figs. 29 - 41 shows that it 
"4 
would probably not be correct to, take the value of 4Cf, for gas 
flow in the high velocity regions for all cases, though for the 
flows at 0.23 and 0.31 lb/sec. this might be quite reasonable. 
For the lower air flow rates it would be necessary to use values 
of 1+Cß in the high velocity regions somewhat higher than those 
given for pure gas flow. 
The reason for the apparent non-constancy of the 
friction factor throughout compressible gas-solids flow is 
almost certainly due to the variation in solids dispersed density 
throughout the flow. Although the mass ratio of solids to gas 
increases as the velocities increase, due to the variation in 
the velocity fractional lag k, with the result that the ratio 
of solids dispersed density to gas density also increases, the 
absolute value of the solids dispersed density is decreasing 
rapidly, such that a given volume of pipe in the high velodty 
region contains considerably fewer solids particles than the same 
volume in a low velocity region. The result of this would be 
expected to be a much lower contribution to the friction factor 
from solids particle to particle and particle to wall interaction. 
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Hence the reduction in friction factor. 
In the foregoing discussion of the effect of friction 
factor on the resultant velocities and temperatures in gas-. solids 
flow: no account was taken of the part played by the assumptions 
made regärding solids particle drag coefficient and Nusselt 
, 
number. These obviously have considerable influence on the 
resulting solids velocity and temperature, but probably only a 
lesser effect on air velocity and temperature, provided the 
expressions used for CD and Nu are not too inaccurate. As 
these expressions or similar expressions, have been used by 
previous workers, there is no reason to assume this to be the 
case. Also in Figs. 29 - 41 for the few cases where solids 
velocities and mean air velocities have been evaluated at similar 
positions in the flow, the resulting value of k is of the order 
predicted by the computer solution. 
In this discussion on the results obtained for velocities 
and temperatures from the computer solution, it should be pointed 
out that the air temperatures and densities obtained do not 
necessarily satisfy the gas equation of state when considered 
in conjunction with the pressure from the relevant pressure drop 
curve. In most casas there is considerable discrepancy between 
the density evaluated from the computer programme and that 
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evaluated by considering the temperature from the computer 
programme and-the relevant pressure. This is because apart 
from being used to evaluate the initial conditions for the 
solution of the equations, the gas equation of state is a 
redundant equation in the computer solution as a result of 
specifying the pressure drop curve. If however, the correct 
value of friction factor were used, it would probably be found 
that agreement would be obtained between values of the gas 
density evaluated from the computer solution and from the gas 
equation of state, and this equation could then be used as a 
check on the evaluated results. 
In applying the mixture Mach number equation obtained 
for constant fractional lag theory to the results obtained 
from the computer solution, some care is required since this 
equation is only strictly applicable for constant values of k 
and j. In the case of the index n, this would be expected 
to apply to any point in the flow for which the values of 
k and j are known. However, now j is rather better defined 
as dTs = jdT9, and this becomes equal to the definition for 
constant fractional lag where the stagnation temperature 
remains constant throughout the flow. 
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Regarding the value of k, because in the passage 
of a sma11. discontinuity at any position in the flow there 
is no means of determining the change in k through tho 
discontinuity, the effect of a varying k value on the mix- 
ture velocity of sound expression is unpredictable. It 
will be assumed, however, that the variation in k obtained 
in this project is not sufficient to cause the constant 
fractional lag mixture velocity of sound expression to be 
unduly incorrect. . 
In spite of these limitations, it is 
still, considered significant that the evaluated mixture 
Mach numbers at pipe exit should lie close to unity, and 
would probably be closer still if it were possible to 
introduce the correct values of a variable friction fao.. 
tor into the computer solution. 
9.8. - Pipe Exit Mach Number for Air Flow. 
From the results of the pipe flow pressure drop measure. 
ments for pure air flow in Fig. 18, the pitot tube traverse at 
pipe exit for choked flow (Fig. 25), and the Mach number curves 
in Fig. 59S it is of some interest to consider the value of 
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the pipe exit mean Mach number. The indications from the 
pressure drop curves and the pitot tube traverse at pipe exit 
are that the exit mean Mach number is unity.. This implies, 
because there must be a Mach number variation across the 
pipe, that the Mach number on the centre-line of the pipe is 
greater than unity. The computer solution, which made use 
of the same pressure drop curves, however, indicates a mean 
Mach number less than unity for both Prune" with "choked" flow. 
Also classical gas dynamics theory states that a Mach number 
greater than unity can only result by accelerating the flow 
through a convergent-divergent system. 
A possible explanation of the above discrepancy is 
that when a pipe terminates in a relatively shallow angled 
diffuser (as in this rig) the pipe exit position is not, in 
factq constant and possibly varies from flow to flow. It 
was only possible to estimate the pipe exit position with 
flow rates less than that necessary for the onset of "choked" 
flow. This was because the pressure drop traverse obtained 
from static pressure tappings over the pipe exit region shows 
a continual decrease from pipe exit into the diffuser for choked 
flow, until a shock wave occurs. At flow below the "choked" 
aº 
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condition, however, the pressure drop traverse of the pipe 
exit section reaches a minimum value, and this was assumed to 
to occur at pipe exit. 
If the pipe exit position is not constant, the 
readings obtained in Fig. 18 could be greater than those 
actually occurring, with the result that a pressure drop 
curve evaluated from compressible flow tables with a mean 
exit Mach number less than unity would give agreement. In 
the case of the pitat tube traverse, it is probable that the 
presence of the pitot tube could cause a disturbance in the 
flow, such that the pipe exit position is pushed upstream 
and the pitot tube was actually in a region of supersonic flow. 
As no reference has been found to elucidate this point, 
and as the results from this project could be contradictory, 
it is not possible to give an indication of the mean Mach 
number at the pipe exit for "choked" pure gas flow. 
9.9. Electrostatic Measurements. 
From the electrostatic measurements taken, it may be 
fairly confidently stated that the electrostatic forces involved 
in conveying polystyrene solids particles in air flow through a 
brass pipe are of a much lower order than the aerodynamic forces. 
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This, however, may not necessarily be the case for flow through 
plastic tubing, as has been indicated by the measurements 
from the short lengths of nylon tubing in this rig. For this 
flow, it may, in fact, be necessary to include an electrostatic 
force term in the overall momentum equation. 
As indicated in section 8.5, some measurements of current 
to earth from the electrically isolated brass pipe section in 
the pipe line have been obtained. Although there are many 
factors influencing this current to earth, sufficient repro-- 
duoibility has been obtained to indicate that readings sim flr, r 
to these might be used, with suitable calibration, to indicate 
the solids content of a gas-solids flow. 
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CHAPTER 10. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
The theoretical approach to the project has resulted 
in the idealised, concepts of Equilibrium Flow, which has 
previously been considered by other workers; Constant Fractional 
Lag Flow, a concept suggested by Kliegel (1962), although in 
this project it has been applied rather differently to obtain 
more usab7Je and general equations by not attempting to 
solve the solids particle momentum and heattransfer equations; 
and the more realistic Computer Solution of the basic equations. 
The equilibrium flow theory would only be expected to apply 
to flows in which the solids particle size is very small, the 
solids loading ratios are low and the rate of change of vel. 
ocity is gradual. 
The constant fractional lag theory gives poor agreement 
between predicted pressure drops and the measured pressure drops 
for pipe flow, when mean values of k and j are used., It 
provides, however, the mixture Mach number expression, which gives 
Avery indication of being a reliable gas-solids compressible flow 
dimensionless parameter, equivalent to that of the gas Mach 
number. This project has shown there are indications to 
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suggest that if the variation of k and j in the flow is spell, 
then the mixture Mach number, as derived for constant fractional 
lag flows is applicable to non-constant fractional lag flow as 
considered in the computer solution. In particular the com- 
puter solution has indicated that the flow of gas-solids 
mixtures through pipes cannot occur when the mixture Mach 
number at the pipe exit is greater than unity. This is similar 
to the "choked" flow condition for pure gas flows. 
Fr= the computer solution of the basic equations, 
as far as compressible gas-solids flows through pipes are 
concerned, the parameter requiring most investigation appears 
to be the friction factor. This is a factor incorporating 
the gas flow skin friction factor, plus an additional term to 
account for the presence of the solids particles. Unlike 
pure gas flows up to Mach one, or incompressible gas-solids 
flows, this factor does not appear to remain constant as the 
Mach number is varied. There is, in fact, reason to believe 
that in high speed flows the value of this factor approaches 
that of the skin friction factor for pure gas flow, whilst 
in low speed flows its value is somewhat greater than this. 
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The o. ressäon used for the solids particle drag coefficient, 
an e quation "fitted" to the Standard Drag Curve s appears to have 
given reasonable results. In the case of the solids particle 
Nusselt number, because no static temperature measurements 
have been obtained, the accuracy of the expression used cannot 
be commented upon, but it is suspected that heat transfer 
effects are not of primary importance in this type of flow. 
On the experimental side, rigs have been successfully 
established for the investigation of air-solids flows at speeds 
extending into the supersonic region. Although both pipe flow 
and rectangular duct flow rigs have been established, for the 
investigation of one dimensional and two dimensional flow rose- 
pectively, it has only been possible, in this project, to obtain 
measurements with one type of solids material from the pipe flow 
rigl 
The main emphasis, regarding experimental measurements, 
has been placed on obtaining air and solids flow rato measurements, 
and air and solids velocity measurements over the pipe-line. Great 
difficulty haar been encountered in obtaining total pressure trav- 
erses, in air-solids flow, using eitot-tubes made from hypodermic 
tubes due to blocking of the mouth of the pitot-tube with 
solids particles and this was especially severe at high Mach 
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numbers. In fact, traverses have only been obtained at air 
Mach numbers less than 0.45. From the traverses obtained, 
however, it seems likely that, except at low loading ratios, 
the air velocity profiles for air-solids flow are generally 
similar to those for pure air flow at ßße some air mass flow 
rate and Mach number. As a result of this, it would appear 
reasonable to assume, for incompressible flow, that the pressure 
drop along the pipe can be represented by a Fanning typo 
equation, in which the friction coefficient comprises that for 
the gas plus a factor to take into account the presence of the 
solids. In the case of low solids loading ratios, there are 
indications that the air velocity profile for air-solids flow 
is not so steep in the laminar sublayer region as the profile 
for pure air flow. Because of this it is possible to obtain 
gas-solids flows where the overall pressure drop for the gas- 
solids flow is less than that for a pure gas flow at the same gas 
mass flow rate. 
A photographic technique, using a high speed cine-camora, 
has been established for obtaining a mean solids velocity 
measurement from observation glasses in the pipe-line wall. 
These measurements have tended to indicate a rather flat solids 
velocity profile. From measurements made in regions of tho 
flow where comparison with the empirical expressions of other 
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workers are possible, there are indications that the expressions 
for incompressible gas-solids flow of Hinkle, and Richardson 
& MoLeman predict gas to solids velocity differences which are 
greater than those measured in this project. In this respect, 
however, the expression of Richardson and MoLeman gives rather 
better agreement for the particle sizes considered than does 
that of Hinkle. 
11rom pressure drop measurements in regions of the flow 
which would be assumed to be incompressible, evaluated friction 
factors have been compared with those given by the expressions 
of Uematsu, Hinkle and Richardson & McLeman. The best agree- 
ment has been obtained with Richardson and MoLemonts expression, 
though Uematsu's expression gave fair agreement. The agreement 
with Hinkle's expression was rather poor. 
There appear to be no advantages to be gained by using 
high-speed gas-solids flow for pneumatic conveying of granular 
materials. The experimental results from conveying polystyrene 
solids particles through the pipe-line have, however, shown that 
there is a sharp rise in the horse power consumed per pound of 
solids delivered if solids to air loading ratios , aas than 
between three and five are used. 
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Finally it should be mentioned that this projoot is 
being continued in this Department with the emphasis on tho 
following: - 
(a) The investigation of electrostatic effects by observing 
air-solids flow through nylon piping. 
(b) The investigation, both theoretically and experimentally, 
of supersonic air-solids flows with the subsequent 
formation of normal shock waves. 
(o) The effect of theoretically considering polydisporso 
powders as the solids constituent. 
(d) Measurements with solids powders other than tho po1. ' 
styrene used in this project. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
A Theoifor the Compressible 1 Equilibrium and Constant Fractional 
Lag Flow of Gas-Solids Mixtures. 
Consider a flow in which the solid particles have 
velocity and temperature lags with respect to the gas such that:. 
u8 kU6 (1) 
and T8 - Tg0 =j (Tg - Tgo) (2) 
(i) Adiabatic Change Applied to Gas-Solids Mixtures. 
Because of the velocity and temperature lags in gas-. 
solids flow the adiabatic energy equation must be considered as 
the energy flux per unit time remaining constant throughout 
the flow 
'Jý(ugdug + CýdT + d(Pý)) + WS(u8du$ + CBdTB +0 (3) 
6p 
Then, by differentiating (1) and (2) dub = kdug1 dT9 = jdT9, putting 
x= W/Wg, and CB/C .=ß, and since 
C/Cu $1 Cp Cý =R then 
R/ X- l and e= p RTg 
6 
(l+xk. )ugdt +( 1+. 
ß ) d(P) +d(P9 )+x Ba0 (4) 
6"P 
Consider unit mss of as with mass m of solids in 
elemental pipe length, be 
mass of gas 1=W 
=L- 
mass of solids mßW 
U- 
6 uý s us 
ý- I 99 » 
Wu 
then -2. -E Rx (5) 1 Wg us k 
P 
Lot t'=Vg=P pg= x (Ei 
PP 
pp is the actual particle density. 
Substituting for x/pp in (4) 
(l+xk2), ýdu+ (1+ýXR+1) d(P)+a0 (? ) PS 
The one-dimensional momentum ogyation for frictionless flow may 
be written as: 
pgu9 i+y -du + ppus7 1+y . 
du +A dp ap (8) 
where the solids are considered as an incompressiblo flow of 
volume y relative to the gas, i. e. total volumo =1+y, gas 
flow area = A/(1 + y) and solids flow area fly/(1 + y) 
Then by substituting from (1) and (6) in (8) 
u du =.. 
(1 + y) d: 
661+ xx)Pg 
Substituting this in (7) 
±ß+l)a(; -) -(l+)(1+Xk2) ky)k: o (9) 
1i 
Al, P 
arp--ý-P-= -4pß( 
1+xa+1).. ( (11+y)C1+xk2).. ky) dPa0 
p2 -l 
1+xk p 
ßg 
then (1+1+xP 
(l± )C1 +xk2) + )ý.. +l+xß u0 l+xk) P x-1 p 6 
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therefore äa constant (10) 
P 
1+1+xß 
where lý= l+x t+ +x1&) 
(ý) 
1+' '_' --' 1++1ýy 
For Equilibrium Flow k=j=1 then n=+ xß (12) 1+x 
Note. Because y is a 'variable, the index n is normally only 
constant in flows where the solids volume is small in comparison 
to the gas volume. For the case of k=1 however, the valuo 
of n remains constant when solids volume is included. 
(ii) Velma of Sound for Gas--Solids Mixtures. 
Let there be introduced a discontinuity in gas pressure 
and velocity propagating at velocity ußß In a short interval 
the solids particles may be assumed tö attain a now equilibrium 
condition such that: - 
u$ + bu& = k(uý + bu g 
)' or bus = L5u6 
TS - Tgo + STS = j(Tg - Tgo) + jbT9 or bT jb g 
Consider the particles to form an incompressible flow superimposod 
on the compressible gas flow 
Gase by ug + buß 
Solids0 us Yy+ by ---4 ug + bus 
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Solids Continuty. 
usp y: (us + buB)pp(y + by) 
or 0= ybus + u$by-neglecting higher order terms 
bus 
therefore by = -y ü-- (13) 
s 
Gas Continuity. 
up = (uff +b 9U 
)(P. + 6p )(1 - by) 
bu 
but from (13) 1" by =1+yü= and since bu kbug 
s 
bu 
u 
0=ugbpB+pibu+pgg y 
6 
or0=u9bpp +pg(1+y)bg (14) 
Momentum Equation 
6p(1+y) "pL'ßbu+p p %ui3y6uB 
pu bp 
using (6) pp =ýk and (14) p,,, bug = .. i+y 
u 26p2 
then 6p(1 + Y) =1 (Y +k) 
2 
therefore aý2 = ug = 
(l ++ Y) 
" bp - (15) xk) 6 
i. e. the velocity of propagation of a stall disoomtinuity, or tho 
"velocity of sound", is given by equation (15). c. f. the velocity 
of sound in pure gas a9 
At 
From (10) P or NRTg 
tý 6 
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then am = (1 + y) 
jRTgxk) (16) 
When V>>s, y ---+ 0 and am = 
nl 
+Txk 
(17) 
For Equilibrium now a= n-- 
R-j (18) 
e1+x 
and n is given by equation (12) 
(iii) Equations Relating Flow Variables to Stagnation Conditions. 
By substituting p= p9RT1; in the Energy equation (7) 
and integrating 
+ xi 
+ý)2 (1 +ý_l RTC +Pa constant (19) 
9 
Let p .,.., ý. po, T9 ---ýº 
Tg0 and assume k and j remain constant 
as ug and us--. 0, also let n represent the compressible flow 
index for y--'o - and N for yý0 
then nX+ 
xj3)(1 + xk) 
= -ý---- 
iK +xjß)(1+xk) -c ýi -1>cl+)d? 
Xk2) 
i1'ß xk)t +Xjß) (ö -1)(1fXli 
and 
l=(! ý + xjß)(1 + xk) 
--1)(l+xk2) 
and N 
(20) 
ö+ 
cx +xjP) +y) 2) +k3, (t -ý) 1+ xk 
(21) 
-203- 
The energy equation then beoomos: - 
u222 
(1 + xk2) 
u2+ 
(1 -`k .n+ 1ýº)Fte 
1-- xk-. - n+r )RTC 2 1+xk n-1 l+3 n-1 00 
(22) 
from (16) amt = (1 + 7)2 N. RTg/(1 + xk) then 
(1 + xk2 i1+ y)2N + 
(1 + 3clc2) . __ 
n_,. + ky = 
1. 
_ _ 
2"ý 
+3 
2(l+xk)ý 2 (1+xk) 1+xk n-1 0 
T 
X 
Tg 
NM2 Tg y Tg 
therefore (1 +ý2 (7-°- - lin= i+l. k( - 
T--= 
- y) 
9 1+x 9 
2 
or (1 + y)2. --°- (---°- - 1) (ýý + 
1- + °Tß° ýý, 3) T rL 1+2 Tgo T9 
For 9 >f Vs ly and y°--> 0 and N=n 
then 22 -_(BT- 1) n_ i G 
or 
°- +( 1`s 
2 (24) TG m 
and from (10) 
n 
Po 
+ Mm2) 
n-1 
(25) 2 7 
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(1+n1 
pg 2 
I 
n-1 
Mme) (26) 
where Mm = ug/am = Mixture Mach Number (7) 
It is apparent, therefore, that for flows whero the 
solids to gas volume ratio is small, the above equations are 
identical with the isentropic flow equations of pure gas flow with 
similar values of n. Though the velocity of sound equation and 
hence Mach number are not the same as those for gao flows. 
(iv) Combined Flow Equation. 
The one-dimansionn1 momentum equation including friction is: 
"'r'o0+p6 u8 1 
dub+pp uByi+ydus+Adp ýO (28) 
where -t os 
is the friction term including solids particle to 
particle and particle to wall interaction. Then by subatituting 
from (1) and (6) and dividing by ApgU 
2(1 
+ xk)/(1 + y) 
, ros(l + y) du FA + .4 Apgug (1 + xk) g 19 u (1 + xk) 
and by substituting from equation (16) (1 + xk)p 9s 
(3. + y) p/a. 
2 than 
s du 
-2 u (1 + y)NpMm AZ (1 + y)NpMn 
.. 205.. 
TS 
or 
AR=-N(1+Y)MM2d- 
""-° (29) Us A4 
The gas equation of state may be written as AR to + (30) 
6g 
The energy equation (7) may be written eis 
d% +( 
19 
±%- 
)RdTC+ =O 
PC 
then dividing throughout by 
g(1 
+ xk2) / (1 + xk) and sub.. 
stituting from (20) and (21) for n/(n-1) and N and from (16) for 
/(i + xk) 
l+xk g9 
ordT : (1+ )Z NZdu .. 
17 
-42 Tn y) m ug n 1+ Odc 
2" p 
(31) 
Solids Continuity with Varying Area. 
ußpP i 
yy. p (u6 + bus) p (l 
y-ý') (R + ÖA) 
neglecting terms above the first order and dividing by usyI 
u+ 
+6-4 
usy 
bu 
or by =C--. )y (32) 
9 
Gas Continuity with Varying Area 
ugpd 
A= (u + bu )(p, + bp ) (A + b! ºý(i 
y .1 
Bggg 
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6u 
but from (32) 1- Sy =1+y+y 
C 
Sp bu 
therefore 0+++y+y b- 
puu A 
ß9 
orb= - (1+y) -- (l+y) 
bý. 
p6 
9 
dý.. 
and in the limit "" (1 + y) . --uý` .. (1 + y) 
d (33) 
99 
From equations (30) and (33) 
pg9 
then substituting from (31) into this equation 
F=-----, 
ý(1+ 
y) 
2 NM Z 
d- 
0" 
==1 1-+ k ky IIP- -(1+) pnmun 14- xk2 pY 9 
? ýý.. (l+y)dll 
Substituting for dp/p from (29) 
(1 + nn - 
1' 1+x ky) (-(1 + y)NN 
2. 
- "" 
°B) 
n1+u PIP 
9 
_. .1 (1 +N M2 
d. 
-. - (1 + y) ;a.. 
(1 + y) fcl 
or 
ß9 
(-(1+y)NMn2 (1+y) . 
11+xk Nlý2+(1+y)2 
1+ xk 
X n-1. NMm2 + (1 + y) 
)u 
Ug 
«207'.. 
.. {X, +Yý 
d. 
+(1, ` n1]. 
+ 
. ky. ) Aý,. ], + xk p 
this simplifies to 
NM_Z 
_(n k) duR c1A n 1.1 
1' 'E' xk2 B 1. + xk 
xY 08 
(1+y)k. p 
A 
From the expressions for N and ni in equations (20) and (21) 
by substituting from (20) into (21) 
Nn1 
-1 n- ll+xdc 
(34) 
1+ xk 
therefore n- (n 2 
n++ 
xk )xk 
"7an yxk +Iqr+Yuck 
(l 
11 
I+xk 1+xk 
n: also from (34) 1+ n---- 
l, 1 +=+ 
~' (l+y) n 
. 1+xk 
Nn 
Then substituting this expression and the expression for N/n into the 
combined flow equation 
2L !6+X 
17 (1 T-(+ 
(l + y) n-° 
nY8 (35) 
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Then it is apparent that, as for gas flows1 when 
friction is neglected the critical condition of Mm a1 is 
attained at a throat. 
For 
gV 
»y ßy --i 0 and N=n then: - 
(1 :. m 
2) dxýR + 
dA 'r05 
muA Ap 
9 
(36) 
and this is similar to the expression for pure gas flow. 
For an expansion process n is normally )' 1 and k<1 
then N>n and the friction term coefficient in equation (35) 
is less than unity. Physically this reduction in the friction 
term in equation (35) is due to the gas flow taking place in 
what is in effect a duct of variable area, as a result of 
the presence of the incompressible solids; i. e. for a subsonic 
flow the effect of the friction term is to accelerate the flow, 
but this leads to an effective increase in Gas flow area, 
which has an opposite (decelerating) effect. 
(v) Frictionless Flow Area Ratio. 
The overall continuity equation may be written as-. 
pu -- +puY. 
A 
=p *u+pu yIF 
9 Sl+y ps 1+y gg l+y+a p8 1 }y+ 
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or by substituting from (1) and (6) 
P9 8l+y p9 % l+y Pg u9 l+ye+xpcuG 1+yr 
where * indicates conditions at a throat. This simplifies to:. 
A`"4 (1 
*+ 
Y) (37) 
ý p6 uB (1 
+. y 
Writing the energy equation (22) as 
(1 + xk2)_& +( 
11 
+2. -= i+ ky 
)RT = (1 + xk2)&- + 9 
1+ xk2 n+ 
1+ Iy ) RTß 
then by substituting for g from (16) 
u22 + xk)a, 
2 u+2 
+2+l+ xk + Y)(l a (l+xo --+ (1 xk) 2 
(1+xk 
n-1 (l+y)zN 
) 
1+ xk2 n++ (1+ýck) 
2 
ý1 
+ "n 
)Cl 
+ y*)21V* 
a *2 
or 1+ (=-ý + 
1- ky) 2 m2 +n1+1 . ky 
n-1 l+xk (1+Y) m2 l+xk 
---ý--2 -) (38) ) 
Fron equation (26) 11 
p` p p* Tg T *týl T ýN 1 9! : 40-0, .g , _L ra (_. _°_, _. 
L) (4L) (39) 
p' ppT T9o T 
99 g° g 
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then substituting in (37) for am*/uff and p ) from (38) and (39) v; 9 
and putting 
=+l+2. ky n 
15R + 
(1 + y) from (34) than 
1+ xk 
2 
(11' )2c( a-)N-1 0+ 
y)2 +n, (1 + y)) N-2-T (ho) 
A6 (l+yß')2+ 
n-1N 
+ (l+y*) 
N 
For V >) V, y and y* -a 0 and N= N* =n then JbcK 
(t. G) + ý3 9) 
2 
2T*1 1+2 
/( n-1 ) 
A 
(A) (T9') l+ n-1) 
) 
2 
T*n1 1+J(n-1)Mý2 
n- 1 9) 
1+ n-1 " (n 
substituting from (24) 
n+3. 
2T n-i 
(ý*) (-T-a-) 
AAg Mm 
and this is similar to the expression for pure gas flow. 
(vi) Ultimate Velocit Ratio 
Writing the energy equation (22) as 
(14l) 
u222 
+ xk )2 9- + 
11 + 
. 
n-.. + 
1-- ± )dc 
--+ kv, C1 2 
ýl+xk 
n-1 
)RTgwýl+xk 
n-3. oß 
2 
X RTgo = (1 + xk 
2) 
2 
- 23-1 » 
where c= the ultimate velocity i. e. when T9 = 01 thou dividing 
by 1 and substituting n+I+ 
x2"ky 
=N nn- 1+ 
(1+y) 
1+xk 
from (34) 
2 
2 
=iNonn_1 +(l+y)) 
RTg1, 
°ý 
Nmt Mm2(1 + y)ZNR T uu 2 Na 
-. ý,. 9 
(1 + xs) 
then .. r. _ý.... ý. - - 
c2 (1 + xk) 2RTSo(N nn 
+ (1 + y)) 
o 
Mm2N(1 + y)2 T 
(42) 
2(No n 1) + (1 + y)) 
Tßo 
For y and yo -) ONNo=n then 
u(T 2M2T 
() "' 2 (n - 1). -Z- (43) 
0 
i. e. similar to the expression for pure gas flow. 
(vii) Gas-Solids Flow in a Constant Area Duct with Friction. 
As for pure gas flow, it is possible to express tho velocity, 
density and pressure ratios in terms of the tomporaturo ratio 
derived for overall adiabatic flow. Expressions will be derivo4 
for the case Vs not negliCiblQ whenever this is possible. 
Temperature Ratio for 
gV»V. 
from (24) ---° 1+ 
== M2 then ---o = n-= 
1 
T9 2mT*2 
w 212 w. 
Tn+1 
and --I- _ (44) 
T9'ß 2+(n-1)Mm2 
Velocity Ratio 
From (16) and (27) ug =aM= Mm (1 + y) 
R 
1+xk 
u T_ 
then -= Mm. 
1 + *. J_ (45) 
ug l+y NT 
and for \%g ?? Us -ý- =m2(! ) 
u 2+(n-1)AIM 
Density Ratio 
from (37) for a constan, 
PB., 
ý1+. ý.. 
p9 + 
and for V >> V' 9P 
Statiq Pressure Ratio 
t area duct and from (45) 
uT 1 (47) um NTH 
ß 
2+ (n-1)M 
(48) 
(n + 1)ß, m 
T P 
From the -gas equation of stateL = --*. -ý-T 
g 
and substituting (47) -M. 
NT (49) 
pm Týg* 
then for V. »V-. -1n+1 (50) 
Pm2+ (n - 1)M 
w 213 w 
Stagnation Pressure Ratio -c4- 
Uj »V 
po 
n 
Tgo n-1 
*n 
PO Tgo n-1 
From (10) P= (T ) and * *) as Tg0 is constant 
g T p g 
p 
n 
T n-1 
then .( 
LI--) 
po p 
T 
g 
po 1 
n+l 
T2 n-1 
substituting for p/p from (49) p=- (-T&. ) t51) 
rN 
PO g 
P 2+(n-1)M 
2 n+l 2(n-1) 
and for 
g» o v*=M n (n+1) (52) 
PO in 
Length of Duct - Friction Factor Equation 
Writing the momentum equation (29) for the case 
g 
»' 
du 
a"? 
+nM2--Z+ 
=0. 
=0 pm u9 A .p 
If the shear stress is expressed in terms of a friction factor 
i. e. 'ros =Cf. iPg 92 nD. 
bt 
and from (17) p= 
(1 + xk)Am2Pg 
n 
substituting these in the above equation for the case A and 
dividing by nMm2 
du 4Cf 69 Zp+-. 
U 2D 
a="* 
(1 + xk 
nMm 
differentiating equations (50) and (46) gives 
, M4 uk 
l+nn. 4w1M2 
AP. m. ,<1+n1 lo (2 in )) dM -ý' -- 
mgm i2p 
dM 
m2MM 
: Mm2 du dZ+2 
and =&( log (2 )) dm 
gm Mm 
Then substituting these in the above and integrating from conditions 
at Mm, to critical sonic conditions tm =1 at e=e 
ý' 
1 
l+n- 2 1+n-1M2 
+ n- 
l log m) log( 2m 
2nMm Mm Mm 
m 
`f 
2D 1+ xk 
reversing limits 
zm 
.. 
(r 
2n __log( 
m)=.. f «+ýe) 
% 1+ 21D l+ 
1 
1«M2 n+l 
f 
. --=ý .+n1 lo 
2 Mm 
or -ý-- 1+ xk nM2 2n g 1+ n 
(53) 
2m 
!, part from the term (1 + xk) on the left hand side of the equation, 
this expression is similar to that for pure cas flow. Tho exprossionn 
(44), (46), (48), (50) and (52) are all similar to those for pure 
gas flow. 
(viii) Normal. Shock Relations. 
If it is assumed that constant fractional lag of velocity 
ý so 
and temperature apply across the shock in a constant area duct 
and if suffices 
(1) and (2) refer to conditions on either side 
of the shock the equations of state, continuityl momentum and 
energy can be written, for the case 
Vg » V., as: 
lppý 
Equation of Stat P e- 
1T (54) 
g1 gl g2 g2 
Continuity Pglugl = Pg2ug2 and Pslusl ý Ps2us2 (55) 
Momentum - for frictionless flow and with y= 01 
(28) can be 
integrated, as pý 9 
is constant, to give: - 
(1 + xk)pglU 
2+ 
Pl = (1 + xk)pg2ug22 + P2 (56) 61 
Energy - for Vlg »V equation 
(22) can be written as: - 
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1-+ xk 
" 
n"'"1=(l+xk2)... ý2 + 2 1+xk n-1 pgl 2 
+ xk2 n p2 
1 +'xk 'n -'I0 (57) 
or 
n1+(. 
P2 
(u92 » u91)(ug2 + uß1) 
n'1 gl g2 
From (55) and (56) (1 + xk)pglugl(uS2 - ugl) 'm p1 - p2 
then n-1- 
P2 
= 3(p1 p2) (+p (58) Pgl g2 
pg2 gl 
- 
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This equation is then similar to the Rangine-Hugoniot expression 
for pure gas flow and the pressure , Mach nunber I density , temp. 
erature and velocity ratios across the shock are derived as for 
gas flow (Reference Houghton and Brock). 
Pressure Ratio Across Shock 
P2= 
. ýý. 
n. 
-M 
2« n1 
pl n+1 ml n+l (59) 
2 
(n - I)2 +,? 
Mach Number Mý = (60) 
2nM, (n - l) 
Density Ratio across Shook 
p (n + 1)Ma2 
(61) 
Pg1 2+ (n - 1)Mml2 
Temperature Ratio across Shock 
T 2nM ml 
2. (n - 1) 2+ (n - 1)M m2 ()(, (62) Tgi n+l (n+1)Mm, 
Velocity Ratio across Shock 
: 42 . ml 2 (63) ugl (n + 1)M 
, al 
(ix) Prandtl-Meyer Expansion. 
If there is constant fractional lag between the gas and 
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the solids as a Mach Wave propagates through tho mixture the 
angle of this Mach Wave to the direction of flow (u) should 
be given by an expression similar to that for gas dynamics, i. e. 
u= sin 
1 JIMm. Then it follows that the change in direction 
of the flow will also be given by a similar expression 
du cos }1 du 
dv = ug sin ý, 
(Mm "' 1) .. 
ý (64) 
where u9 is the velocity of the gas before the Much Wave. 
Substituting from (17) into the Energy Equation (22) for 
V y} Ye: - 
u2 2 
(1 + xk2) -r- + 
(1 +)a2=a 
constant 2n"1m 
2 
then ii + xk2) &_ + 
(1 )A2= il ± xk2- a 
2II (1 + xk2 c 2 n-1 in n-1 mo 
2 
uu 2 
or Mm2 = "l-° u2, where u0 = c c 
Substituting this into (64+) and integrating gives: - 
=. 
u. 
2 
-1 duQ fav=J( 2 1ü 1-u c c 
This is similar to the expression for gas dynamics 
(Reference F. Cheers) so that the expression for the Prandtl-Meyor 
Angle (i. e. the angle through which a stream, initially sonic, is 
turned to attain Mach number 3 is also similar. 
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2 
v (n+1ý t 
l( 
in-1)(Mý -1), ' 
M 
1(142-ýý (65) 
n_1. n+l m 
The absolute change in angle of the Mach Waves between 
the beginning and end of expansion is similarly given by: -. 
+11 
(n !- Mm 1) 
(n i) tan (n+l (66) 
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APPENDIX 2. 
Aerodynamic Mean Effective Diameter. 
Assuming a powder conforms to the normal distribution for 
particle size with standard deviation rf 
t2 d-d 
then y=1"e where t= 
2n 
the mean diameter dm being the arithmetic mean of the diameter 
of all the particles. Then that fraction of the whole which 
has a particle diameter corresponding to any particular value 
of t is y dt. Assuming that the aerodynamic drag on a 
particle is proportional to d2 
(which implies that all the 
particles are moving at the same velocity and have the same 
drag coefficient) then the drag on a fraction of the particles 
a= e`t2 2 dt. d2 
2n 
ý6t+dm)2 t2 
or ae2 dt 
2tt 
+. 1M t2 
and the drag on all the particles oc - 
l- (' t+ dß)2. oý 2 dt 
27[ - e, 
If all the particles are replaced by the same number 
of uniform rigid particles of aerodynamic mean effective 
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diameter d, the total drag ad ma 
2 
{ cc t2 
Therefore 2n dma 
2 (6 t+ dm)Z at 
4c5 t2 t2 4.00 Z2 
° 62t2 e 
1+26'dm 
to dt+dm2 e 
'Z 
$t 
+a, 
t2 t2 t2 
dt of ý2( e2 
.0 
dt - t. e 
2) 
- 2d'd. e m 
ßo0 
t2 
dm2 e«o 2 dt 
1- 1 
03 
"((d'2+dm2 
t2 2 
). e"2dtýd(dt+2dm)e ! )_ 
= (6'2+dm2) 
Therefore d2 = d2 + dm 
For Gi = 0, so that all the particles are the same size then 
d= dui 
Explanation of the Integrations. 
The area under the Normal Probability Curve ie unity,, ' 
t2 
Therefore -1 2 dt =1 
.z 
le 
2 
Integration of t. e 2 
- 
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putz=e 
2 then log z=-2 
and1=-tdz 
t2 
therefore dz tz = .. t e- 
2 
w 
t2 t2 
wr 
therefore te2 dt =- z=- e2 
t 
Integration of t2 "e 
2 
using substitution z as above 
ät. 
d tdz 
Therefore ä2= (z +t 
ät) 
t2 t2 
2 2 2 ý.. (e -t e ) 
t2 
(t2 . 1) e2 
t2 t2 
2 (t - 1) Therefore e2 dt = 
dz 
=- t 1 e 
Jt 
or 
Jt2. 
e 
2 dt = 
Je 
2 
t2 
dt - te 
2 
v 
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APPPJDIX " 
Cyclone Design. 
The cyclone is essentially a settling chamber in 
which gravitational acceleration is replaced by centrifugal 
acceleration. The most efficient cyclones are usually those 
with small diameter, long bodies and fairly small outlet 
diameters. As the pressure in a cyclone is often less than 
atmospheric, it is also important that the solids collector 
at the base of the cyclone should be an air-tight fit. 
Although normally much greater efficiency and the capture 
of smaller particle sizes is obtained by us ing a bank of 
small diameter cyclones, say 3 in. diameter, it was felt 
that for this project this might not be the case. The 
reason was that the solids particles will al oet certainly be 
entering the cyclone at speeds greater than the air velocity, 
due to the high velocity of the solids at the rig pipe or duct 
exit and their relatively high inertia. This could then lead 
to the particles bouncing off the walls of the eyolone with 
the possible result that a large number of particles could 
be carried away in the air leaving the cyclone, if the cyclone 
were of very small diameter. 
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The cyclone proportions selected are those recommended 
in the Chemical Engineers Handbook - editor J. H. Perry, and 
the length of the cyclone was arrived at by taking into 
account the headroom available in the area where the cyclone 
was to be housed. The diameter was also checked to give 
an estimate of the smallest size of particle likely to be 
caught Ihr the cyclone, and it was ensured that this size 
was very much less than any size likely to be used in this 
project. 
Davis (1952-53) gives the following expression to 
predict the minimum size of particle to bo captured: - 
d min =29 
R2 
-- -- (i 614h) ) 8 (pp - pg)V 
R2 
2 
where R2 = cyclone body radius. 
Rl = cyclone exit radius. 
H= length of cylindrical portion of cyclone. 
V0 = entry velocity. 
d min = minimum particle diameter. 
Other terms are defined by the notation on page 242.. 
Fuchs (1964) gives the expression: 
dmin -- 2.74n v PS op 
- 
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where S= number of revolutions made by u particle in the cyclone, 
und this is in the range 1-3. 
Both the above expressions assume Stokes drag law 
and that the flow in the cyclone approximates to a free vortex. 
Substituting the selected cyclone parctmeters into the 
above equations, i. e. Rl = 2.5 in., R2 =5 in., H= 20 in. 
and assuming S=3 for a tall cyclone, gives the following:.. 
Davis d min = 4.4 x lÖ-4 in. or 3.1. l microns. 
Fuchs d min = 3.8 x 1O-4 in. or 9.7 microns. 
The above size particles are well below any particle 
size likely to be used in this project. 
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APPDIX 4. 
Air Flow Measurement Nozzle Design. 
The equation given in B. S. 1042 : 1943 for tho 
calculation of the diameter of a nozzle installed in a pipe 
line, when the flow rate is known is: 
w 
CzmEý.. _a...... _ýý_. 
359.1 x D2 x wl-h xp 
where m= the area ratio nozzle to pipe a/A, 
d= nozzle throat diameter (in. ) 
D= pipe diameter (in. ) 
p9= density of fluid at position of high pressure tapping 
(lb. /cu. ft. ) 
E= 1/ 12= velocity of approach factor. 
W= fluid mass flow rate (lb/hr. ) 
z is a multiplier, the combination of 3 correct on &Wtora 
for Reynolds number, pipe size and fluid compressibility. 
C is the discharge coefficient of the nozzle. 
h= pressure drop across the nozzle (in water. 
The lowest air flow rate to be used in the rig was 
estimated to be about 0.08 lb/sec. For this flow, it was 
assumed that sufficient accuracy would be obtained if this flow 
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rate gave a 0.4 in. of water pressure drop across the nozzle, 
as this is easily measureable on an inclined manometer. 
In order to solve the above equation and obtain a 
value for the nozzle diameter d, it was first assumed that 
z=1 and C=0.96, with this assumption the above equation 
can be put in the formt 
2 
a2 xD4yw 
A2-ä C2 xhxp9x359.12 
then by putting D=3.606 in. (the diameter of the exhaust pipe) 
and pg = 0.076 lb/cu. ft. 
the values d=2.125 in., and m=0.349 are obtained. 
Using this value of m, the correction factors and 
discharge coefficient can now be determined accurately from 
the data sheets in B. S. 1042. From Data sheet ,5 
for m00.349, 
then C=0.964. The correction factors for the Reynolds number 
associated with each flow rate and for the pipe diameter aro 
also given by this Data sheet. The correction factor for 
compressibility effects is given by Data sheet 11. 
The above equation then becomes: - 
tag = 359.1 x 0.964 x 1.066 x 13 x 0.349 xzxhx pg 
1675 zh pg 
, 22? _ 
and the values of z and pg are obtained from the experinenta], 
measurements and Data Sheets 5 and 11. 
The nozzle was machined in brass to the tolerances 
stated in Data sheet 1, and piezometer rings with the dimensions 
suggested in this data sheet were mounted in front of and 
behind the nozzle to give the static pressure readings. 
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APPENDIX. 
Rectangular Duct Flow Rig Design. 
The criterion in the design of the rectangular duct 
flow rig was that the nozzle in the rig should be capable 
of accelerating the flow to a mixture Mach number greater 
than unity, and that the subsequent flow should pass through 
a normal shock wave. Although the constant fractional 
lag theory has great limitations, its use greatly simplifies 
the calculations for the design of the nozzle profile of this 
rig. If also the constants k and j are made sufficiently 
small, which is almost certainly the case for rapidly accelera. - 
ting flows, the resulting design would probably be capable 
of the above flow pattern. It will also be ensured that the 
nozzle will accelerate a pure air flow to at least Mach one. 
In designing the duct to the constant fractional 
lag theory, the following assumptions are made: 
(a) That the flow through the convergent-divergent nozzle 
is such as to achieve M. =1 at the nozzle throat, 
Find that the subsequent flow to nozzle exit is super- 
sonic. The supersonic condition is defined as that 
of a flow with a mixture Mach number greater than unity, 
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(b) That a normal shock wave occurs at a position close 
to nozzle exit. 
(c) That the flow between the normal shock wave and duct 
exit is subsonic. 
(d) That the flow at the duct exit is such as to give a 
mixture Mach number of unity. 
(e) That the diffuser giving entry to the cyclone converts 
a proportion of the kinetic energy of the flow at 
the duct exit to pressure head. It can be readily 
shown that, assuming the constant fractional lag criteria, 
the following expression is obtained for the isentropic 
efficiency of a diffuser. This efficiency is defined 
as the ratio of kinetic energy which would have been 
transformed without losses to produce the observed 
pressure recovery, to that actually transformed. 
n 
p i 
where suffices i and e refer to diffuser inlet and exit 
conditions. 
The pressure available just upstream of the nozzle 
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is expected to be of the order of 150 p. s. i,, and if the pressure 
recovery through the normal shock wave and the diffuser , approachos 
that given by the calculations, this would be ample to obtain 
a fair3y high Mach number. at nozzle exit. Due to the un- 
certainties in the design, however, the nozzle was designed 
to achieve a mixture Mach number at exit close to two, and 
this should leave ample pressure drop available if the actual 
pressure drop through the rig turns out to be greater than that 
allowed for in the design. 
As stated previously, the method of designing the 
nozzle is identical with that of the Mach Wavelet Method for 
pure gas flow, but with a very much smaller specific heat 
ratio. This method is fully described in the book by F. Cheers. 
The basis of the method is to consider the wail of the divergent 
part of the nozzle as a finite number of straight -$e, 0 , dns 
such that for supersonic flow past it a fan of expansion waves 
stands at the intersection of each straight section. This 
fan of waves is then replaced by a single wave at an angle 
midway between the first and last waves of each fan. The 
flow field is then divided by the waves into a number of cells 
in each of which conditions are assumed to be uniform. 
streamline fron a centred 
fan was used to give the initial 
expansion, in terms of 
the first few straight sections of wall, 
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and this was drawn for two degree increments of the Prandtl- 
Meyer angle. The starting position on this fan is not very 
important as there is no need to work to a fixed anale, since 
on completion the whole nozzle can be scaled down to tho 
desired size. In this case, the selected starting point wan 
where the first up-going wave meets the wall. Then working 
back from this point and also inserting the waves from the 
wall corners, positions the centre-line of the nozzle. It 
is then just a case of proceeding with this process along 
the diffusing section to obtain the final wall shape; Tho 
constant fractional lag conditions for which the nozzle is 
designed are n=1.075 and an exit Mach number of 2.1, and 
this gives an area ratio, exit to throat, of 2.39 to 1. Tho 
value of n was arrived at by considering a solids to air 
loading ratio of X36 to 1, with polystyrene powder of specific 
heat ratio Cs/Cv w 1.87, and with the fractional lags kn0.5 
and j=0.4. These values worn selected as boing fair ottinatea 
of mean values of k and j over the flow conditions applying. 
The flow was then considered to almost immediately 
pass through a normal shock wave, such that the relationship 
between Mach numbers on the upstream and downstream aide of 
the shock is given by: 
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2 (n - 1)Mm22 +2 
2n Mm 22 - (n - 1) 
where suffices 1,2,3,4 and 5 and t rofor to nondi4ions at 
nozzle entry and exit, just downstream of the shock, at duct 
exit and diffuser exit and nozzle throat respectively. 
The subsequent subsonic flow was then assumed to 
accelerate to Mm =1 at the duct exit, with the length of 
duct necessary to achieve this flow given by: 
*2 n+l 2 
f (t "V 1ý 
1- 
n 
2xi 
+1 log 
'= MM3 
De l+xk 
+n2 
1+ný 1% ýj 2 Mý I 
where De is the equivalent diameter of the duct, which dust be 
estimated at this stage, and 4Cf is a skin friction factor for 
gas-solids flow, which in this case was obtained from Uematsu's 
expression and using an estimated Reynold's number. 
The pressure drops were then obtained from the following 
expressions: 
(1) For flow through the nozzle, the r$la}ionS ip between stotio 
and stagnation preeaure for frictionless flow is: - 
M 233 us 
n 
Pl 
ý1 n1 2ýn 
P2 
where the gas-solids upstream of the nozzle were 
assumed to be at stagnation conditions. 
(2) For flow through a normal shock wave 
2nß 2 n-1 
p2 n+1" 
Mm2 1 
(3) For flow from downstream of the shock to the duct exit. 
P4 Mm3 2+ (n-1) 1b3 
(If) For flow through the exit diffuser 
n 
f. 
(n-z =Mme T1, +1 )mal P4 
By putting n.. Or15 in the above, assuming that the 
pressure at the exit of the diffuser is 15 p. s. i. and that 
the diffuser efficiency is 25%, a low figure being assumed 
because of the probably poor recovery of kinetic energy of the 
solids, then with Mt 1.01 M2 = 2.11 M3 = 0.5 and Mk 1.0 the 
pressures are pl = 9.1 s p2 = p3/4.53, p3 a 2.028. p4 and 
V4 = p5/1.14 and for p5 = 15 p. s. i. pl = 53.6 p. s. i. With 
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4Cf = 0.02 the length of duct from nozzle exit to duct exit 
becomes 31 ft. 
Assuming the stagnation pressure for conditions just 
upstream of the nozzle to be ply it is possible to obtain 
the area of the throat of the nozzle in terms of the gas mass 
flow rate from the following equation:.. 
n 
W RTg (1 + n= Mm 
2) 
aa' -i 
A= --ri 2 
0"" (lxk) 
This is obtained by substituting into the continuity 
equation from the mixture Mach number and velocity of sound 
equations and the static to. stagnation preazure and temperaturo 
equations for frictionless flow. 
Then for Mm =1 at the throat and p0a p3. 
n+3 
W RTg° n-1 
A= -E ---- (I-- 2n. 
(1 + xk) 
pl 
Using the above values of x, kI po and nj and putting Tg° a 293°K 
gives A=1.45 Wg in2. 
Then since Wg = 0.2361b/sec, represents an aj rt. 
M Z3/ 
easily attainable in the duct flow rig the area of the nozzle 
throat was made 0.342 eq. in. 1 resulting in a throat section 
of 0.4 x 0.855 in. and p. duct section of 0.4 x 2.03 in@ to give 
an aspect ratio of 5 to 1 in the duct. 
A length of straight duct of 32 ft, after the nozzle, 
is considered large by supersonic puro g" flow standards, 
(it represents almost 200 diameters). Provision was therefore 
made so that lengths of duct after the nozzle of 5 or 11 ft. could 
be achieved. Because in the experiments to be performed on 
this rig the flow through normal shock waves is of major im.. 
portance, the length of ducting after the nozzle is not critical, 
Applying a similar procedure to the above to the 
flow of air in the rig indicates that for a length of duct 
from nozzle exit to duct exit less than about 3.9 ft. j 
supersonic flow could be achieved with a return to aubsonio 
flow through a normal shock wave at nozzle diffuser exit, and 
the subsequent return to M=1 at the duct exit, for a minimum 
overall pressure ratio of 2. 
$. Because, however, the minimum 
length of duct referred to above has been mado 5 ft, and tho 
profile of the nozzle diffuser is not designed for air flow, this 
will probably mean that the shock wave will occur in tho nozzle 
diffuser and the maximum Mach number will not be very much 
greater than unity. 
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tit this stage, the internal dimensions o: ' the duct 
and the nozzle profile have been calculated, and the design 
of the sections making up this rig are now considered. As 
shown previously, the minimum overal. 1 pressure drop possiblo 
for supersonic flow is about 3.6; but as the maximum available 
pressure is anticipated to be about 150 p. s. i., all the rig 
sections apart from the diffuser leading into the cyclone are 
designed to withstand this pressure. As explained in Section 
4.2.1, three 6 ft. long sections were decided upon to comprise 
the total experimental section, two of these having transparent 
walls, so that the flow both upstream and downstream of the 
nozzle could be investigated, or if necessary, an 11 ft. length 
of transparent walled section could be placed downstream 
of the nozzle. The third section is metal walled and serves 
as an entry length. 
In designing the upper and lower beams of the trans-- 
parent walled sections, it was assumed that these could be 
treated as uniformly loaded pin-jointed members, as this gives 
the most pessimistic case. The transparent walls are considered 
an uniformly loaded plates with simple supports 2 in, apart. 
As explained in Section 6.5, although the initial design was 
based on the pressure only acting on the Tufnol spacer mounted 
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in the upper and lower beams due to the sealing problem, in 
the final design it was assumed that the pressure acted on 
the whole 1.7 in. width of these beams. With these 
assumptions, the following maximum stresses were arrived at 
for the duct being subjected to a test pressure of 300 p. s. i. 
(i. e. twice the maximum working pressure), the material of 
each component also being included. 
Upper and lower beams 18,500 p. s. i. Aluminium alloy HE 30 swp. 
Transparent walls 2,500 p. s. i. Polished Perspex. 
Support struts 19,700 p. s. i. Aluminium alloy HE 30 swp. 
Dowel pins 28,000 p. s. i. Silver steel. 
Bolts retaining transparent walls 1000 lb/bolt at 2 in. pitch H. T. S. 
Most of the remaining parts of the rig are also 
constructed from the H. E. 30 e. w. p. material. The entry 
length has side walls j in. thick with upper and lower sides 
3/8 in. thick, whilst the small diffuser is made from 3/16 in. 
thick plate. Both these items are of welded construction. 
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AP! E DIx 6. 
Methods of Estimating Manometer Response Times. 
In the book "Experimental Fluid MechFanics'", Bradshaw 
suggests the following expression for the-time constant 
of a system whore the volume of the manometer is much groat©r 
than the volume of the connecting leads. 
A`ý +) 12 
8111 
2p 
(1) 
e2 nd 
where i is the viscosity of gas in the connecting lead. 
1 and d are the length and di=eter of connecting lead. 
A and V are the cross-sectional area and the initial 
enclosed volume of fluid in the manometer. 
pe is the density of the manometric fluid. 
p2 is the initial pressure at the manometer. 
This expression was obtained by equating the mass flow 
rate through the connecting lead to the rate of increaso of mass 
of gas in the manometer. 
For the case where the gas is flowing through a small 
bore tube into a reservoir of constant volume (V), the above 
expression becomes: - 
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zcd P2 
If, on the other hand, the volume of the connecting 
leads is greater than the volume of gas in tho manometer, 
and the diameter of the connecting leads is not too small, 
then it would seem reasonable to regard the volumo in the 
connecting leads and the manometer as a reservoir of constant 
volume. The system response time would then be given by 
equating the mass flow rate through the static tapping hole 
in the pipe wall to the rate of increase of mass of gas in the 
connecting leads and manometer. 
dp 
Cda 2g pg (Pl P2) dt ' pg =v dtv 
where Cd is the discharge coefficient of the tapping hole. 
a the area of this hole. 
pl and p2 are the pipe line and manometer pressures. 
V is the volume of connecting leads and manometer, 
dp pV dp2 
then if V is expressed as dt the equation can be 
2 
integrated to give: 
v1 it « sin7l 
2P2 so PI 
Cd. a 2gRT 
P1 
For this project, the U--tube limbs and the bulb of the 
inclined manometer have the same order of magnitude volume as the 
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long connecting lead volume. Because of this, it is considered 
that the response time for the measurement of static pressure 
from the 0.04 in. diameter tappings in the pipe wall via 
long lengths of 0.11 in. bore tubing to U«tubes of 0.3 in. 
bore, might be estimated from a combination of equations (1) 
and (3). A pessimistic estimate is probably given by 
summing the times from the two equations. For the measurement 
of the air flow rate nozzle pressure differential using long 
lengths of similar tubing, because of the relatively large 
area of the inclined manometer bulb and the slight pressure 
differentials being considered, only equation (1) will be 
applied. For the measurement of total pressure using a 
pitot tube and pressure transducer, equation (2) is considered 
to apply. 
For the static pressure measurement, tho worst case 
is given for 150 ft. long leads, a4 ft. air colu nn in the U. 
tube and assuming the discharge coefficient for tho tapping 
hole is 0.6, with pressures close to atmospheric. 
From equation (1) - for mercury as manometric liquid 'r 0.6 sec. 
for water as manometric liquid Y=2.4 see. 
for liquid of specific gravity 0.735 as 
manometric liquid, but with loads 120 ft. 
long, 'r = 2.2 sec. 
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From equation (2) - for (p1 - p2) =1p. s. ie at atmospheric 
pressure 1" = 1.0 sec. In the case of pressure differentials 
using the inclined tube manometer, where the diameter of the 
bulb is 1.4 in. and the height of the air column 1 in. , 
equation (1) gives T28.8 sec. 
For the total pressure measurement'-the volume on the 
total pressure side of the transducer diaphragm was measured 
as 0.02 cu. in., and the bore and length of the smallest 
pitot tubes from which any readings were useable was 0.022 in. 
and 6 in. Substituting these values in equation (2) for the 
case p2 = 12 p. s. i. ", which was considered the tiinimum, gives 
'T'- 0.005 secs. 
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LIST OF SYMBOIS. 
A Pipe or duct cross-section area. 
Local gas acoustic velocity.. 
ae Local equilibrium flow acoustic velocity. 
a Local gas acoustic velocity. G 
am Local constant fractional lag acoustic velocity. 
a Projected area of a solids particle, p 
a Surface area of a solids particle. S 
CD Gas-solid particle drag coefficient. 
C Total gas-solids friction factor or skin friction factor for gas f flow. 
Cp Specific heat of gas at constant pressure. 
C Specific heat of solids particles. 
s 
CM Specific heat of gas at constant volume, 
c Ultimate velocity. 
D Pipe diameter. 
d Particle diameter. 
P 
d or a Mean particle diametero m 
dma Aerodynamic effective particle diameter. 
F Frictional force term in momentum equation. 
h Gas-solids heat transfer coefficient. 
Gas-solids temperature fractional lag (see Equation 21 Apponcthc 1) 
J Heat equivalent* 
k Gas-solids velocity fractional lag (see Equation 1 Appendix 1) 
kS Gas thermal conductivity. 
.. 243- 
L Non dimensional pipe length of p; PL. kS L 
ß Pipe length. 
M Gas Mach number. 
Mm Mixture Mach number (see Equation 27 Appendix 1). 
m Mass of a single solids particle. p 
m Mass of solids in unit mass of gas. 
N Constant fractional lag compressible flow index for the oaso 
solids volume not negligible. 
Nu Gas-solid particle Nusselt number. 
n Constant fractional lag compressible flow index (see Equation 
11 Appendix 1) or index in gas. ve3nc3ty power law. 
np Number of particles of size dp. 
p Pipe-line reference static pressure (absolute). 
Pr Prandtl number, 
p Pressure (absolute). 
R Gas constant in equation of state or pipe radius. 
Re Pipe or duct Reynolds number. 
Re Solids particle Reynolds number. 
P 
r Radial distance from pipe oentre. -line. 
s Peripheral area of pipe or duct. 
T Temperature (absolute)* 
u Velocity. 
V Volume. 
W Mass flow rate (lb/aec). 
x Ratio of solids to gas mass flow rates tiJsJirJg 
244 M 
Y 
Z 
11 
11 
P 
1b 
Suffices. 
Ratio of solids volume to gas volume V/Q or distance 
from pipe wall. 
Polynomial equation. 
Ratio Cs/Cv. 
Ratio of gas specific heats C/Cv. 
Diffuser efficiency (see Appendix 5)_. 
Total pipe length from upstream datum to reference position. 
Gas viscosity. 
Density. 
Standard deviation (see Appendix 2) 
Surface friction force per unit area of pipe. 
e Pipe exit of equilibrium flow condition. 
g Gas. 
m Mixture of gas and solids. 
a Stagnation or total conditions. - 
p Solid particle. 
8 Solids dispersed* 
t Conditions at a throat. 
Conditions when M or Mn =1 
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>ESTABLTS.; EBMHBGSOO5AP3; 
SAS SOLIDE PIPE FLOW; 
,, >e in library Ann, A6, A12, 
_ni; eger n, m9 
COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
O/P L, -' 
open (2r)) ; open (7')) ; 
Ie peat :n : =read (2')) ; 
, gym; 
if n-) then Eot o finish; 
m: =read 2; 
write text (7'), [[ ]) ; 
begin integer i, j, sa, sb, sc; 
real ka, kb, kc, kd, ke, kf, kg, kh, kp, N, P, f, D, w, d, r, t, 
dL, W, A, C, To, J, g, MM'S, T, q, k, s, Re, Cd, Z, jt, nt, am, Mm; 
p array aL 1 : n, ): n], b, db[1 : n], sum[": n+n], L, p, z[ 1 : m), y, F[ 1 : 3]; 
ý; " real procedure poly(a, x, n) 
value x, n; 
integer n; 
1°cal x; 
array a; 
begin irtege:? i; 
real sum 
sum: =a[nJ; 
for i: =n-1 step -1 until 
poly : =sum; 
end of poly; 
do sum: =sumxx+a[ i] ; 
procedure solve(x, a, n); 
value a, n; 
,n e[ er n; 
ýrraý a, x 
begin integer i, r, c; 
real z; 
for i: =n-1 step -1 until 1 do 
for r: ="1 s"te 10 1 until To 
begin z: =a r, i+1 T/-'"a-7i +1 , 
i+1 
for c: =f) step 1 until i do 
a[r, c] ':: ==a[r, c -a[i+1,, c]xz; 
end; 
for r: =1 step 1 until n do 
begin z: =a r, r) ] for i: =r-1 sate -1 until 1 do z: =z-x[i]xa[r, i]; 
, 
777] : =z/a[ rr; 
end; 
end of solve; 
'=at 
procedure fLy (L, y, 
T7 )s 
9 
value L; 
Iroil L" 
la: a. rr^ n' y 
r-_n real kukvkx, u, v,; cj. 
Iu= 
7717 
v: =y[2]; 
ku: =abs (u-v) ; 
lcx : =1 ,s +kxkxkd To 
-yý 
3 ]) 
-iýLX>ý'ý. lxU/kl 
, 
jt : -(To-y[3 ])/(`gib-T) ; 
kj : =1 . 
4+1.4xkexjt 
nt : =k /(kj-'). )lxkx/kv) ; 
am: =sqr (ntxfXT/kv) 
P1m: =y[ 1 ]/arný 
q: =kh/u; 
Re: =kgxgXku; 
Cd: =if Re>B.; fl. ri then `). 2.33 else 
(ReTo. 66566667x3.7, +2k. '9)/Re; 
F[ 1] : =(exp(poly(b, L, n))Xpoly(db, L, n-1 )xP/(qxu)-kaxu)/kv; 
F[2]: =kbxCdxgxkuxku/v; 
71[3 ] := (sgrt (Re)x°?. 53+2. ') )xkcx (T-y[ 3] )/v 3 
end of fLy; 
ocedure print 
_n 
f (s, y, F ; 
write (71) , sa, s; 
write 7"', sb, y 11 
write 7f), sb, y[ 2] 
write 7'), sb, y[ 31 
write 7'), s b, T) 
write (7'), sc, q) ; 
write , sc, k) 
write M)., so., J 
write T' , sc, nt 
write 7'), s b, am ; 
write 7'>, s c, T"h ; 
new line (7e), 1) ; 
end of print; 
procedure mnt step (x, y, n, h, f, fxy) ; 
value nh" 
real x, h; 
array y, f; 
nreger n; 
procedure fxy; begin arra v, w[ 1 : n], a[ 1: 51; 
inie er i, j, 
real xe 
;.; a[1 j: =aý2]: =a[5]: =h/2. f'; 
a[ 3] : =a[ 41 : =h; 
xe : =x; 
for i: =1 step 1 until n do v[i]: =w[i]: =y[i]; 
for j: =1 ste 1 uni 4 do 
fxy ,, c, w, f. 
for i: =1 step 1 until n do 
begin w[i : =v[ i]+a j Xf[ i7; 
Y[ i] : =y[ 1]+a[ j+1 ]Xf [i ]/3" f?; 
end' 
end. " 
x: =xe 3 
end of ant step; 
z 1]: =l. r)'-' 
L[1]: =read(2')); p[ 1]: =road(211)s' 
Icy): = 1. ')+-O[ 1]; 
for j: =2 step 1 until m do 
as , Nin L[ j^J : 
read 2fl ; 
PLj]: =read(21) ; 
z[j]: =ln(kp-p{j]); 
end of reading curve; 
for j : =') step 1 until n+n do sum[ j) :=). f); 
for j : ==l step 1 until n do a[ j, '? j : -'`" ý': 
sum[ 
for i: =1 step 1 until m do 
be-in kk. a: =L 
for j: =1 step 1 until n+n do 
begin kb : =ýLbxka ;, 
sum[j]: =sum[j]+kb; 
end; 
cb: =z[ 1; for j: -1 step 1 until n do 
bem3n a[j. i1 : =a[ i, ; +kb;.,. 
kb: -kbXka; 
end; 
enc- 
for i: =1 stop 1 until n do 
for j: =1 step 1 Lentil n do a[i, j]: =sum[i+j-2]; 
, a: =format [s-nd. dddd] L 
sb: =format Ts -nddd . ddT 
sc: =format 
tss-d. dddd»+ndc]) ; 
solve (b, nT; 
for i: =1 step 1 until n-1 do db[ j] : -b[ j+1 ]j 
write (7' format ([ nds n-1 
write text (7'), [, nß77Eß*POLY; 1 ?r TAL[ 3cß^ý? ý[ ý' 
] "[ >s ] PßýR[ ýs )DP/DT_, 
[ cý J) 
for j : =1 step 1 until m do 
b in wri, e Th, sa, iA 
; Jr7 to 
(7' 
, a, '_-)[ ý]) 
Z: =oxp(poly(b L[jl, n) 
write 7), sa, ýf j]-kp+Zý, 
write 
ý7r), 
Sc., -Zxpoly (db, L[ j ], n-1)) 
end; 
N: =read(20)); P: =read 
D : =read 
r: =read 
R: =read 
C : =read 
2'. ) ;w: =read 
21) ;K : =read 
2rß ; W: =read 
2') To : =read 
: =read (2': )) ; M: read 
ca : _') . 5xN/D; :: Cb: =N/(dxr); 
1r _r 
751 
Jx[ ><C 
ýu .a 
2') ; f : =read 2'. ý 9 
2') ; d : =read 2'i 
2') ; c: =read 21) 
2() ; A : =read 20 3 
2') ; J : =read 2') 
2') 
ýr[ 1 : =khxrPoxT /(PX(kp-exp(b[ ii 
ka : =kaxf 
T rL2J: 999Xy 
[]; 
[1. +). ý9P, )01xkd)Xy[ ]T2/( (1 . ')+ke)Xkf)9 
write text (7') [[ 3c ]FLOW*OF*ATR***** ]) ; 
write (7o, s, a., Wý 
write tcxt (T) ***I ßS/SEC[ c ]FRTCTIONT- CfEFFT. ]) 
wr-! _, c 
(70), sa, f) 
; write text (7', ),, 
t[c ]SOLIDS*LDADINCr'- *J) 
T) , tea kd 
write text(? fLcILI [7s]u[Qs]v[BsJS[8s]T[9s] 9s]K[9s]J[9s-IN[ 
sc: =format([s-nd. dddddl ; 
print; 
for J : =l step 1 until 4 do 
bin dL: =read(20 ;- 
t: =read 2')) ; 
B: intstep s, y, 3, dL, F, fLy); 
print; 
if s<t then , oto F3; 
end; 
end of block 1; 
goto repeat; 
inish: close (7 )) 
close(21)); 
end-> 
, - 4 
SYMBOLS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
A- Pipe cross-section area 
"ý 't' 
am - am 
ü 
C- 
C- 
Cp 
Cs 
ir Cd - Cd 
D- Pipe diameter 
d- Solids particle diameter 
f- 4Cf 
g= Gravitational constant 
i and j- integers - subscripts in arrays 
J- Heat equivalent 
it - j temperature lag 
K- Gas thermal conductivity 
k- v/u - velocity lag' 
ka - Length along pipe or 0.5 x N/D 
kb - Length along pipe or Nx r/d 
M- Gas viscosity 
Mm - Mm 
rt m Number of pressure increments 
N- Pipe reference length 
n- Order of polynomial +1 
nt - 
P- 
n 
Reference pressure 
Y' 
. q- 
Gas density 
. R- Gas constant 
Re - Solids particle to gas Reynolds number 
r- Solids particle density Pp 
s= Distance along pipe (non-dimensional) 
sa, sb, so - formats 
T= Gas temperature 
To = Stagnation temperature 
t- Distance along pipe at which step length is changed 
VAT - Gas flow rate Vdg 
w- Solids flow rate Ws 
Z- exp. (poly (b, L(j), n)) 
dL - Step length (non-dimensional) 
Aras 
L l: m) - Distand along pipe (non-dimensional) 
p l: m) - Corresponding pressure (non-dimensional) 
z l: m> - In (kp - p(j)) 
y1-u gas velocity 
y2-v solids velocity 
y3- Ts solids temperature 
PR - differential du/4L 
F(2 - differential da/dL 
F(3 - differential dTs/dL 
p(j) - kp +Z- Error in fitting curve 
dp - -Z x poly 
(db, L(j), n- 1) 
dL 
a(1) to (5), v(i), w(i), y(i), x- Terms in Runge-ICutta 
solution of differential equations. 
